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Medical implants created by Ti6Al4V (ELI) through Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes have a very 
positive impact on the quality of life of patients who have undergone skeletal reconstructive surgery. 
The effectiveness of medical implant design for AM processes would be significantly improved if finite 
element analysis (FEA) could be established as an accepted design tool. This study is aimed at 
validating FEA as a tool for predicting the strain distribution in a Ti6Al4V (ELI) medical implant produced 
through a selective laser melting (SLM) process by comparing the FEA results with strain gauge 
measurements.  
 
The approach followed was to demonstrate the correlation between an FEA model and strain gauge 
measurements performed on a human mandibular implant. For the design of the mandibular implant 
the geometrical data of an adult human mandible obtained from a computer tomography (CT) scan was 
transferred to a computer-aided design (CAD) software package. A CAD model based on this data, 
which was suitable for experimental validation, was used for FEA when subjected to typical static 
mastication load condition. Through this FEA simulation the distribution of strain in the implant under 
basic functional condition was determined. Using the same CAD model, an implant was manufactured 
through SLM and strain gauges were mounted on the implant at locations corresponding to the areas 
of significant strain as determined on the FEA model. 
 
The results obtained from both FEA and strain gauge measurements were compared and a correlation 
within a deviation of less than 10% for most of the measurements was obtained. Requirements for 
achieving this level of correlation were determined. It was concluded that FEA is indeed a powerful tool 
for improving the effectiveness of design for AM of medical implants. 
 
Keywords: Finite element analysis, Strain gauge measurements, Additive manufacturing, Medical 
implants, Ti6Al4V (ELI) material. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1. Background 
The manufacturing of complex and customer-specific medical implants is made possible through 
additive manufacturing (AM) processes and the benefits that patients can enjoy are often much better 
than with the conventional standard implants. However, it has been reported that these AM 
manufactured implants often fail due to several factors, such as poor design, manufacturing 
malpractices, installation procedures and aggressive operational conditions [1]. In order to obtain a 
medical implant of high quality, the design should be optimized. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) could 
be used as a powerful tool to achieve optimal medical implant designs with regard to strength and 
durability. FEA makes it possible for designers to identify potential implant weaknesses before 
manufacturing commences and allows them to modify the initial design in order to achieve improved 
mechanical properties of implants. However, it is imperative for FEA models to be validated through 
appropriate experimental measurements, before these can be generally applied and relied on.  
 
Two recognised techniques that are used to validate FEA are strain gauge measurements and optical 
sensoring [2]. Strain gauges can be used for accurate validation of FEA, provided that the preferred 
positions of the gauges on the surface of the FEA model correspond accurately with those on the 
experimental model [3]. With such compliance, the magnitude of the principal strain can be compared 
between an FEA model and experimental results obtained with strain gauges, as the strain gauges can 
be installed in the direction of the strain as determined from the FEA model.  
 
1.2. Problem statement 
The effectiveness of the process of designing a medical implant for production by AM can still be 
improved, because poorly designed AM implants, as well as implant failures, still occur. An implant 
designed without due consideration of mechanical properties needed for typical operational conditions 
results in unexpected failure. Furthermore, designing an implant without utilising FEA could lead to over 
design or under design. Such designs could be an implant which is unnecessarily bulky or an implant 
which is too thin to the extent that it is structurally weak. This could be significantly improved if the 
stress and strain distribution that an implant experiences during operational conditions could be 
predicted during the design phase before proceeding to the AM process. FEA offers the ability to 
© Central University of Technology, Free State
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calculate such stress and strain distributions and allows consideration of these in the design process. 
However, to establish confidence in the FEA modelling approach as design tool for AM components, 
FEA models of typical medical implants must be validated through experimental verification. 
 
1.3. Aim of the study 
The aim of this study is to establish confidence in FEA as a powerful design tool during design for AM 
by validating an FEA model of a mandibular implant produced by AM in Ti6Al4V (ELI) through 
experimental strain gauge measurements. 
 
1.4. Objectives 
a) To design a mandibular implant that would allow the strain distribution under typical operational 
load conditions to be determined through FEA and strain gauge measurements to be 
performed. 
b) To predict through FEA the strain distribution in the mandibular implant under selected static 
load conditions obtained from typical mastication conditions. 
c) To determine the strain distribution in a mandibular implant produced by AM from the CAD 
model of the implant through strain gauge measurements. 
d) To compare the FEA and strain gauge results to validate the FEA model. 
 
1.5. Layout of the dissertation 
The layout of the dissertation is shown in Figure 1.1. Chapter 1 provides the background to the study, 
the problem statement and the aim and objectives of the study.  In Chapter 2 the literature study that 
was conducted to determine the boundary conditions applicable to the mandibular implant and to 
investigate what has been done in this field, is presented. Thereafter, in Chapter 3 the research 
methodology followed for the FEA modelling and the experimental testing is explained.  In Chapter 4 
the FEA and experimental results are presented and discussed. Assessments of the correlation 
between these two types of results are made. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions drawn from 
the study. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
2.1. Introduction 
A human mandible is the lower jawbone that is used for chewing, speaking and protecting the contents 
of the oral cavity. It performs its function through the help of jaw muscles which control its movement 
and regulates the forces acting on the teeth for biting and chewing food [4]. Unfortunately, cancer, 
trauma, other pathologies and congenital defects can result in the degradation of the mandible and may 
lead to its malfunction [5].  
 
The replacement of degraded parts of the human skeleton with additively manufactured metal implants 
is a potential solution [6] to such patients’ discomfort. To date, AM has been extensively applied for the 
fabrication of customized medical implants directly from a geometric model generated through a three 
dimensional CAD system (e.g. SolidWorks®, Pro/Engineer, CATIA) without the need for tooling 
processes [7]. However, various factors such as the material used for manufacturing an implant, implant 
loading conditions and the method used for fixation of the implant, could all lead to an implant failure 
[8][9]. This can result in significant disabilities, deformation of the facial geometry and dysfunction of 
the implanted components. Furthermore, it would also impose a financial burden and increased 
workload on the healthcare system worldwide [10]. 
 
FEA has been extensively applied to evaluate the stress distribution of conventionally manufactured 
implant designs [11]. However, there is a need for widespread use of FEA as a design tool for predicting 
the stress and strain distribution in Ti6Al4V (ELI) medical implants produced through AM. In this chapter 
the process of medical implant designs for AM and validation of FEA are reviewed.  
 
2.2. Additive manufacturing applied to medical implants 
2.2.1. Background on additive manufacturing 
According to the ASTM standard F2792-10, AM is defined as “the process of joining materials to make 
objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing 
technology” [12]. AM technology is applied through various processes, such as Stereolithography 
(SLA), Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) and Three-dimensional (3D) 
Printing [13]. Currently, AM processes are divided into seven categories, namely Vat Photo-
© Central University of Technology, Free State
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polymerization, Material Jetting, Binder Jetting, Material Extrusion, Sheet Laminating, Direct Energy 
Deposition and Powder Bed Fusion [14].  
 
AM is seen by many as the next chapter in the industrial revolution, especially when it is applied to 
metal products. AM processes have specific advantages over conventional ways of manufacturing, 
such as injection moulding, computer numeric controlled (CNC) machining and milling. These 
advantages are, among others, minimum material wastage, the ability to create complex detail and the 
elimination of intermediate processing steps used in traditional manufacturing methods [15]. In CNC 
machining as an example, the intermediate processing steps such as solid material clamping, tool setup 
and machine programming are eliminated if AM is used. The AM process chain passes directly from a 
3D CAD model to production of an end product [15].  
 
In Europe AM was recognized as a key emerging technology to produce more innovative, customized 
and sustainable products, while utilising low volumes of material [6]. In addition, Europe’s AM Platform 
identified two distinct markets in which AM has flourished. These are the production market (for example 
medical implant-, dental implant-, aerospace-, automotive production and power generation) and the 
consumer market, such as home accessories, fashion and entertainment [6].  
 
In South Africa the Department of Science and Technology, through the Collaborative Program in 
Additive Manufacturing, has shown a keen interest in qualification of AM of Ti6Al4V for medical implants 
and aerospace components [16]. Through this program various research projects were stimulated and 
the current study was funded. The study contributes to the qualification of AM of Ti6Al4V medical 
implants through establishing computational modelling as an important tool for design for AM.  
 
2.2.2. Additive manufacturing at CUT 
In 1997, the Central University of Technology (CUT) (at the time known as the Technikon Free State) 
was the first university in SA to establish a Rapid Prototyping (RP) centre, known as the Centre for 
Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing (CRPM). About eleven years later the CRPM was recognized as 
the national centre of excellence for utilising titanium alloy powder in the field of AM (RP had evolved 
into AM). Today it is recognised as the leading centre for metal AM in South Africa. CUT also 
collaborated with the National Laser Centre (NLC) at the CSIR and Stellenbosch University (SU) to 
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apply their AM machines for successfully building qualified customized medical implants from titanium 
(Ti6Al4V) powder. Apart from this, CUT has been collaborating successfully with orthopaedic and 
maxillo-facial surgeons locally and internationally in manufacturing medical implants. As a result of the 
rising interest in AM, the Titanium Centre of Competence (TiCoC) included a focus area on producing 
customized titanium parts through AM processes in its portfolio [6]. The TiCoC program has shown that 
there is a need for research that will provide insight into locally available metal AM technologies and 
their ability to deliver components that consistently comply with the required physical and mechanical 
properties of industrial applications such as medical implants [16].  
 
2.2.3. Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) 
Starting in 1994 DMLS was developed as the first commercial AM method to produce metal parts [17]. 
DMLS is a powder bed fusion technology, in which a layer of metal powder particles, such as Ti6Al4V, 
is fused with a laser beam.  The laser beam is controlled directly from 3D CAD visualization data (.stl 
file) to follow the contours of the particular layer and eventually, layer upon layer, build a component, 
such as a medical implant. 
 
In the powder bed method as illustrated in Figure 2.1, the layer of powder is evenly distributed onto the 
powder bed by a roller or wiper blade which sweeps an even layer of powder from a powder dispenser 
platform over a building platform. Thereafter, the laser beam which passes through lenses and is 
directed by a scanning mirror onto the powder bed, fuses the powder particles into a solid layer before 
further layers of powder are distributed onto the building platform and fused onto the existing layer to 
manufacture a three dimensional part.  
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Figure 2.1: Direct Metal Laser Sintering Process. 
 
2.2.4. Residual stress in AM components 
Residual stresses are defined as the stresses induced by manufacturing processes and that remain in 
a component that is not subjected to any external load. These stresses have a negative influence on 
the reliability and mechanical properties of components, such as fatigue life, fracture toughness and 
corrosion or wear resistance [18][19]. Therefore, residual stresses should be relieved and, where 
possible, also measured. However, measuring residual stress in both magnitude and direction is 
complicated. Nevertheless, various residual stress measurement techniques have been developed, 
such as X-ray and neutron diffraction, ultrasonic velocity, hole drilling, layer removal techniques and 
the stress relaxation method [20].  
 
During DMLS the layers undergo repeated heating, melting, solidification and cooling cycles as more 
layers are added [21]. Consequently, residual stress is generated in the manufactured component due 
to the thermal gradient induced through this process. To release the residual stresses in a component 
such as a medical implant produced through DMLS, a stress relieving heat treatment is performed. 
Through further controlled heat treatment, the following can be obtained: the most acceptable 
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combination of ductility, machinability, dimensional accuracy, structural stability  and, most importantly, 
the optimization of fatigue properties and strength [22].  
 
2.3. Mandible anatomy 
2.3.1. Mandible characteristics 
The word mandible was derived from Latin, in which “mandere” means “to chew”. The mandible carries 
the lower teeth opposite to those on the upper jaw and provides attachment to the muscles of 
mastication [23] (see Figure 2.3). Furthermore, the mandible is the largest and strongest bone of the 
face and it has a horizontally convex-forward curved body. Its ramus ascends posteriorly to support the 
coronoid and condylar process [24].  The various facets of a mandible are illustrated in Figure 2.2.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Medial and lateral view of the human mandible. 
 
The design and selection of a material to reconstruct part of a mandible should resemble the original 
bone mandible as closely as possible. In addition, the understanding of the mechanics of a human 
mandible is vital for the design of an effective mandible implant. 
 
2.3.2. Mandible mechanics 
The mandible is the only bone in the skull that is capable of individual movements. It moves with respect 
to the skull and is guided by two mutually linked temporomandibular joints (TMJ) through the contraction 
of the mastication muscles. At the TMJs the condyles of the mandible articulate incongruently (meaning, 
different in nature as to be incapable of coexisting) with the articular surface of the temporal bone (see 
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the TMJ in Figure 2.3). As a result of this articulation, the joint is allowed to move in six degrees of 




Figure 2.3: Illustration of the muscles and features of the human mastication system [26]. 
 
Furthermore, the active mastication muscle forces that cause the lower jaw movement also have six 
components since a moving body obeys Newton’s law of motion [27]. For each movement there is a 
linear force (Fx, Fy, Fz) that is accompanied by a moment or torque (Mx, My, Mz). In addition, these active 
forces are balanced by the passive (reaction) forces generated by the joint ligament, such as the 
sphenomandibular, stylomandibular and lateral ligaments, to keep the mandible attached to the 
skull [28]. In Figure 2.4 (a) and (b) the ligaments that help to restrict excessive movement and the six 
degrees of freedom of the mandible, respectively, are illustrated. The dashed lines represent the 
principal axes along and about which movements take place. Furthermore, Fx, Fy, and Fz represent the 
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translating movements allowed along the x, y and z axes, while Mx, My and Mz represent the rotation 
about the x, y and z axes  [28]. 
 
 
(a) Mandible’s ligaments                                                   (b) Mandible motion’s degrees of freedom  
Figure 2.4: (a) Ligaments related to the mandible and (b) diagram in which the six degrees of freedom 
in which the mandible is allowed to move are indicated [28]. 
 
In order to understand the science of the motion and forces acting on the lower jaw, it is important to 
recognize the load- and boundary conditions of the mandible, allowing analysis and modelling of this 
using computational software. It is also important to take these load and boundary conditions into 
consideration when designing a mandible implant.  
 
The muscles involved in the mastication process must be able to exert enough pressure to bite through 
and chew food before it is swallowed [29]. It was recorded that the magnitude of the resultant static 
biting force ranges from 246,9 N to 2091,9  N [30][31]. The masseter muscle contributes more load 
than other muscles of mastication to retract and elevate the mandible [32]. This muscle originates from 
the zygomatic arch and is attached to the ramus of the mandible to gain a large amount of leverage 
needed for biting and chewing. It is assisted by the temporal muscle to open and close the mouth, 
which originates from the temporal bone and is attached to the coronoid of the mandible. Moreover, the 
medial and lateral pterygoid muscles provide assistance in chewing and moving food within the mouth. 
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The Medial pterygoid originates from the sphenoid and maxilla, and the lateral pterygoid  from the 
pterygoid process of the sphenoid bone [29]. 
 
The lines of action of the mastication muscles’ forces act in different directions since they do not 
originate from the same area on the skull and attach to the same area on the mandible. However, their 
resultant vectors (magnitude and direction) can be estimated by electromyography (electrical activity 
muscle tissue recorder) [33]. In Figure 2.5 (a) the resultant force acting on the maxilla (Fres,maxilla) and 
the resultant force acting on the mandible (Fres,mand) during static biting/mastication, is represented.  
These resultant mastication forces are significantly influenced by the direction of the lines of action [33].  
 
The cephalogram, which is defined as the analysis of the dental and skeleton relationship, done by 
Sato et al., states that the typical angle between the masticatory axis and the occlusal plane is 
approximately 690 [34]. They also indicated that the angle between the occlusal plane and the anterior 
border of the masseter muscle remains approximately 690, which suggests that the resultant force acts 
in the direction of the masticatory axis.  In Figure 2.5 (b) the occlusal plane and masticatory axis are 
illustrated, where C represents the angle between them (69°).  
 
               (a) Line of action of the resultant force                 (b) Masticatory axis  
Figure 2.5: Schematic view of mandible showing the mandibular reference plane and the masticatory 
axis [33].  
 
Other very important data to be considered when designing a mandible implant is the reconstruction of 
the TMJ. It has been accepted that a ball-and-socket design could be a good replacement of the TMJ. 
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This replacement reduces the degrees of freedom of the articulation bone. Thus, all of its translational 
degrees of freedom are restrained and only three degrees of freedom are allowed i.e. rotation about x, 
y and z. [28]. These load and boundary conditions are very important for the CAD design, FEA and 
experimental analysis of the mandible implant. 
 
2.4. Medical implant design 
2.4.1. Computer aided design 
The appropriate design of a mandibular implant is imperative for its successful application in 
maxillofacial reconstruction surgery. The conventional reconstruction methods of a mandible, such as 
bone grafting, are difficult to adjust according to the anatomical form of an individual’s mandible [35] 
because the plates used are usually manually bent by a surgeon during the surgery. As a result, the 
restoration of the facial geometry, jaw relationship and the condylar position is difficult to attain. 
Furthermore, it has been proven that an inappropriate design can lead to a mismatch between an 
implant and the remaining bone and that it can be painful and may cause implant failure [36]. 
 
Today, CAD is extensively used to design medical implants. An example of such a medical implant is 
a mandible implant for the reconstruction of a lower jaw [36][37]. The CAD systems available today 
offer solutions for the planning of the maxillofacial reconstruction surgery in relation to the aesthetic 
outcomes and final prosthetic and functional rehabilitation [38]. An accurate CAD design model is based 
on high-resolution computer tomography (CT) scan data of a maxillofacial skeleton. This data is used 
to design the lower jaw implant. In Figure 2.6 the CT scan data obtained from a patient with a defect in 
the right hand side of the lower jaw is shown.  A CT scan is done on a patient to achieve 3D visualization 
of his/her skull. Thereafter, the affected area is removed and replaced by a mirrored unaffected part. 
Finally, the implant CAD model is generated prior to commencement of the FEA and manufacturing 
processes.  
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of how CAD data is commonly derived from CT scan data [39]. 
 
Another important stage in the design is to select and assign an appropriate material from which the 
implant could be manufactured. Material properties to consider can include chemical composition, 
physical- and mechanical properties as well as bio-compatibility. The material selected in this study is 
titanium Ti6Al4V (ELI) for a number of reasons which will be discussed in the following paragraph.  
 
2.4.2. Titanium alloys for medical implants 
Over the past decades metals have been successfully used as biomaterial in the medical field [9]. The 
materials commonly used in the human body are stainless steel, cobalt-chromium alloys and titanium 
and its alloys [39]. Titanium, unlike other metals, shows little or no reaction with the tissues surrounding 
an implant. Furthermore, it is corrosion resistant due to the stable oxide layer on its surface. In addition, 
this layer can reconstruct itself at body temperature when it is damaged [39]. The most commonly used 
titanium alloy in the biomedical industry and in reconstructive surgery is Ti6Al4V with extra low 
interstitial (ELI) content, because of its beneficial properties. For example, Ti6Al4V (ELI) offers superior 
properties when it is used in an implant with structural loading, because of its high yield- and ultimate 
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tensile strengths, as well as good ductility as compared to other bio-compatible titanium alloys. Its 
annealed mechanical properties reported for medical application are shown in Table 2.1.  
 










110 965 875 10-15 [40] 
114 860 795 10 or more [41] 
101 922 870 - [42] 
 
Furthermore, to ensure high quality in Ti6Al4V parts, repeatability and consistency during the AM 
building and machining processes and adherence to the latest international standards (e.g. ASTM 
F2924-12) for AM industry developments, process, calibration and testing [43] are imperative.   
 
2.5. FEA of medical implants 
2.5.1. Application of FEA 
A CAD design is commonly tested through FEA in order to verify its structural strength and stiffness 
[44], provided the material properties of the analysed part are known. FEA makes it possible for 
designers to identify a component’s weaknesses before manufacturing commences and allows the user 
to make changes or to modify the initial design in order to optimize it in terms of strength and materials 
used. This process is often referred to as the design loop and is used worldwide for obtaining an 
improved final design that can be used in a manufacturing process.  A typical design loop in the AM 
industry is illustrated in Figure 2.7.  
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Figure 2.7: Computational design and additive manufacturing flow chart. 
 
Finite element method (FEM) provides numerical solutions for complicated stress-strain problems that 
cannot be obtained routinely [45]. In essence, it is a numerical method for solving physical problems 
which are governed by differential or integral equations [46]. It is widely used in the analysis of solid, 
structures, heat transfer and fluid mechanics. Extensive research and publication have been done on 
FEM since the early 1960s [47]. In the field of biomechanical engineering, FEM is commonly used to 
simplify the analysis of the design of conventionally manufactured medical implants [48] and it has been 
shown that FEA reduces the product development time and expenses by obtaining a good design 
before manufacturing processes commence. In a similar way, FEA could be used as a valuable tool to 
qualify complex titanium medical implant designs for additive manufacturing. However, an FEA model 
requires experimental analyses to validate it [49]. In fact, the results of the final design are dependent 
on input information (parameters). If the inputs are inaccurate, then the results will be inaccurate [50]. 
Additionally, the material properties, boundary conditions and mesh size also influence the accuracy of 
FEA. Furthermore, it is clear from Figure 2.7 that if the final design is incorrect the process of AM will 
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yield a defective or inferior product, which will lead to poor quality of the product. This is the rationale 
for the current study aimed at validating FEA modelling as a tool to predict the strain distribution of a 
Ti6Al4V medical implant produced by AM through physical experimentation.  
 
2.5.2. Basic principles of FEM 
The solution of an engineering system (general continuum problem) using the finite element method 
(FEM) always follow an orderly step-by-step process [51]. The first step is the discretisation of the 
continuum which refers to the division of a region into finite elements. This includes scalar parameters 
(such as number of nodes, number of elements etc.), material properties, coordinates of nodal points, 
connectivity array of finite elements, array of element types, array for description of displacement 
boundary conditions, as well as, array for description of surfaces and point loads.   The process is 
executed by the pre-processor program to generate the finite element mesh for the whole system [51]. 
In Figure 2.8 the finite element types are illustrated with their typical applications.  
  
 
Figure 2.8: Illustration of some common finite element types with their typical applications with a line 
and dot represents element and node, respectively.  
 
The second step is the selection of an interpolation function. In this case the variables are interpolated 
over the element. In many instances, a polynomial [52] is selected as the interpolation function. For the 
analysis of solid mechanics (or 3D mesh), such as medical implants, the second complete polynomial 
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(ten-node tetrahedron or Tet 10 as it is called in programming) which is also known as a quadratic 
tetrahedron is commonly used, because it behaves significantly better than other polynomials such as 
a four-node (linear) tetrahedron. In addition, it retains the geometry favour in 3D mesh generation and 
allows the curve face and side [53]. In Figure 2.9 the illustration of quadratic tetrahedron elements is 
shown.  
 
    
Figure 2.9: The quadratic (ten-node) tetrahedron (a) elements with planar faces and side nodes located 
at midpoints; (b) elements with curved faces and sides.  
 
Such an element has four corner nodes with local number 1 through 4 and on its sides there are six 
nodes with local number 5 through 10. Nodes 5, 6, 7 are located on sides 1 - 2, 2 - 3 and 3 – 1, 
respectively. These side nodes do not necessarily lie on the midpoints of the sides but may deviate 
from these locations, subject to the Jacobian-determination (change of variables in multiple integral) 
constraints [47]. On the other hand, each element face in Figure 2.9 (a) is defined by six nodes which 
do not necessarily have to lie on the plane, but they should not deviate too much from it. This freedom 
allows the element to have curved sides and faces as indicated in Figure 2.9 (b).   
 
For basic understanding of the element interpolation function, the linear shape function is discussed 
using one-dimensional element as shown in Figure 2.10 with three nodes.   
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Figure 2.10: One-dimensional element with local coordinate system of -1 ≤ ξ (stretch of the 
element)  ≤  1.  
 
With the shape function, any field inside the element is represented equation 2.1: 
 
𝑢(𝜉) =  ∑ 𝑁𝑖 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 ………………………………………………………………………… (2.1) 
 
Where 𝑁𝑖 is called a shape function and represents an unknown function. Moreover, at the nodes the 
approximated function should be equal to its nodal values: 
𝑢(−1) =  𝑢1  
𝑢(0) =  𝑢2  
𝑢(1) =  𝑢3  
 
Since the element has three nodes [51]. Shape function 1 (N1) can be written as follow:  
 
𝑁1 =  𝛼1 +  𝛼2𝜉 + 𝛼3𝜉
2 ……………………………………………………………………………. (2.2) 
 
𝛼𝑖 refers to an unknown coefficient which are defined from the system of equations shown below: 
𝑁1(−1) = 𝛼1 − 𝛼2 + 𝛼3 = 1  
𝑁2(0) =  𝛼1 = 0  
𝑁1(1) = 𝛼1 + 𝛼2 + 𝛼3 = 1  
 






 . Consequently, the shape function 𝑁1 is 
given by:   
 
𝑁1 =  −
1
2
𝜉(1 − 𝜉) ……………………………………………………………………………………. (2.3) 
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Similarly, it is possible to obtain the shape functions 𝑁2 and 𝑁3 which are expressed by equation 2.4 
and 2.5, respectively.  
 
𝑁2 = 1 −  𝜉
2 ……………………………………………………………………………………………... (2.4) 
 
𝑁1 =  
1
2
𝜉(1 + 𝜉) ………………………………………………………………..………………………. (2.5) 
 
Finally, Figure 2.11 illustrates these shape functions. 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Illustration of the shape functions 𝑵𝟏, 𝑵𝟐, 𝑵𝟑 of the quadratic element [54].  
 
 
The third step in FEM is to find the element properties. In this step the finite element matrix equations 
are established which refer to the nodal values of the unknown function related to other parameters. 
The stiffness matrix 𝑘𝑒 of the element has to be derived. For example, when a uniaxial bar such as a 
strut is part of a structure and a force is applied on it, its ends will be able to move due to displacement 
of the structure and the deformation of the member. This may be modelled by a single element as 
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shown in Figure 2.12. In the case where the spring element is used to represent a strut of length 𝐿 and 
area 𝐴 the spring stiffness will be given by: 
 
𝑘1 =  
𝐴𝐸
𝐿
……………………………………………………………………………………………………  (2.6) 
 
Where E is the Young’s or elastic modulus of the material.  
 
 
Figure 2.12: Simple illustration of single element.   
 
For the simple illustration of a uniaxial element in Figure 2.12 using the sign convention that force F 
and displacement u are positive in the x direction. The force may be related to the displacement by the 
following equations:  
 
𝐹1 =  𝑘1(𝑢1 −  𝑢2) ……………………………………………………………………………………… (2.7) 
 
𝐹2 =  𝑘1(𝑢1 − 𝑢2) ……………………………………………………………………………………… (2.8) 
 





} =  [







In short form this can be expressed as:  
 
{𝐹} = [𝑘𝑒]{𝑢}…………………………………………………………………………………………… (2.10) 
 
Where 𝑘𝑒 is the stiffness matrix of the elements. This is an important property of an element.  
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In structural engineering, analyses must satisfy three general analysis conditions. Firstly, the sum of 
forces and moments must be in an equilibrium state. Secondly, strain-displacement relations (also 
called compatibility of deformation) must be established: ensure that the displacement in a deformed 
continuous structure is free of voids or discontinuities. Finally, the stress strain relations (also known 
as constitutive relations) must be established. As for linear material, the generalization of Hooke’s law 
states: 
 
{𝜎} = [𝐸]{ε} …………………………………………………………………………………………... (2.11) 
 
Where 𝜎 and ε represent stress and strain, respectively. Additionally, this stress and strain are 
governed by equations 2.12 and 2.13, respectively which are acting in the x, y, z directions.  
 
{𝜎} = {𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦𝜎𝑧𝜏𝑥𝑦𝜏𝑦𝑧𝜏𝑧𝑥} ………………………………………………………………………...…. (2.12) 
 
{𝜀} = {𝜀𝑥𝜀𝑦𝜀𝑧𝛾𝑥𝑦𝛾𝑦𝑧𝛾𝑧𝑥} …………………………………………………………………………….. (2.13) 
 
[𝐸] = 6 𝑏𝑦 6 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ……………………………………………..… (2.14) 
 
Step four in FEM is to assemble the element equations in order to determine the global equation system 
for the whole solution region. The connectivity of the elements is used for the assembly process. For 
example, take a situation where the system consists of the two bar element as shown in Figure 2.13. 
The overall force in the system is obtained by adding all the forces acting at each node. The expression 






} =  [
𝑘1 −𝑘1 0
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Figure 2.13: Two one-dimensional elements. 
 
 
The fifth step is to solve the global equation system 2.15. To solve this equation, the boundary 
conditions must be applied. For example, take 𝑢1 = 0  of the two element shown in Figure 2.14.  
 
 
Figure 2.14: Two one-dimensional elements with the boundary condition.  
 
In the global equation a boundary condition of 𝑢1 = 0 is substituted. Consequently, the equation will 






} =  [
𝑘1 −𝑘1 0






} …………………………………………………………..…. (2.16) 
Then:  
[𝐾] =  [
𝑘1 + 𝑘2 −𝑘2
−𝑘2 𝑘2
] ……………………………………………………………………………… (2.17) 
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Therefore, unique solution of force can be found:  
 
𝐹1 =  −𝑘1𝑢2 ………………………………………………………………………………………… (2.18)  
 
𝐹2 =  𝑘1𝑢2 +  𝑘2𝑢2 −  𝑘2𝑢3  ………………………………………………………………….… (2.19) 
 
𝐹3 = 𝑘2𝑢3 − 𝑘2𝑢2 …………………………………………………………………………………. (2.20) 
  
The last step of FEM is to compute the additional results. In many cases the additional parameters 
need to be calculated. For instance, in mechanical engineering problems the stress-strain is of interest 
in addition to the displacement.    
 
2.5.3. FEA validation through experimental measurement 
Gröning et al. applied a new full strain measurement technique called digital speckle pattern 
interferometry (DSPI) to measure the strain on a loaded bone human mandible [55]. The aim was to 
validate the DSPI technique’s results with FEA results. The results of the experiment were consistently 
reliable and corresponded well with the FEA. A few years later, Gröning et al. investigated in detail the 
DSPI to show that this technique can provide more comprehensive and accurate validation of FEA than 
traditional methods can [3]. The study was performed through quantifying and visualizing the variation 
in strain magnitude and orientation within and between repeated DSPI measurements and FEA results. 
The discrepancies between measured and computationally predicted strain were revealed through this 
exploitation. It was concluded that discrepancies were caused by the inaccuracies in the model’s 
geometry and the degree of simplification of the modelled material.  
 
However, traditional strain gauge measurements are still considered as an accurate system to validate 
FEA models. Various studies have been done to validate FEA by making use of strain gauges. In their 
studies, Erklig & Kütük published that their FEA was validated by installing strain gauges on a human 
metacarpal [56]. They investigated the effect of different loading conditions such as torsional, bending 
and static loading and compared the strain gauge measurements with those of a 3D FEA of the CAD 
model. They also conducted another study on a dental implant in which strain gauge measurement was 
performed with the aim to validate their FEA; significant differences in strain were recorded between 
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strain gauge analysis and the 3D FEA. In their attempt to achieve better correlations, strain gauge 
measurements were performed on a simple cantilever beam. In this case the strain gauges were 
installed on the physical cantilever model at positions and orientations corresponding to an area where 
the strains were calculated in the FEA model. Their results from the cantilever experiment were 
compared with an FEA model and invaluable results were achieved. Therefore, by comparing the study 
performed on metacarpal and on the dental implant against the cantilever experiment, it was concluded 
that any inaccurate locations of strain gauges yielded deviations of up to 10%. Therefore, it is thought 
that validating FEA using an AM component with clearly marked locations and even surfaces for strain 
gauges’ installation on the implant, could provide accurate results. The current study applies strain 
gauge measurements to validate an FEA model of a human mandible implant produced through AM. 
 
2.6. Strain gauge measurement 
2.6.1. Definition of strain 
The deformation that a body experiences when a force is applied to it, is called strain (ε) which is 
measurable through strain gauges [57]. Strain is the ratio of the change in length over the total length 
and it is unit less. In Figure 2.15 the concept of strain is illustrated  
 
 
Figure 2.15: Illustration of strain where F = force, D = diameter of the sensing material (wire or foil), 
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2.6.2. Strain gauge 
A strain gauge is a device that measures precise deformation. In Figure 2.16 the typical strain gauge 
is shown. It is made-up of a very thin diameter metal wire or foil grid bonded on a non-conductor of 
electricity, called a carrier. 
 
 
Figure 2.16: Typical metallic strain gauge [58]. 
 
When a strain gauge is bonded onto a specimen’s surface it is able to generate an electrical measure 
of strain in that specimen. As the wire is stretched with the specimen, the electrical resistance (R) 
changes because its length (L) increases and its cross-sectional area (A) is reduced [59]. This 
resistance is expressed by equation 2.1, where ρ represents the resistivity which is the measure of 
resistance to electrical conduction for a given material.  
 
𝑅 =  
𝜌𝐿
𝐴
 ………………………………………………………………………………………..……….… (2.1) 
 
2.6.3. Strain gauge sensitivity 
The strain gauge sensitivity or gauge factor (GF) is the proportionality factor between the relative 
electrical resistance changes ΔR/R and the strain, ε, to be measured [57]. The sensitivity of the strain 
gauge is expressed by equation 2.2. 
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This strain gauge is designed to be sensitive in one direction (which is along the longitudinal direction) 
and to change its resistance only in response to the induced stress in the specimen to which it is 
bonded. However, transverse sensitivity could occur, but this sensitivity is reduced by extra material 
which is added on the ends of the grid loops and the grid lines are kept close to one another. On the 
other hand, the resistance of the strain gauge also changes with the change of temperature. This 
change in resistance with temperature of the bonded gauge is a function of the thermal expansion 
coefficient between the gauge and the specimen and of the thermal coefficient of the resistance of the 
gauge alloy [57].  
 
2.6.4. Application of a strain gauge 
A strain gauge must be properly bonded onto the surface of the specimen of which the strain is to be 
measured. It is important that the surface is initially well-prepared (free of pores, oil and cracks) before 
bonding. Proper bonding is achieved using recommended adhesives such as methylmetacrylate (X60), 
cyanoacrylate (Z70) for production of transducers that are of a medium accuracy and epoxy (X280, 
EP250 and EP310S) for high precision transducers. In addition, it is recommended that the bonding 
process be precisely done by a trained person [60]. Figure 2.17 illustrates schematically how a strain 
gauge is bonded to a specimen.  
 
Figure 2.17: Illustration of a strain gauge bonded to a surface [60]. 
 
A microscopic change in resistance is impossible to measure with a simple ohmmeter. Therefore, strain 
gauges are almost always used with a Wheatstone bridge circuit. This circuit is mostly used in 
measuring equipment such as resistive-, inductive-, capacitive-, piezoelectric-, electromagnetic-, 
electrodynamic-, magnetoelastic-, galvanomagnetic-, vibrating-wire-, microresonator-, acoustic- and 
gyroscopic force transducers because of their reliability and accuracy [61]. This circuit is supplied by 
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an excitation voltage (Vex) which is multiplied by a small resistance ratio to determine the output voltage 








]𝑉𝑒𝑥 ………………………………………………….……………………… (2.3) 
 
Where R1, R2, R3 and R4 each represents a resistor in a typical Wheatstone bridge circuit shown in 
Figure 2.18.  
 
In the basic Wheatstone bridge circuit configuration, shown in Figure 2.11(a), the resistances of the 
resistors in the circuit are equal in magnitude therefore the output voltage is zero. But if one resistor is 
replaced by a strain gauge to form a quarter bridge circuit (see Figure 2.11 (b)) which is bound to a 














Here GF and ε represent the gauge factor and strain, respectively. In addition, if two or all four resistors 
are replaced by a strain gauge, the circuit is called a half or full bridge circuit (see Figure 2.18 (c) and 
(d)), respectively.  However, these circuits can be modified, depending on the different applications and 
accuracy of the required result, by the addition of an extra dummy gauge induced for temperature 
compensation. 
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Figure 2.18: Typical Wheatstone Bridge circuits. ∆R and RG represent the change in resistance and the 
gauge resistance, respectively [58]. 
 
Furthermore, the circuit is connected to an amplifier that will enhance the measured strain by enhancing 
the output voltage without changing it. As a result, the data recording or data acquisition (DAQ) system 
will be able to record the measured data. The DAQ provides a platform to measure data to be analysed 
and saves it on a personal computer (PC) or hard drive. The results can be displayed on a PC’s monitor 
(see Figure 2.19) [62]. 
 
 
Figure 2.19: Process followed to record strain measurements with a strain gauge. 
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The measurement of strain using strain gauges is often done in the presence of electric and/or magnetic 
fields which can superimpose electrical noise on the measurement signal [63].  This noise can result in 
incorrect measurement of the strain. To avoid inaccurate results and incorrect interpretation of strain 
signals, the noise must be controlled. To control the noise, it is important to know the source. Any 
electrical device that generates, consumes or transmits power is a potential source for causing noise 
in a strain gauge circuit. The common source of electric noise includes alternating current power lines, 
relays, a soldering iron, fluorescent lamps, radio transmitters, etc. The electrical noise is categorised 
into two types which are electrostatic and magnetic. Unfortunately, these listed sources produce a 
combination of noise types, complicating the noise reduction problem. 
 
The electrostatic fields are generated by the presence of voltage (V) with or without current flow [63]. 
Such an electrostatic field induces the noise in the strain gauge system and its effect is well defined by 
a capacitive coupling phenomenon. This has to do with the transfer of energy within an electrical 
network or between distance networks by means of displacement current between circuit nodes, 
induced by the electric field. In Figure 2.20 the electrostatic noise coupling is illustrated.   
 
 
Figure 2.20: Electrostatic noise coupling. 
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To reduce the electrostatic noise a conductive shield is used as a barrier between the electrostatic field 
and the signal wire. The shield captures the charges that would otherwise reach the signal wiring and 
drains them off to a satisfactory ground. In Figure 2.21 this process is illustrated.  
 
 
Figure 2.21: Illustration of electrostatic shielding.   
 
On the other hand, a magnetic field is created either by the flow of electric current or by the presence 
of permanent magnetism. If the magnetic line of flux passes through the strain gauge signal wire electric 




Figure 2.22: Electromagnetic noise coupling.  
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The most effective approach to minimize the electromagnetic noise in the strain measurement system 
is to induce the noise voltage equally in both sides of the amplifier. In Figure 2.23 the cancelation of the 
electromagnetic noise by the amplifier is illustrated. The bridge arrangement of all conventional strain 
gauge systems, such as quarter bridge (two or three lead wire), half bridge and full bridge, are designed 
to cancel the electric noise [63].   
 
 
Figure 2.23: Cancellation of the electromagnetic noise by the amplifier.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
 
3.1. Approach 
To establish confidence in FEA modelling, validation of such a model is essential, especially if the model 
is used to solve a complex mechanical system. Figure 3.1 provides a schematic overview of the 
research methodology followed in the attempt to establish such confidence. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Overview of the research methodology used in an attempt to validate FEA through strain 
gauge measurements. 
 
As shown in Figure 3.1, the mandibular implant CAD model was generated from CT scan data of a 
human mandible. This was done to achieve an implant model that resembled the original bone mandible 
as closely as possible. Therefore, it had to adhere to a number of requirements: firstly, to maintain the 
facial contour; secondly, to withstand all stresses induced during normal operation; thirdly, it had to 
consist of a biocompatible material and, most importantly, to maintain the mandibular functions. 
 
Using this mandibular implant CAD model, an initial FEA was performed on the implant by applying a 
maximum static biting load. Consequently, from the generated results it was found necessary to modify 
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the implant CAD model. These modifications were done to achieve a model that could be used for 
experimental strain gauge measurements. Such a model should consist of smooth surfaces to allow 
the installation of strain gauges and provide fixation positions so that boundary conditions that are 
applied on the FEA model can be realistically applied to the experimental setup. On application of the 
typical operational loads, sufficient strain had to be induced in the implant to be measured with strain 
gauges. Most importantly, the positions and orientations of the strain gauges had to be identified and 
permanently marked. This modified CAD model was used for the five final FEA simulations with different 
loads to be compared with the experimental strain gauge measurements. 
 
Subsequently, the implant was additively manufactured in Ti6Al4V (ELI). A stress relieving heat 
treatment was performed on the AM implant to relieve the residual stresses that were locked in the 
implant due to the thermal gradients experienced during the AM process. Thereafter, the strain gauges 
were installed on the end product and the experimental strain gauge measurements were done under 
the same boundary conditions and loads that were used in the FEA simulations. Finally, the results 
from both the FEA simulations and the strain gauge measurements were compared. 
 
3.2. Computational Analysis 
3.2.1. Mandibular implant CAD model design 
The design of a mandibular implant CAD model suitable for computational analysis and experimental 
validation was created using SOLIDWORKS® (2014-2015 student edition). The original model was 
designed to reconstruct a symmetrical half of an adult human mandible. The model was generated from 
the CT scan data of a patient and was made available for this study by the CRPM. In Figure 3.2 (a) and 
(c) this mandibular CAD model as produced from the CT data, is shown. From this CAD model a 
mandible implant was designed, which is shown in Figure 3.2 (b) and (d).  
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Figure 3.2: Lateral and medial views of the mandibular model obtained from CT scan data (a) and (c) 
provided as basis for the study and the designed mandibular implant CAD model (b) and (d). 
 
The mandibular implant CAD model was designed in such a way that both its lateral and medial 
surfaces were made as smooth as possible to allow the proper installation of strain gauges. The 
mandibular condyle’s dimension and shape on the designed implant was kept the same as the original 
CT model because, if it was to be used on a patient, it should be able to articulate with the temporal 
articulation surface of that specific patient. However, the coronoid process was cut out on the implant 
since this appeared to be common practice when designing  mandibular implants [64][65]. 
 
Moreover, a hole was created at the ramus of the mandibular implant to represent the position of the 
attachment of the main mastication muscle known as the masseter muscle. Besides that, another hole 
was created on the implant’s condyle for making it possible to apply the simplified mandible’s boundary 
conditions both on the FEA and the experimental setup. 
 
Another very important factor which was considered in the design of the implant was its geometric 
stiffness. To determine the thickness of the titanium implant that would give it properties equivalent to 
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that of bone, some assumptions were made. Firstly, the implant with properties similar to the cortical 
bone of the mandible (elastic modulus E = 21 GPa [66] and thickness of 3.8 mm [67][68]) was treated 
as a simple supported beam under a bending load (F) of 1 026 N at its mid-span D. Secondly, the 
implant was taken as a rectangular beam with dimensions shown in Figure 3.3 (a) and loaded as in 
shown in (b).   
 
 
                           (a)                                                                      (b)  
Figure 3.3: The beam representing the mandibular implant with (a) illustrating the beam cross sectional 
dimensions and (b) illustrating the loading condition.   
 
Taking the moment about A, the reaction force, 𝑅1, on the beam can be determined by making use of  
equation 3.1 or 3.2. in return the reaction force 𝑅2 can be calculated by setting the sum of the static 
forces on the beam equal to zero (equation 3.4).  
 
∑ 𝑀𝐴 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 0 ………………………………………………………...….. (3.1) 
 





  ………………………………………………………………………………………………… (3.3) 
 
𝑅2 = 𝐹 − 𝑅1 ………………………………………………………………………………………….... (3.4) 
 
Where L and x represent the total length of the beam and a distance along the beam length, 
respectively.  
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Therefore, by using the Macaulay’s method (or double integration method) the bending moment 𝑀 of 
the whole beam is given by: 
 
𝑀 =  𝑅1. 𝑥 − 𝐹[𝑥 − 𝑎]  ……………………………………………………………………..…………. (3.5) 
 
 Note that when x  ˂ a, the quantity in the square bracket would become negative and so 𝐹[𝑥 − 𝑎] is 





=  −𝑀 =  −𝑅1. 𝑥 − 𝐹[𝑥 − 𝑎]…………………………………………………………..…… (3.6) 
 
Where 𝐼 is the second moment of area. 
 
By integrating equation 3.6 the slope 
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥














[𝑥 − 𝑎]2 + 𝐶) ……………………………………………………………….. (3.7) 
 
Where C is a constant value. 
 












[𝑥 − 𝑎]3 + 𝐶𝑥 + 𝐶1) …………………………………….…………………. (3.8) 
 
When 𝑥 = 0, 𝑦 = 0 and since the term inside the square bracket is omitted, 𝐶1 = 0. For 𝑥 =  𝐿, 𝑦 =





(𝐿 − 𝑎)(2𝐿 − 𝑎) ……………………………………………………………………………. (3.9) 
 
Substituting the value of C and 𝑅1in equation 3.8, equation 3.10 is obtained.  
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 ……………………………………………………………………………………………..…… (3.10) 
 
Now for the same displacement, force, boundary conditions, width and length of the mandible bone the 
ratio between bone and titanium material properties was estimated using equation 3.11. 
 




 𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑚 =  
𝐹𝐿3
48𝐸𝐼





𝐼𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑒  ……………………………………………………………………….... (3.13) 
 
Finally, the beam thickness, determined by using equation 3.14, can be used as the equivalent 
thickness of the titanium implant. To ensure confidence in the design and to achieve a robust implant 





  (safety factor) …………………………………………………………………...…... (3.14) 
 
In general, the considerations during the medical implant design were to achieve a minimum weight 
and an economically effective implant, while still maintaining sufficient strength to ensure that it would 
not fail even under extreme load conditions.  
 
3.2.2. Initial finite element analysis 
The current study is based on a linear static analysis. Patran (2014 version) software was used for pre- 
and post-processing, whereas Nastran (2014 version) software was used as a solver. Firstly, the 
mandibular implant CAD model was imported into Patran software to create a quadratic tetrahedral 
(commonly known as Tet 10) solid mesh with a global element edge length of 2 mm. These meshes 
consist of linear and quadratic shape functions. Tet 10 (second complete-polynomial member) is 
significantly better for stress analysis in structure and solid mechanics such as a medical implant. 
However, at the area of strain gauge placement the mesh was refined because those were the specific 
areas where the strains were to be compared. To refine the mesh a uniform mesh seed was created 
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Figure 3.4: Quadratic tetrahedral solid mesh generated on the implant with mesh control at the areas of 
strain gauge attachment. 
 
Secondly, the isotropic homogeneous material properties of Ti6Al4V (ELI) was applied on the implant. 
These annealed material properties as discussed in paragraph 2.4.2 were obtained following the 
procedure discussed in paragraph 3.2.2. In Table 3.1 the titanium material properties which were 
applied is shown.  
 











Ti6Al4V (ELI) 110 40.74 0.35 4400 
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Once the material properties were assigned the load and boundary conditions were set up. A local 
coordinate system was created at the centre of the cylinder through condyle A as shown in Figure 3.5. 
Furthermore, the condyle of the mandibular implant CAD model was fixed in such a way that it could 
rotate only about the local X – axis which is perpendicular to the Z-Y plane and passes through the 
centre of the hole. Besides that, the condyle was also restricted from translating in all directions. On 
the other side of the implant at section B the translation in the +Z direction as shown in Figure 3.5 was 
restricted. These boundary conditions were based on Koolstra’s study of the human mastication system 
[28][69].  
 
Both boundary conditions and loads were applied at the defined regions as illustrated in Figure 3.5. At 
the condyle A it was applied at the inner surface of the created hole. Additionally, at the front end B, 
the small top surface of the implant was set as the application region. As for the applied load, the top 
inner semi-circular surface of the hole in the ramus was set as the application region. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Experimental loading and boundary conditions of the mandibular implant. Where: T and R 
represent translation and rotation, respectively. F is the applied load. 
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The maximum load of 1 026 N was applied at an angle of 690 with regard to the occlusal plane, but 
parallel to the mastication axis of the implant CAD model. This angle was set based on the fact that 
both the masseter muscle and the mastication axis remain approximately 690 with regard to the occlusal 
plane, regardless of the inter-skeleton variations as described in section 2.3.2. The implant was 
designed to withstand the maximum biting load. The maximum force a person with healthy teeth can 
apply when biting is 2 091 N [31][30]. Therefore, the symmetrical half should withstand 1 026 N. 
 
The outputs of the Patran software were sent to Nastran software and the results were sent back to 
Patran for interpretation. The interpretation of the results provided the data needed for the following 
modifications of the designed mandible implant CAD model. 
 
3.2.3. Determination of strain gauge positions 
Based on the initial FEA results, decisions were made regarding the areas in which the strain gauges 
should be installed on the experimental implant model. In essence, the main aim of the initial FEA was 
to identify positions in areas where strain gauges could be installed. However, care was taken not to 
position them close to the fixation and load application region, holes and sharp corners due to the fact 
that those were regions of stress concentration not representative of the general stress or strain 
distribution. In Figure 3.6 (a) and (b) the principal strain distributions obtained from the initial FEA 
simulation used to determine suitable positions for strain gauges, are shown.  
 
By analysing the lateral view of the implant, it was found that high principal strains were attained at the 
ramus of the implant with gradual reduction towards the body of the implant. However, at the area close 
to the mental foramen (refer to Figure 2.2) the strains were found to be lower than at other regions of 
the implant. Similarly, the medial side of the implant experienced almost the same strain distribution as 
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Figure 3.6: Lateral and medial views of the implant with principal strain distribution, at the applied load 
of 1 026 N. 
 
Based on the initial FEA predictions shown in Figure 3.6, the strain gauge positions were identified and 
marked on the implant. Strain gauges 1 and 2 were positioned at the ramus and gauges 3 and 4 were 
placed on the lateral side of the body of the implant. Similarly, on the medial side of the implant strain 
gauge 5 was positioned at the ramus and 6, 7 and 8 on the body of the implant. These positions and 
orientations are shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: The positions and orientations of the strain gauges. 
 
The directions, along which the gauge lengths of the strain gauges were aligned, were determined by 
plotting the marker vectors of the principal strain. Each strain gauge was installed along the direction 
of the Y-component of the principal strain vectors of the local coordinate system created in each gauge 
area. The benefit of this approach was that the calculated strains corresponded with the strains detected 
by the strain gauges. In Figure 3.8 the super positioned area of a strain gauge with the marker vectors 
illustrating the direction of the principal strain, is shown. 
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Figure 3.8: Superposition of the area of strain gauge 2 on the FEA mesh to align with the direction of 
the principal strain. 
 
The areas identified for the strain gauges were marked through small ridges on the CAD model to be 
used for AM production of the experimental implant. This assisted with the positioning and alignment 
of the strain gauges on the experimental model during the gauge installation. The dimensions of the 
whole gauge are 5 mm x 12 mm and that of the sensing grid are 3 mm x 8 mm. In order to simplify FEA 
interpretation, the CAD surfaces were split on the periphery of the strain gauges, such that the nodes 
corresponding to the gauge sensing areas could be grouped separately.  
 
An additional advantage of the initial FEA was to confirm that the implant would not fail when the typical 
maximum load was applied. For this the commonly used failure criteria of ductile materials (Von Mises 
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failure criteria) were applied. According to these criteria, if the calculated Von Mises stress is greater 
than the yield stress of the material, failure occurs [70]. The maximum Von Mises stress found under 
the maximum loading of 1 026 N applicable to the mandible implant was 141 MPa. This clearly indicated 
that the implant would not fail under maximum load, because the maximum stress generated on the 
implant due to the applied force was much less than the yield stress of the Ti6Al4V (ELI) (see Table 
2.1, which shows the variation of the yield stress from 795 to 875 MPa). 
 
 
Figure 3.9: The lateral and medial views of the Von Mises stress distribution at the applied load of 
1 026 N. 
 
3.2.4. Final FEA on the mandibular implant 
Finally, FEA was performed on the modified mandibular CAD model under different applied loads to 
determine the corresponding strain distributions. Because the muscles of mastication exert variable 
forces on the mandible to provide the different biting pressures, it was decided to simulate reality by 
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performing the FEA simulations with different loads. Five FEA simulations were performed with different 
loads, namely, FEA: A = 215 N, FEA: B = 415 N, FEA: C = 620 N, FEA: D = 821 N and FEA:  E = 
1 026 N. For each load the mesh, boundary conditions and the material properties were kept constant.  
 
 
(a) Lateral view 
 
 
(b) Medial view  
Figure 3.10: Lateral and medial view of the maximum principal strain distribution on the mandibular 
implant for different applied loads. FEA: A = 215 N, FEA: B = 415 N, FEA: C = 620 N, FEA: D = 821 N and 
1 026 N. 
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In each strain gauge area, the Y-components of the principal strain were extracted from each node. 
Thereafter, the average strain values were calculated for all five FEAs.  
 
3.3. Experimental Analysis 
3.3.1. Additive manufacturing 
DMLS was used to manufacture the experimental mandibular implant in Ti6Al4V at the CRPM. An 
EOSINT M280 machine with 200 Watt laser power and a powder layer thickness of 30 µm was used 
to execute the AM process. The implant was manufactured with the strain gauge positions and 
orientations marked with small indents on the boundaries of the strain gauges’ positions.  
 
The .stl file of the modified implant CAD model was imported in Magics® software to prepare the 
“building file”. In this software the 3D CAD model was used to virtually orientate the implant geometry 
in the machine’s building chamber and to add appropriate support structures as illustrated in 
Figure 3.11. These support structures are added in such a way that they can be easily removed from 
the implant after manufacturing. Additionally, supports are added to maintain the original geometry of 
the implant and to make it easy to remove the implant from the build platform. 
 
 
Figure 3.11: 3D Implant CAD model orientation with supports in the Magics® software. 
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Once the building file had been completed, it was sliced into two-dimensional layers. Subsequently, the 
sliced file was transferred to the machine for the building process to commence. The end product 
(experimental model) with all supports removed from it is shown in Figure 3.12. 
 
 
Figure 3.12: The experimental model manufactured through DMLS. 
 
3.3.2. Residual stress relieving of the mandibular implant 
A stress relieving heat treatment was performed on the implant to relieve the residual stress induced 
during the DMLS process. During this treatment the implant was heated in a furnace under a protective 
argon atmosphere at a temperature ramp up rate of 200 0C per hour until it reached 
6500C. Subsequently, it was kept at this temperature for 3 hours and then allowed to cool down slowly 
in the furnace. Thereafter, a beta annealing treatment was performed on the implant under vacuum at 
the CSIR. In this process the implant was heated over a ramp up time of 4 hours to 950 0C and furnace 
cooled to room temperature to allow alpha grain growth, resulting in increased ductility of the alloy. 
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Finally, the implant was heated to 950 0C, kept at this temperature for a period of 2 hours, and then 
furnace cooled to room temperature over 4 hours. 
 
3.3.3. Preparation of selected surface for installation of the strain gauges 
The first step prior to strain gauge application was to remove any oil, grease and organic contaminants 
that might be on the implant surface by using Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik (HBM) reinigungsmittel 1 
(RMS1) spray, which is a mixture of acetone and isopropanol. Secondly, the implant was abraded over 
and around the selected areas where strain gauges were to be installed using silicon-carbide paper of 
different grit sizes. Abrading was done by starting with a grit size of 80 followed by 180 and ended with 
320. The abrading was done to achieve a root mean square surface roughness (Rq) of less than 
3.2 μm. The SJ-210 Mitutoyo roughness measuring device was used to evaluate if the required surface 
roughness was achieved. In Figure 3.13 the implant with the roughness measurement device used is 
shown. 
 
Figure 3.13: Root mean square (Rq) surface roughness of the implant as measured with SJ-210 
roughness measuring device. 
 
Before abrading was done on the implant, the roughness was found to be 13.054 μm while, in Table 3.2, 
the surface roughness of the implant after abrading for each strain gauge area is shown.  
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Table 3.2: The surface roughness of the implant after abrading for each strain gauge. 
SG Area SG 1 SG 2 SG 3 SG 4 SG 5 SG 6 SG 7 SG 8 
Rq (μm) 0.380 0.424 0.425 0.262 0.517 0.246 0.340 0.374 
 
Finally, the RSM 1 was again applied to the implant and wiped with a single stroke of a clean paper 
towel. This final step was done several times till the towel appeared clean after a single wipe. 
 
3.3.4. Strain gauge installation 
Eight 350±0.3% ohms’ strain gauges (6/350 LY41) were installed on the mandibular implant 
corresponding to the gauge locations and orientation marks manufactured with the implant. Initially, 
each strain gauge was placed on adhesive tape with its sensing side facing upwards. Thereafter, the 
gauge area was well cleaned using RMS1 cleaning agent before a very small drop of the HBM gauge 
adhesive (Z70) was applied on the implant where the strain gauge was to be installed. Immediately 
after that, the gauge was placed down on the marked position with its sensing side facing to the implant. 
Subsequently, uniform thumb pressure was applied on the gauge for fifteen minutes. Finally, 30 minutes 
was allowed for the adhesive to completely cure before carefully removing the adhesive tape. 
 
Once the installation was done the three wire conductors were connected on the strain gauge solder 
tapes. In Figure 3.14 (a) and (b) the lateral and medial views of the implant with the installed strain 
gauges are shown. 
 
  
(a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 3.14: Physical implant with strain gauges installed on and three wire configurations connected 
to all strain gauge. 
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3.3.5. Experimental test bench and data recording  
The strain gauges which were installed on the implant were connected to the quarter bridge circuits (1-
SCM-SG120) by a 3 wire configuration. Thereafter, each circuit was connected to the specific channel 
on the Quantum X Universal Amplifier (MX840 8 channel amplifier), which was connected to the 
Quantum X Data Recorder (CX 22W) with the specifications indicated in appendix 1 and 2, respectively. 
The technical specifications of the strain gauges, quarter bridge and load cell used in this study are 
indicated in Table 3.3. 
 
Table 3.3: The technical specifications of all components used during experimentation.  
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The experimental test bench was designed in such a way that the boundary conditions applicable to 
the loading and testing of the mandibular implant corresponded with the FEA model. To achieve this, 
the test bench was designed and constructed not to buckle as the load was applied. The bench was 
made from mild steel with 30 mm X 30 mm X 2 mm square tubing reinforced by 5 mm thick plate at the 
top. In Figure 3.15 (a) and (b) the engineering drawing and the picture of the experimental test bench 
is illustrated, respectively. 
 
 
(a) Engineering drawing of the experimental test bench. 
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(b) The experimental test bench illustrating the connection of its different components. 
Figure 3.15: The experimental test bench with (a) engineering drawing and (b) picture of the 
experimental test bench. 
 
The implant’s condyle was connected by a 5 mm diameter mild steel pin in a way that it formed a hinge 
about an axis perpendicular to the Z-Y plane by passing through point A as shown in Figure 3.16.   
 
 
Figure 3.16: Experimental test bench used to achieve the load and boundary conditions. 
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Moreover, the condyle was restricted to translate in all directions by two aluminium blocks mounted on 
each side of it. On the other side of the implant at position B the implant rested on the test bench’s 
platform in such a way that only one direction was prohibited, namely translation in the negative Z 
direction.  
 
A U-bolt was inserted through the hole at the ramus of the mandibular implant.  Loads were applied 
onto the U-bolt by utilising a hanger with masses connected via a cable. The mass was initially 
supported by the hydraulic jack and the implant was experiencing no load. As the jack was slowly 
lowered below the load the implant began to gradually experience loading until the jack was completely 
removed from the load. The load was applied to represent the effect of contraction of the masseter 
muscle. Once the load was applied on the implant, the strain values were captured with Catman® 
software. Five experiments were performed at different loads, namely experiment A = 215 N, 
experiment B = 415 N, experiment C = 620 N, experiment D = 821 N and experiment E = 1 026 N. In 
each experiment three tests were performed and from these tests the average strain value was 
computed and saved for comparison with the FEA results. 
 
3.3.6. Measurement system analysis 
The system allowed data from a number of strain gauges to be collected simultaneously. On application 
of the load on the implant each gauge started to record the data at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. This implied 
that for a single test each gauge recorded 133 data points over a period of 266 seconds. Based on the 
collected data the standard deviation of the measurement system was calculated. This deviation was 
computed based on the data recorded after the stable region of the strain was reached (after 33 data 
points were recorded). In Table 3.3 the minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviations and confidence 
interval strain of the recorded data for the selected measurement system in experiment A are shown.  
 
The standard deviation was found to be very small in all strain gauges, with the exception of gauge 7. 
The strain value measured with gauge 7 was also much higher than any of the others, which indicated 
that it was not measuring correctly. It was, therefore, decided not to use data from this gauge in 
subsequent experiments. 
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Each test in each experiment was repeated three times to determine the repeatability of the 
measurements. In Figure 3.17 the repeatability of the all gauges is illustrated for Experiment A with a 
load of 215 N. Clearly, the initial part of the graph represents a transitional region when the load takes 




(a) Strain gauge 1           (b) Strain gauge 2 
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Experiment A: SG 4
A_Test 1 A_Test 2 A_Test 3
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(e) Strain gauge 5         (f) Strain gauge 6 
 
(g) Strain gauge 8 
Figure 3.17: Graphical representation of strain against time for all strain gauges in experiment A. 
 
The curves of the three tests have the same pattern for all strain gauges. This signifies a level of 
repeatability in all the strain gauge results. Nonetheless, by evaluating Figure 3.17 in detail, there are 
very small deviations on the repeatability of the measurements. Therefore, it was found necessary to 
quantify the repeatability by determining the confidence interval of the measured strain value for each 
strain gauge in experiment A. The confidence intervals were obtained using equation 3.15. A level of 
confidence of 90% was decided on. Such confidence was based on the fact that the percentage error 
between FEA and strain gauge should be within 10%, refer to the paragraph 2.5.3. Resulting from this, 
the critical value 𝑧 was found to be 1.6 using a standard statistics table for normal distribution. In 
appendix 5 the detailed calculation of the critical value and the standard statistic table are shown.  
 
90% 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 =  𝑥 ± 𝑧
𝑠
√𝑛
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Experiment A: SG8 
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Where 𝑥 is the mean/average value, 𝑠 is the standard deviations and 𝑛 is the number of samples.  
 
Table 3.4: The minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviations and confidence interval strain of the 







  Experiment A 
 SG 1 SG 2 SG 3 SG 4 SG 5 SG 6 SG 8 















Min 156.83 83.97 43.11 -31.74 -101.84 -97.71 18.53 
Max 157.84 84.27 43.15 -31.62 -101.04 -97.53 18.69 
Mean 157.21 84.13 43.13 -31.69 -101.32 -97.63 18.64 
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussions 
 
4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter the FEA results, experimental data and the comparison between FEA and experimental 
data are presented and discussed. This is followed by a general discussion of the results.  
 
4.2. Finite element analysis results 
Extracting the FEA strain values from the software for each strain gauge area on the surface of the 
implant was the main requirement for acquiring computational data suitable for validation of the FEA. 
The detailed FEA results for all the nodes under each strain gauge area are documented in Appendix 6. 
Table 4.1 summarises the FEA strain values found for the range of loads in the areas where the strain 
gauges were attached. 
 
Table 4.1: Average strain magnitudes over strain gauge areas for the different applied loads in (µm/m). 
FEA Results FEA: A FEA: B FEA: C FEA: D FEA: E 
Applied Load (N) 215 415 620 821 1 026 
 
SG1 148.87 288.07 430.53 569.81 711.60 
SG2 88.17 170.62 255.00 337.49 421.47 
SG3 39.70 76.82 114.80 151.94 189.75 
SG4 -28.94 -57.99 -83.69 -110.76 -138.32 
SG5 -102.92 -199.15 -297.65 -393.93 -491.95 
SG6 -97.21 -188.10 -281.13 -372.07 -464.65 
SG8 17.97 33.99 50.80 67.23 83.96 
 
 
4.3. Experimental results 
For all five experiments mentioned in 3.2.4 the average strain values of the three measurement tests 
were calculated for each strain gauge in each experiment. For FEA validation purpose, it was necessary 
to determine the specific strain value from the three tests that represent the specific area in which the 
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strain gauge was installed. Therefore, the mean values of all average values of all the strain gauge 
measurements were computed. In Appendix 7 all the data for each strain gauge is documented. The 
mean values of the measured strain for the different applied loads are shown in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2: The experimental strain magnitude for the different applied loads measured in (µm/m). 
Experimental  
Results 
Experiment A Experiment B Experiment 
C 




215 415 620 821 1 026 
 
SG1 157.21±0.036 286.88±0.040 462.62±0.063 625.66±0.017 787.97±0.078 
SG2 84.13±0.011 158.22±0.035 260.98±0.091 401.06±0.130 550.19±0.182 
SG3 43.13±0.001 77.86±0.008 108.79±0.007 140.58±0.016 184.34±0.019 
SG4 -31.69±0.005 -63.00±0.014 -86.91±0.022 -114.40±0.026 -149.08±0.032 
SG5 -101.32±0.024 -210.12±0.043 -307.87±0.049 -400.45±0.101 -494.18±0.106 
SG6 -97.63±0.007 -199.46±0.004 -304.95±0.024 -431.33±0.038 -605.21±0.048 
SG8 18.64±0.005 33.48±0.003 51.47±0.009 70.05±0.047 92.60±0.014 
 
Furthermore, to interpret the strain distribution from experimental data tabulated in Table 4.2 the strain 
values were plotted against time for different loads on a single Cartesian plane. In Figure 4.1 the 
graphical representation of all strain gauges for all experiments and different loads is illustrated. 
 
 














SG 1: Strain against time 
Experiment A Experiment B















SG 2: Strain against time  
Experiment A Experiment B
Experiment C Experiment D
Experiment E
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(c) Strain gauge 3      (d) Strain gauge 4 
 
(e) Strain gauge 5                     (f) Strain gauge 6 
 
(h) Strain gauge 8 
Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of all strain gauge results for all experiments to illustrate the 















SG 3: Strain against time  
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SG 4: Strain against time  
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SG 5: Strain against time  
Experiment A Experiment B
















SG 6: Strain against time  
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SG 8: Strain against time  
Experiment A Experiment B
Experiment C Experiment D
Experiment E
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In the same way, as it was observed from the FEA results, the experimental results presented in 
Figure 4.1 also illustrate that there is a direct relationship between the applied load and the strain 
induced in the implant.  
 
4.4. Comparison of FEA and strain gauge results 
The FEA strain values were compared with the experimental strain values for different loads for all the 
strain gauges. Figures 4.2 (a) to (g) illustrate the correlation between the FEA and the experimental 
values for different experiments. Figure 4.2 clearly shows that there is generally a very good correlation 























Strain   
SG 1: Average strain vs applied load  
Experimental curve
FEA curve
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(b) Strain gauge 2 
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SG3: Average strain vs applied load  
Experimental curve
FEA curve
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(d) Strain gauge 4 
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SG 5: Average strain vs applied load  
Experimental curve
FEA curve
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(f) Strain gauge 6 
 
 
(g) Strain gauge 8 
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Strain   
SG 8: Average strain vs applied load  
Experimental curve
FEA curve
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The percentage difference of the FEA results from the experimental results was calculated for each 
strain gauge, using equation 4.1.  
 
% 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  (




In Table 4.3 the FEA and experimental results, as well as the percentage difference between these, 
are tabulated. In the table, the number of FEA nodes used for calculating the strain for each strain 
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SG 1 SG 2 SG 3 SG 4 SG 5 SG 6 SG 8 
Nodes  177 181 169 193 193 173 177 
Experiment A 
FEA Strain   
215 

















% Difference  5.31% -4.80% 7.95% 8.68% -1.58% 0.43% 3.59% 
Experiment B 
FEA Strain   
415 

















% Difference  -0.41% -7.84% 1.34% 8.64% 5.22% 5.70% -1.52% 
Experiment C 
FEA Strain   
620 

















% Difference  6.94% 2.29% -5.52% 3.70% 3.32% 7.81% 1.30% 
Experiment D 
FEA Strain   
821 

















% Difference  8.93% 15.85% -8.08% 3.18% 1.63% 13.75% 4.03% 
Experiment E 
FEA Strain   
1026 

















% Difference  9.69% 23.40% -2.17% 7.22% 0.75% 23.22% 9.33% 
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For the lower loads the correlation between the FEA and strain gauge measurements was found to be 
mostly within 10%. However, at high loads, for strain gauges 2 and 6, the percentage differences were 
found to be more than 10%. This is also clear in Figures 4.2 (b) and (f). This is attributed to some shear 
strain induced in the implant under high loads due to deflection or slight bending of the implant. Such 
bending results from the geometry of the implant (see Figure 3.2 (b) and (d)). The shear strain due to 
the shear force component that results from bending is small relative to the normal strain  [71]. Its effect 
is more significant when the ratio of the dimension of the implant’s cross section to the length is small 
and when the applied load is relatively high. In this study strain gauge areas 2 and 6 were placed very 
close to the position of the applied load. Therefore, the detectable shear strain effect was higher in 
areas 2 and 6 than the in the other gauge areas. This type of strain gauge cannot differentiate between 
the principal strain and the shear strain component and just detects an increased strain value. This 
could be the explanation for the deviations between the FEA and strain gauge measurements.  
 
4.5. General discussion of the results 
A mandibular implant that allowed the strain distribution to be determined with FEA and strain gauge 
measurements, was successfully designed. The design was made possible through SolidWorks® 
software. Thereafter, the linear static strain distribution was determined using Patran/Nastran software. 
Finally, the strain gauge measurement was successfully executed by the Quantum X data acquisition 
system with Catman® software.  
 
The strain distribution at selected areas in the mandible was predicted under selected static load 
conditions using FEA. The surface nodes on the selected areas of the implant were grouped. 
Thereafter, the strain magnitudes of the grouped nodes were calculated using linear static FEA. 
Subsequently, the strain gauge measurements performed on the additively manufactured implant on 
the selected areas were compared with the FEA results. From the results obtained it can be said that 
satisfactory correlation was found between the FEA results and the experimental results from strain 
gauge measurements. 
 
Furthermore, it is clear that FEA models of medical implants designed for production through AM can 
be accurately achieved provided the methodology followed in this study is applied in conjunction with 
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the existing design process discussed in section 2.4.1. By combining the design flow chart with the 




Figure 4.3: Recommended FEA validation chart for medical implants produced through AM. 
 
The CT scan data provide accurate input for the CAD of the medical implant. The reconstruction of a 
part of the skeleton and the best CAD model for validation can be accurately achieved. The FEA loop 
begins with the FEA inputs (mesh, loads, boundary conditions, and material properties) which should 
resemble experimental models as closely as possible. Once the results are generated by the solver, it 
is highly recommended that the results should be scientifically analysed using engineering principles. 
Should there be an unacceptable mismatch the FEA inputs should be modified. However, if there is a 
match the results can be used in the design loop to evaluate whether the required mechanical properties 
are achieved before the final implant design is approved. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work 
 
5.1. Conclusions 
Validation of FEA depends on a proper resemblance between FEA and the experimental setup. 
Therefore, the FEA should be integrated well within the computational design process of the medical 
implant. This is achieved if the FEA loop is well integrated in the design loop. The correlation between 
the FEA and strain gauge measurements was found to be 90% or better. Therefore, the study confirmed 
that FEA of Ti6Al4V (ELI) medical implants designed for AM can be validated through using strain 
gauge measurements. 
 
This study has confirmed that the ability to deliver medical implants that consistently comply with the 
required physical and mechanical properties required for normal activities of a patient can be achieved 
through the integration of FEA in the design process. The data collected in this research were found 
sufficient to validate FEA models of Ti6Al4V (ELI) medical implants produced through additive 
manufacturing using the EOSINT M 280 machine with standard parameters. Therefore, FEA can be 
confidently used as a design tool to predict the stress/strain distribution in titanium AM medical implants, 
provided that the loading conditions represent the loads that the implant will be subjected to. For a 
mandible implant, the facial contour of the patient can be restored, while ensuring sufficient mechanical 
strength. 
 
From the results obtained, it can be stated that the aim of this study, namely to establish confidence in 
FEA as a powerful design tool during design for AM by validating an FEA model of a mandibular implant 
produced by AM in Ti6Al4V (ELI) through experimental strain gauge measurements, was achieved. 
This makes FEA a powerful tool for prediction of stress and strain distributions during the design of 
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5.2. Future Work 
In this study FEA was validated to generate accurate results for linear static analyses of medical 
implants for AM. However, there is also a case to be made for nonlinear analyses where applicable. 
Consequently, there is an opportunity for future validation of FEA of medical implants produced through 
AM under nonlinear conditions. 
 
Another potential topic for future research could be validation of FEA of a Ti6Al4V (ELI) medical implant 
for additive manufacturing through direct image correlation or digital speckle pattern interferometry. 
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Appendix 1: Universal Amplifier Specifications (MX840A) 
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Determination of the thickness of the titanium implant that would give it properties equivalent to that of 
the bone is illustrated in this appendix. The main aim was to obtain the implant with similar performance 
as the bone of the mandible. Since the nature of the mandibular implant is complex, some assumptions 
were made. First, the implant with properties similar to the cortical bone of the mandible (elastic 
modulus E = 21 GPa [66] and thickness of 3.8 mm [67][68] was treated as a simple supported beam 
under bending load (F) of 1 026 N at its mid-span. Secondly, the implant was taken as a rectangular 
beam with the length and width equivalent to the designed implant. 
  










    = 2.5𝑥10−9 𝑚4        
 










   = 0.535𝑥10−3 𝑚                   
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For the same deflection and the applied load, the calculation of the beam’s second moment of area 










  = 0.483𝑥10−9 𝑚4               
 
Finally, the thickness of the titanium implant that would give it properties equivalent to that of the bone 
was determined:  
        








                                                 = 0.725𝑥10−3 𝑚 
 
For this study a safety factor of 2.8 was decided on and this results in: 
 
𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑚 = 0.725 𝑚𝑚 𝑥 2.8 = 2 𝑚𝑚  










Bone properties  E = 21 GPA 𝑦 = 0.535 Thickness = 3.8 mm 
Titanium properties  E = 110 GPa 𝑦 = 0.535 Thickness = 0.725 
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Appendix 5: Statistic Formulation & Table  [72] 
 
Determination of the critical value z 
 
   𝐴𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎 = 1 − 90% 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙  




               = 0.1 
 
 Where alpha refers to significance level, the probability of making a type I error.  
 In statistical hypothesis testing, a type I error is the incorrect rejection of a true null hypothesis 
(a "false positive"), while a type II error is incorrectly retaining a false null hypothesis (a "false 
negative"). 
 A hypothesis test is a statistical test that is used to determine whether there is enough 
evidence in a sample of data to infer that a certain condition is true for the entire population. 
 








                                           =  0.95  
 
The critical value of 1.6 was determined using the standards statistic table by following this three steps:   
1. The left most column tells you how many standard deviations above the mean to 1 decimal 
place. 
2. The top row gives the second decimal place. 
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Confidence interval calculation 








       = 157.21 ± 0.036 
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Appendix 6: FEA Results 
 























Nodes 177  
Number 
Nodes 181  
Number 





m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m 
Max 163.31  Max 99.89  Max 45.90  Max -16.62 
Average  148.87  Average  88.17  Average  39.70  Average  -28.94 

















34073 149.406  32105 84.509  31688 40.425  31476 -22.913 
34089 155.099  32114 99.887  31689 37.380  31485 -40.858 
34097 153.496  32130 99.843  31697 45.899  31501 -16.622 
68971 144.324  66828 77.285  66394 36.982  66165 -38.739 
68972 140.146  66829 77.281  66395 36.650  66166 -37.924 
68973 135.450  66830 77.294  66396 36.307  66167 -36.766 
68974 130.088  66831 77.278  66397 36.024  66168 -35.733 
68975 124.385  66832 77.236  66398 35.798  66169 -34.724 
68976 118.291  66833 77.362  66399 35.715  66170 -33.763 
68977 112.003  66834 77.502  66400 35.740  66171 -32.626 
68978 106.036  66835 77.707  66401 35.743  66172 -31.601 
68979 157.399  66836 78.033  66402 35.972  66173 -30.549 
68980 159.888  66837 78.459  66403 36.427  66174 -29.453 
68981 161.110  66838 79.062  66404 36.743  66175 -28.353 
68982 162.547  66839 79.753  66405 37.130  66176 -27.315 
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68983 162.832  66840 80.683  66406 37.811  66177 -26.316 
68984 163.307  66841 81.753  66407 38.546  66178 -25.211 
68985 163.313  66842 83.066  66408 39.537  66179 -23.992 
68986 162.778  66843 77.257  66409 44.562  66180 -39.903 
68987 161.648  66844 96.752  66410 43.291  66181 -40.821 
68988 161.272  66845 93.839  66411 42.200  66182 -40.709 
68989 159.714  66846 90.818  66412 41.078  66183 -40.634 
68990 158.175  66847 87.847  66413 40.063  66184 -40.270 
68991 156.252  66848 85.034  66414 39.157  66185 -40.237 
68992 154.250  66849 82.263  66415 38.289  66186 -40.353 
68993 151.653  66850 79.678  66416 42.304  66187 -40.032 
68994 154.411  66851 98.713  66417 42.203  66188 -17.796 
68995 155.136  66852 97.867  66418 42.057  66189 -19.108 
68996 155.920  66853 97.324  66419 41.914  66190 -20.441 
68997 155.917  66854 97.003  66420 42.070  66191 -21.778 
68998 155.752  66855 96.685  66421 42.266  66192 -23.266 
68999 156.024  66856 96.556  66422 42.542  66193 -24.730 
69000 155.676  66857 96.642  66423 42.749  66194 -26.194 
69001 110.129  66858 96.919  66424 42.980  66195 -27.744 
69002 115.061  66859 97.112  66425 43.303  66196 -29.226 
69003 118.976  66860 97.478  66426 43.690  66197 -30.802 
69004 122.928  66861 97.792  66427 44.083  66198 -32.359 
69005 126.477  66862 98.195  66428 44.524  66199 -34.217 
69006 130.164  66863 98.626  66429 44.841  66200 -35.676 
69007 133.523  66864 99.121  66430 45.316  66201 -37.425 
69008 136.796  66865 99.529  66431 42.567  66202 -38.956 
69009 139.944  66866 86.147  66432 40.376  66203 -22.103 
69010 142.986  66867 88.089  66433 40.240  66204 -21.145 
69011 145.194  66868 89.926  66434 40.137  66205 -20.460 
69012 147.532  66869 91.851  66435 40.283  66206 -19.774 
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69013 149.127  66870 93.677  66436 40.625  66207 -18.919 
69014 150.861  66871 95.668  66437 41.054  66208 -18.148 
69015 151.877  66872 97.798  66438 41.828  66209 -17.353 
77846 140.352  69016 81.179  77038 37.528  66439 -29.659 
77847 133.299  69017 83.969  77039 37.702  66440 -31.830 
77848 142.732  69018 82.161  77040 37.044  66441 -29.705 
77849 139.342  69019 84.345  77041 37.796  66442 -30.733 
77850 130.900  69020 83.846  77042 39.367  66443 -29.414 
77851 137.894  69021 87.052  77043 36.514  66444 -30.275 
77852 128.109  69022 88.871  77044 36.849  66445 -30.957 
77853 131.973  69023 85.502  77045 37.471  66446 -29.914 
77854 158.556  69024 87.893  77046 37.879  66447 -36.389 
77855 157.784  69025 87.991  77047 38.471  66448 -34.950 
77856 156.885  69026 85.899  77048 38.816  66449 -34.232 
77857 156.648  69027 85.517  77049 40.291  66450 -35.876 
77858 143.488  69028 89.389  77050 40.411  66451 -29.995 
77859 141.124  69029 86.893  77051 38.197  66452 -30.735 
77860 135.120  69030 89.829  77052 39.793  66453 -32.259 
77861 138.943  69031 86.802  77053 41.143  66454 -32.730 
77862 154.349  69032 83.660  77054 43.083  66455 -27.658 
77863 151.897  69033 83.837  77055 39.545  66456 -28.894 
77864 149.982  69034 80.228  77056 39.052  66457 -29.654 
77865 152.575  69035 80.895  77057 42.230  66458 -28.680 
77866 158.550  69036 81.160  77058 41.524  66459 -23.172 
77867 160.422  69037 80.960  77059 41.328  66460 -22.266 
77868 161.568  69038 80.538  77060 40.262  66461 -21.536 
77869 160.456  69039 81.765  77061 39.782  66462 -24.476 
77870 160.448  69040 80.799  77062 40.309  66463 -26.180 
77871 158.262  69041 84.624  77063 38.661  66464 -23.784 
77872 159.282  69042 88.814  77064 37.830  66465 -28.433 
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77873 157.176  69043 91.828  77065 37.430  66466 -26.538 
77874 155.316  69044 95.707  77066 37.794  66467 -20.102 
77875 154.138  69045 86.432  77067 37.055  66468 -18.891 
77876 158.501  69046 85.489  77068 36.726  66469 -21.936 
77877 156.689  69047 93.899  77069 37.612  66470 -20.781 
77878 152.574  69048 91.983  77070 36.841  66471 -23.432 
77879 152.223  69049 85.738  77071 37.317  66472 -25.408 
77880 147.756  69050 85.151  77072 36.482  66473 -27.022 
77881 146.219  69051 90.749  77073 36.294  66474 -32.332 
77882 151.160  69052 89.952  77074 36.746  66475 -34.580 
77883 145.892  69053 89.611  77075 36.151  66476 -30.372 
77884 146.622  69054 93.338  77076 36.035  66477 -28.885 
77885 142.155  69055 93.666  77077 36.592  66478 -34.447 
77886 140.189  69056 92.766  77078 36.239  66479 -33.175 
77887 127.866  69057 94.228  77079 36.583  66480 -36.337 
77888 151.010  69058 94.486  77080 37.064  66481 -38.325 
77889 150.329  69059 79.690  77081 36.948  66482 -37.391 
77890 147.024  69060 81.659  77082 37.295  66483 -36.312 
77891 147.871  69061 79.224  77083 37.619  66484 -28.860 
77892 142.828  69062 81.087  77084 37.483  66485 -38.828 
77893 143.472  69063 79.070  77085 38.080  66486 -39.089 
77894 139.984  69064 79.036  77086 38.548  66487 -38.129 
77895 135.201  69065 80.634  77087 38.984  66488 -37.342 
77896 134.249  69066 78.942  77088 39.870  66489 -37.095 
77897 128.968  69067 78.885  77089 40.022  66490 -35.998 
77898 123.420  69068 81.157  77090 39.734  66491 -35.456 
77899 121.480  69069 79.508  77091 38.972  66492 -35.199 
77900 116.568  69070 81.231  77092 39.500  66493 -34.112 
77901 125.330  69071 78.985  77093 39.566  66494 -33.378 
77902 133.665  69072 79.186  77094 40.336  66495 -33.017 
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77903 135.787  69073 79.505  77095 40.784  66496 -31.865 
77904 136.834  69074 83.156  77096 41.507  66497 -31.247 
77905 139.975  69075 81.429  77097 41.170  66498 -31.241 
77906 149.338  69076 82.304  77098 40.343  66499 -30.381 
77907 142.289  69077 84.191  77099 41.245  66500 -29.298 
77908 144.739  69078 82.431  77100 41.008  66501 -28.962 
77909 147.055  69079 82.754  77101 40.209  66502 -27.699 
77910 150.423  69080 86.217  77102 41.170  66503 -27.255 
77911 150.736  69081 84.674  77103 41.226  66504 -26.734 
77912 152.734  69082 87.321  77104 40.015  66505 -25.329 
77913 154.725  69083 87.707  77105 41.049  66506 -25.960 
77914 153.088  69084 90.510  77106 40.004  66507 -24.824 
77915 154.294  69085 92.034  77107 41.350  66508 -23.848 
77916 154.877  69086 92.949  77108 41.426  66509 -24.186 
77917 155.324  69087 95.070  77109 40.733  66510 -23.032 
77918 156.024  69088 97.218  77110 41.951  66511 -22.287 
77919 157.878  69089 96.099  77111 42.291  66512 -22.803 
77920 158.829  69090 94.271  77112 41.458  66513 -21.752 
77921 157.180  69091 96.047  77113 42.429  66514 -20.968 
77922 156.888  69092 95.507  77114 42.837  66515 -21.880 
77923 158.227  69093 93.435  77115 41.850  66516 -20.585 
77924 157.273  69094 94.842  77116 43.129  66517 -20.744 
77925 156.690  69095 93.191  77117 43.614  66518 -19.793 
77926 159.275  69096 95.201  77118 42.639  66519 -19.103 
77927 159.410  69097 95.125  77119 43.985  66520 -19.507 
77928 159.968  69098 93.431  77120 44.384  66521 -18.509 
77929 161.598  69099 94.889  77121 43.116  66522 -17.744 
77930 160.894  69100 94.994  77122 41.995  66523 -18.964 
77931 161.792  69101 92.079  77123 42.154  66524 -19.826 
77932 162.406  69102 93.673  77124 41.051  66525 -19.964 
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77933 161.144  69103 91.168  77125 40.499  66526 -21.245 
77934 162.223  69104 94.216  77126 40.351  66527 -22.157 
77935 160.705  69105 94.777  77127 39.424  66528 -22.613 
77936 162.419  69106 95.073  77128 39.035  66529 -24.050 
77937 161.859  69107 92.952  77129 39.641  66530 -24.386 
77938 159.261  69108 96.030  77130 38.820  66531 -25.060 
77939 160.392  69109 96.436  77131 38.490  66532 -26.257 
77940 159.909  69110 94.731  77132 38.663  66533 -25.898 
77941 157.485  69111 97.377  77133 39.291  66534 -27.287 
77942 158.943  69112 97.761  77134 38.379  66535 -27.946 
77943 157.299  69113 94.780  77135 38.089  66536 -28.366 
77944 154.949  69114 93.733  77136 38.488  66537 -29.751 
77945 155.373  69115 92.820  77137 37.412  66538 -28.920 
77946 152.338  69116 90.328  77138 37.231  66539 -30.519 
77947 154.950  69117 91.312  77139 37.311  66540 -30.984 
77948 153.253  69118 88.364  77140 38.206  66541 -32.007 
77949 149.849  69119 86.623  77141 37.601  66542 -33.658 
77950 149.284  69120 86.200  77142 37.911  66543 -34.659 
77951 147.101  69121 83.468  77143 38.525  66544 -35.193 
77952 143.031  69122 82.885  77144 38.105  66545 -36.786 
77953 144.050  69123 82.773  77145 38.292  66546 -38.906 
77954 143.986  69124 85.549  77146 39.286  66547 -38.346 
77955 138.020  69125 83.799  77147 39.587  66548 -37.019 
77956 148.603  69126 83.329  77148 39.349  66549 -38.765 
77957 146.719  69127 84.015  77149 39.028  66550 -38.795 
77958 145.713  69128 85.900  77150 38.892  66551 -37.869 
77959 152.697  69129 83.564  77151 39.136  66552 -39.239 
77960 154.378  69130 83.021  77152 39.700  66553 -36.803 
77961 155.626  69131 85.519  77153 40.267  66554 -35.823 
77962 158.309  69132 88.577  77154 40.251  66555 -35.438 
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77963 156.880  69133 88.099  77155 40.492  66556 -34.386 
77964 158.781  69134 88.165  77156 40.788  66557 -33.283 
77965 159.834  69135 90.198  77157 40.253  66558 -31.770 
77966 160.705  69136 87.858  77158 41.660  66559 -33.675 
77967 159.829  69137 86.246    66560 -31.248 
77968 159.323  69138 89.627  
    
 66561 -30.103 
77969 158.700  69139 91.320   66562 -29.090 
77970 157.930  69140 91.045     66563 -27.602 
77971 154.906  69141 91.800     66564 -27.416 
77972 153.973  69142 91.743     66565 -26.189 
77973 151.471  69143 91.557     66566 -25.019 
77974 149.158  69144 89.137     66567 -24.873 
  
  
69145 90.014     66568 -23.985 
69146 89.024     66569 -23.145 
  69147 92.905     66570 -23.511 
   69148 87.576     66571 -22.701 
       66572 -22.928 
       66573 -21.765 
         66574 -20.957 
         66575 -21.326 
         66576 -20.490 
         66577 -22.699 
         66578 -23.528 
         66579 -24.949 
         66580 -25.957 
         66581 -26.587 
         66582 -27.885 
         66583 -35.518 
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Nodes 173  
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m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m 
Max -80.76  Max -81.58  Max -21.54  Max 21.62 
Average  -102.92  Average  -97.21  Average  -41.03  Average  17.97 

















28114 -132.856  27920 -93.749  26645 -52.639  26272 16.475 
28115 -107.127  27929 -97.024  26654 -29.649  26281 21.623 
28139 -92.787  27945 -111.005  26670 -58.386  26297 15.153 
62753 -109.118  62531 -82.463  61257 -23.293  119873 19.924 
62754 -111.327  62532 -83.332  61258 -25.306  119874 19.719 
62755 -114.876  62533 -84.358  61259 -27.176  119875 19.595 
62756 -117.741  62534 -85.117  61260 -29.250  119876 19.408 
62757 -121.324  62535 -86.256  61261 -31.136  119877 19.284 
62758 -124.922  62536 -87.054  61262 -33.085  119878 19.154 
62759 -128.818  62537 -87.951  61263 -35.143  119879 19.025 
62760 -81.954  62538 -88.588  61264 -37.077  119880 18.861 
62761 -83.419  62539 -89.480  61265 -39.095  119881 18.728 
62762 -85.145  62540 -90.153  61266 -41.123  119882 18.580 
62763 -87.135  62541 -90.918  61267 -43.048  119883 18.480 
62764 -88.907  62542 -91.500  61268 -45.034  119884 18.370 
62765 -90.952  62543 -92.197  61269 -46.979  119885 18.266 
62766 -92.831  62544 -92.742  61270 -48.839  119886 18.139 
62767 -94.633  62545 -93.341  61271 -50.690  119887 18.023 
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62768 -96.752  62546 -81.577  61272 -21.538  119888 17.922 
62769 -98.585  62547 -95.400  61273 -28.725  119889 17.822 
62770 -100.543  62548 -93.630  61274 -27.862  119890 17.697 
62771 -102.190  62549 -91.653  61275 -27.004  119891 17.618 
62772 -103.448  62550 -89.808  61276 -26.071  119892 17.530 
62773 -104.452  62551 -88.027  61277 -24.884  119893 17.404 
62774 -105.497  62552 -86.042  61278 -23.884  119894 17.291 
62775 -80.756  62553 -83.840  61279 -22.763  119895 17.219 
62776 -91.695  62554 -110.676  61280 -56.698  119896 17.129 
62777 -90.487  62555 -109.982  61281 -55.100  119897 17.027 
62778 -88.875  62556 -109.321  61282 -53.607  119898 16.947 
62779 -87.353  62557 -108.767  61283 -51.787  119899 16.871 
62780 -85.663  62558 -107.955  61284 -50.045  119900 16.781 
62781 -84.152  62559 -107.095  61285 -48.426  119901 16.648 
62782 -82.395  62560 -106.386  61286 -46.392  119902 16.584 
62783 -131.348  62561 -105.441  61287 -44.453  119903 16.564 
62784 -129.766  62562 -104.514  61288 -42.844  119904 19.976 
62785 -127.552  62563 -103.340  61289 -40.786  119905 21.450 
62786 -125.342  62564 -102.347  61290 -39.106  119906 21.246 
62787 -123.018  62565 -101.276  61291 -37.136  119907 21.051 
62788 -120.077  62566 -100.391  61292 -35.320  119908 20.872 
62789 -117.181  62567 -99.283  61293 -33.312  119909 20.753 
62790 -114.467  62568 -98.219  61294 -31.637  119910 20.604 
62791 -111.361  62569 -96.350  61295 -53.494  119911 20.488 
62792 -108.244  62570 -98.734  61296 -54.378  119912 20.353 
62793 -105.215  62571 -101.229  61297 -55.232  119913 20.220 
62794 -102.409  62572 -103.333  61298 -56.033  119914 20.139 
62795 -99.614  62573 -105.474  61299 -56.702  119915 20.126 
62796 -96.956  62574 -107.525  61300 -57.432  119916 20.085 
62797 -94.807  62575 -109.220  61301 -57.971  119917 20.042 
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77701 -100.120  76574 -97.227  61302 -34.217  119918 19.996 
77702 -103.074  76575 -94.990  61303 -34.186  119919 19.976 
77703 -102.365  76576 -93.899  61304 -31.404  119920 15.260 
77704 -106.066  76577 -96.436  61305 -32.908  119921 15.460 
77705 -97.897  76578 -96.068  61306 -38.202  119922 15.617 
77706 -99.999  76579 -93.777  61307 -40.194  119923 15.786 
77707 -92.895  76580 -92.103  61308 -37.424  119924 15.946 
77708 -96.998  76581 -89.804  61309 -40.784  119925 16.107 
77709 -99.487  76582 -86.189  61310 -32.827  119926 16.327 
77710 -105.349  76583 -96.406  61311 -29.568  119927 16.500 
77711 -98.937  76584 -98.100  61312 -30.247  119928 16.681 
77712 -100.493  76585 -98.806  61313 -28.183  119929 16.850 
77713 -108.509  76586 -99.499  61314 -26.409  119930 17.050 
77714 -106.059  76587 -94.409  61315 -27.136  119931 17.241 
77715 -111.618  76588 -90.120  61316 -28.494  119932 17.463 
77716 -111.856  76589 -97.210  61317 -30.765  119933 17.639 
77717 -114.249  76590 -92.125  61318 -30.392  119934 17.862 
77718 -117.074  76591 -101.586  61319 -34.517  119935 18.074 
77719 -111.478  76592 -103.590  61320 -35.579  119936 18.289 
77720 -115.840  76593 -103.684  61321 -35.619  119937 18.495 
77721 -85.048  76594 -105.451  61322 -39.129  119938 18.725 
77722 -87.308  76595 -99.775  61323 -40.702  119939 18.928 
77723 -91.760  76596 -94.109  61324 -42.447  119940 19.177 
77724 -94.044  76597 -101.598  61325 -43.602  119941 19.404 
77725 -85.294  76598 -95.901  61326 -46.664  119942 19.633 
77726 -87.757  76599 -105.993  61327 -41.912  119943 19.812 
77727 -92.312  76600 -106.835  61328 -46.122  119944 20.063 
77728 -94.062  76601 -102.345  61329 -45.986  119945 20.294 
77729 -89.282  76602 -96.805  61330 -48.268  119946 20.584 
77730 -97.285  76603 -86.066  61331 -49.808  119947 20.756 
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77731 -99.492  76604 -83.818  61332 -51.247  119948 20.988 
77732 -103.443  76605 -84.825  61333 -49.416  119949 21.238 
77733 -96.333  76606 -85.822  61334 -52.069  119950 21.431 
77734 -99.359  76607 -88.240  61335 -53.080  119951 16.337 
77735 -104.352  76608 -87.756  61336 -53.911  119952 16.217 
77736 -105.445  76609 -88.672  61337 -55.992  119953 16.185 
77737 -108.909  76610 -91.186  61338 -25.075  119954 16.088 
77738 -111.968  76611 -89.592  61339 -23.925  119955 15.979 
77739 -109.122  76612 -90.517  61340 -25.906  119956 15.909 
77740 -112.035  76613 -93.233  61341 -27.629  119957 15.828 
77741 -117.357  76614 -91.362  61342 -28.353  119958 15.745 
77742 -120.925  76615 -92.159  61343 -30.065  119959 15.661 
77743 -117.381  76616 -95.135  61344 -33.077  119960 15.596 
77744 -123.249  76617 -93.116  61345 -31.052  119961 15.510 
77745 -124.315  76618 -93.676  61346 -32.808  119962 15.404 
77746 -95.059  76619 -96.381  61347 -35.617  119963 15.338 
77747 -107.922  76620 -94.168  61348 -34.493  119964 15.294 
77748 -108.433  76621 -94.743  61349 -36.309  119965 15.178 
77749 -111.603  76622 -95.460  61350 -37.352  119966 16.318 
77750 -114.929  76623 -97.907  61351 -38.069  119967 16.533 
77751 -114.699  76624 -99.793  61352 -39.931  119968 16.229 
77752 -117.796  76625 -100.555  61353 -38.976  119969 16.274 
77753 -120.844  76626 -102.881  61354 -40.988  119970 16.597 
77754 -120.894  76627 -104.585  61355 -42.217  119971 16.272 
77755 -124.700  76628 -105.128  61356 -42.347  119972 16.559 
77756 -128.544  76629 -107.248  61357 -44.414  119973 16.344 
77757 -127.120  76630 -109.064  61358 -45.310  119974 15.457 
77758 -123.804  76631 -108.427  61359 -45.814  119975 15.564 
77759 -126.400  76632 -106.411  61360 -47.805  119976 15.687 
77760 -122.206  76633 -108.011  61361 -47.956  119977 15.544 
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77761 -125.389  76634 -107.397  61362 -49.248  119978 15.736 
77762 -123.224  76635 -105.773  61363 -50.835  119979 15.878 
77763 -119.194  76636 -107.217  61364 -50.401  119980 16.272 
77764 -121.397  76637 -106.159  61365 -52.353  119981 16.462 
77765 -118.661  76638 -104.587  61366 -53.272  119982 16.701 
77766 -113.161  76639 -105.431  61367 -53.104  119983 17.537 
77767 -114.030  76640 -103.662  61368 -54.164  119984 17.005 
77768 -109.047  76641 -105.486  61369 -54.961  119985 17.389 
77769 -106.039  76642 -104.372  61370 -53.539  119986 16.093 
77770 -108.829  76643 -102.620  61371 -54.540  119987 16.703 
77771 -105.822  76644 -103.471  61372 -54.648  119988 16.205 
77772 -101.455  76645 -102.560  61373 -55.938  119989 16.637 
77773 -103.766  76646 -100.576  61374 -56.752  119990 17.203 
77774 -100.883  76647 -101.363  61375 -57.257  119991 19.117 
77775 -96.780  76648 -99.174  61376 -55.522  119992 19.351 
77776 -98.179  76649 -101.192  61377 -54.047  119993 19.639 
77777 -94.511  76650 -99.974  61378 -52.069  119994 20.937 
77778 -98.597  76651 -98.468  61379 -53.152  119995 20.080 
77779 -96.003  76652 -99.798  61380 -51.517  119996 20.595 
77780 -93.945  76653 -98.695  61381 -49.734  119997 21.191 
77781 -92.748  76654 -97.271  61382 -49.709  119998 20.897 
77782 -92.271  76655 -97.853  61383 -48.339  119999 20.611 
77783 -90.689  76656 -96.243  61384 -47.126  120000 17.763 
77784 -93.123  76657 -97.662  61385 -47.078  120001 18.090 
77785 -89.758  76658 -96.545  61386 -45.315  120002 18.472 
77786 -89.936  76659 -94.927  61387 -44.073  120003 17.715 
77787 -87.575  76660 -94.907  61388 -43.209  120004 18.207 
77788 -85.799  76661 -93.756  61389 -42.050  120005 18.828 
77789 -86.435  76662 -91.839  61390 -38.811  120006 19.246 
77790 -84.696  76663 -92.928  61391 -39.365  120007 18.416 
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77791 -82.883  76664 -90.945  61392 -36.767  120008 18.959 
77792 -85.185  76665 -91.003  61393 -35.030  120009 17.853 
77793 -82.755  76666 -89.724  61394 -35.959  120010 18.468 
77794 -84.231  76667 -87.835  61395 -33.997  120011 19.616 
77795 -86.179  76668 -87.999  61396 -32.730  120012 20.191 
77796 -85.350  76669 -89.975  61397 -32.018  120013 19.414 
77797 -87.093  76670 -92.161  61398 -30.358  120014 19.863 
77798 -89.525  76671 -92.308  61399 -29.371  120015 20.409 
77799 -89.494  76672 -92.851  61400 -29.640  120016 20.234 
77800 -91.176  76673 -95.587  61401 -28.232  120017 20.125 
77801 -92.862  76674 -94.803  61402 -27.256  120018 19.956 
77802 -92.465  76675 -95.732  61403 -27.807  120019 19.093 
77803 -95.187  76676 -98.728  61404 -26.592  120020 19.557 
77804 -93.622  76677 -97.199  61405 -25.515  120021 18.950 
77805 -95.445  76678 -97.821  61406 -26.734  120022 19.460 
77806 -97.845  76679 -100.713  61407 -28.700  120023 19.896 
77807 -97.080  76680 -98.777  61408 -29.428  120024 19.761 
77808 -98.963  76681 -99.278  61409 -30.661  120025 19.722 
77809 -101.870  76682 -102.150  61410 -32.503  120026 19.743 
77810 -101.431  76683 -103.884  61411 -40.529  120027 15.804 
77811 -104.933  76684 -104.255  61412 -37.314  120028 15.894 
77812 -102.057  76685 -103.614  61413 -42.272  120029 16.012 
77813 -103.699  76686 -102.709  61414 -40.699  120030 15.978 
77814 -107.064  76687 -101.698  61415 -41.581  120031 16.094 
77815 -105.461  76688 -101.702  61416 -43.001  120032 16.260 
77816 -106.818  76689 -100.688  61417 -44.247  120033 16.155 
77817 -110.615  76690 -99.480  61418 -44.983  120034 16.277 
77818 -113.074  76691 -98.384  61419 -46.506  120035 16.375 
77819 -110.461  76692 -97.548  61420 -47.822  120036 16.406 
77820 -114.843  76693 -96.603  61421 -48.000  120037 16.519 
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77821 -116.666  76694 -96.241  61422 -49.652  120038 16.660 
77822 -119.084  76695 -95.443  61423 -51.371  120039 16.737 
77823 -120.273  76696 -94.043  61424 -51.253  120040 17.059 
77824 -114.626  76697 -95.082  61425 -52.496  120041 17.478 
77825 -110.476  76698 -93.224  61426 -50.589  120042 17.100 
77826 -108.164    61427 -48.992  120043 17.421 
77827 -106.891   61428 -47.257  120044 16.746 
77828 -103.091     61429 -45.973  120045 17.116 
77829 -101.540     61430 -44.073  120046 17.343 
77830 -96.831       
77831 -102.983      
77832 -99.677          
77833 -94.156          
77834 -96.588          
77835 -94.458          
77836 -90.740          
77837 -95.888          
77838 -88.510          
77839 -87.234          
77840 -87.173          
77841 -88.305          
77842 -90.593          
77843 -94.410          
77844 -95.661          
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m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m 
Max 316.02  Max 193.28  Max 88.82  Max -32.16 
Average  288.07  Average  170.62  Average  76.82  Average  -55.99 

















34073 289.107  32105 163.528  31688 78.223  31476 -44.338 
34089 300.122  32114 193.285  31689 72.332  31485 -79.061 
34097 297.020  32130 193.201  31697 88.816  31501 -32.164 
68971 279.273  66828 149.550  66394 71.561  66165 -74.961 
68972 271.187  66829 149.541  66395 70.919  66166 -73.384 
68973 262.100  66830 149.567  66396 70.255  66167 -71.143 
68974 251.725  66831 149.536  66397 69.709  66168 -69.144 
68975 240.690  66832 149.455  66398 69.271  66169 -67.192 
68976 228.898  66833 149.698  66399 69.110  66170 -65.333 
68977 216.729  66834 149.968  66400 69.159  66171 -63.132 
68978 205.183  66835 150.365  66401 69.164  66172 -61.149 
68979 304.572  66836 150.997  66402 69.607  66173 -59.113 
68980 309.389  66837 151.820  66403 70.488  66174 -56.993 
68981 311.754  66838 152.987  66404 71.099  66175 -54.864 
68982 314.535  66839 154.325  66405 71.849  66176 -52.856 
68983 315.085  66840 156.124  66406 73.165  66177 -50.923 
68984 316.005  66841 158.196  66407 74.588  66178 -48.784 
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68985 316.017  66842 160.735  66408 76.506  66179 -46.425 
68986 314.982  66843 149.496  66409 86.229  66180 -77.214 
68987 312.795  66844 187.219  66410 83.771  66181 -78.989 
68988 312.067  66845 181.581  66411 81.658  66182 -78.773 
68989 309.052  66846 175.736  66412 79.487  66183 -78.629 
68990 306.074  66847 169.987  66413 77.523  66184 -77.924 
68991 302.353  66848 164.544  66414 75.769  66185 -77.859 
68992 298.479  66849 159.182  66415 74.090  66186 -78.085 
68993 293.454  66850 154.180  66416 81.860  66187 -77.463 
68994 298.790  66851 191.014  66417 81.664  66188 -34.436 
68995 300.194  66852 189.376  66418 81.383  66189 -36.974 
68996 301.711  66853 188.326  66419 81.106  66190 -39.554 
68997 301.705  66854 187.705  66420 81.407  66191 -42.141 
68998 301.387  66855 187.089  66421 81.787  66192 -45.020 
68999 301.912  66856 186.839  66422 82.321  66193 -47.853 
69000 301.238  66857 187.005  66423 82.721  66194 -50.687 
69001 213.103  66858 187.543  66424 83.169  66195 -53.685 
69002 222.647  66859 187.915  66425 83.793  66196 -56.553 
69003 230.222  66860 188.623  66426 84.543  66197 -59.604 
69004 237.870  66861 189.232  66427 85.302  66198 -62.617 
69005 244.737  66862 190.012  66428 86.155  66199 -66.211 
69006 251.873  66863 190.846  66429 86.768  66200 -69.034 
69007 258.372  66864 191.802  66430 87.688  66201 -72.419 
69008 264.706  66865 192.592  66431 82.368  66202 -75.382 
69009 270.797  66866 166.698  66432 78.129  66203 -42.771 
69010 276.683  66867 170.455  66433 77.866  66204 -40.916 
69011 280.955  66868 174.010  66434 77.666  66205 -39.591 
69012 285.479  66869 177.735  66435 77.949  66206 -38.263 
69013 288.567  66870 181.268  66436 78.611  66207 -36.608 
69014 291.921  66871 185.122  66437 79.441  66208 -35.116 
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69015 293.887  66872 189.243  66438 80.938  66209 -33.579 
77846 271.586  69016 157.085  77038 72.619  66439 -57.392 
77847 257.938  69017 162.483  77039 72.956  66440 -61.593 
77848 276.192  69018 158.985  77040 71.681  66441 -57.480 
77849 269.631  69019 163.210  77041 73.137  66442 -59.470 
77850 253.296  69020 162.246  77042 76.176  66443 -56.916 
77851 266.829  69021 168.449  77043 70.655  66444 -58.584 
77852 247.896  69022 171.969  77044 71.304  66445 -59.903 
77853 255.373  69023 165.449  77045 72.508  66446 -57.885 
77854 306.812  69024 170.077  77046 73.297  66447 -70.414 
77855 305.318  69025 170.267  77047 74.443  66448 -67.630 
77856 303.578  69026 166.218  77048 75.110  66449 -66.240 
77857 303.119  69027 165.478  77049 77.964  66450 -69.421 
77858 277.655  69028 172.971  77050 78.197  66451 -58.040 
77859 273.081  69029 168.142  77051 73.913  66452 -59.474 
77860 261.462  69030 173.822  77052 77.001  66453 -62.423 
77861 268.859  69031 167.965  77053 79.612  66454 -63.334 
77862 298.672  69032 161.886  77054 83.368  66455 -53.518 
77863 293.926  69033 162.227  77055 76.521  66456 -55.911 
77864 290.222  69034 155.245  77056 75.568  66457 -57.382 
77865 295.237  69035 156.535  77057 81.717  66458 -55.498 
77866 306.800  69036 157.049  77058 80.351  66459 -44.840 
77867 310.423  69037 156.660  77059 79.972  66460 -43.086 
77868 312.640  69038 155.845  77060 77.908  66461 -41.674 
77869 310.487  69039 158.219  77061 76.979  66462 -47.362 
77870 310.472  69040 156.348  77062 77.999  66463 -50.658 
77871 306.243  69041 163.750  77063 74.811  66464 -46.023 
77872 308.217  69042 171.859  77064 73.203  66465 -55.020 
77873 304.142  69043 177.690  77065 72.429  66466 -51.353 
77874 300.543  69044 185.196  77066 73.132  66467 -38.898 
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77875 298.262  69045 167.249  77067 71.703  66468 -36.556 
77876 306.704  69046 165.425  77068 71.067  66469 -42.448 
77877 303.198  69047 181.699  77069 72.781  66470 -40.212 
77878 295.237  69048 177.991  77070 71.289  66471 -45.341 
77879 294.556  69049 165.906  77071 72.209  66472 -49.165 
77880 285.914  69050 164.770  77072 70.595  66473 -52.288 
77881 282.940  69051 175.602  77073 70.230  66474 -62.564 
77882 292.500  69052 174.060  77074 71.106  66475 -66.913 
77883 282.307  69053 173.400  77075 69.953  66476 -58.771 
77884 283.718  69054 180.613  77076 69.728  66477 -55.894 
77885 275.076  69055 181.247  77077 70.806  66478 -66.656 
77886 271.272  69056 179.506  77078 70.124  66479 -64.195 
77887 247.425  69057 182.334  77079 70.789  66480 -70.313 
77888 292.211  69058 182.834  77080 71.721  66481 -74.161 
77889 290.892  69059 154.203  77081 71.495  66482 -72.353 
77890 284.498  69060 158.013  77082 72.167  66483 -70.266 
77891 286.135  69061 153.302  77083 72.793  66484 -55.845 
77892 276.378  69062 156.907  77084 72.532  66485 -75.133 
77893 277.623  69063 153.003  77085 73.686  66486 -75.639 
77894 270.874  69064 152.938  77086 74.592  66487 -73.781 
77895 261.619  69065 156.030  77087 75.435  66488 -72.258 
77896 259.777  69066 152.756  77088 77.149  66489 -71.781 
77897 249.559  69067 152.646  77089 77.445  66490 -69.658 
77898 238.823  69068 157.041  77090 76.886  66491 -68.609 
77899 235.069  69069 153.850  77091 75.412  66492 -68.111 
77900 225.564  69070 157.186  77092 76.434  66493 -66.009 
77901 242.519  69071 152.839  77093 76.561  66494 -64.587 
77902 258.648  69072 153.227  77094 78.052  66495 -63.888 
77903 262.754  69073 153.845  77095 78.918  66496 -61.660 
77904 264.780  69074 160.910  77096 80.318  66497 -60.464 
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77905 270.858  69075 157.569  77097 79.666  66498 -60.452 
77906 288.974  69076 159.261  77098 78.066  66499 -58.789 
77907 275.334  69077 162.914  77099 79.811  66500 -56.694 
77908 280.076  69078 159.507  77100 79.351  66501 -56.042 
77909 284.557  69079 160.133  77101 77.806  66502 -53.599 
77910 291.075  69080 166.833  77102 79.665  66503 -52.739 
77911 291.680  69081 163.848  77103 79.774  66504 -51.730 
77912 295.547  69082 168.970  77104 77.430  66505 -49.012 
77913 299.398  69083 169.716  77105 79.432  66506 -50.234 
77914 296.232  69084 175.141  77106 77.409  66507 -48.036 
77915 298.565  69085 178.089  77107 80.013  66508 -46.146 
77916 299.693  69086 179.860  77108 80.161  66509 -46.800 
77917 300.557  69087 183.964  77109 78.820  66510 -44.568 
77918 301.912  69088 188.121  77110 81.177  66511 -43.126 
77919 305.499  69089 185.956  77111 81.835  66512 -44.125 
77920 307.339  69090 182.417  77112 80.222  66513 -42.090 
77921 304.150  69091 185.855  77113 82.101  66514 -40.574 
77922 303.584  69092 184.809  77114 82.890  66515 -42.338 
77923 306.175  69093 180.800  77115 80.980  66516 -39.833 
77924 304.329  69094 183.523  77116 83.457  66517 -40.141 
77925 303.201  69095 180.327  77117 84.394  66518 -38.299 
77926 308.203  69096 184.218  77118 82.508  66519 -36.965 
77927 308.463  69097 184.070  77119 85.112  66520 -37.746 
77928 309.543  69098 180.792  77120 85.884  66521 -35.815 
77929 312.698  69099 183.615  77121 83.431  66522 -34.334 
77930 311.336  69100 183.816  77122 81.262  66523 -36.695 
77931 313.074  69101 178.177  77123 81.569  66524 -38.363 
77932 314.262  69102 181.260  77124 79.435  66525 -38.631 
77933 311.820  69103 176.413  77125 78.367  66526 -41.110 
77934 313.908  69104 182.311  77126 78.080  66527 -42.874 
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77935 310.970  69105 183.396  77127 76.286  66528 -43.757 
77936 314.286  69106 183.970  77128 75.534  66529 -46.537 
77937 313.203  69107 179.866  77129 76.706  66530 -47.189 
77938 308.177  69108 185.822  77130 75.119  66531 -48.492 
77939 310.365  69109 186.608  77131 74.480  66532 -50.808 
77940 309.429  69110 183.308  77132 74.815  66533 -50.113 
77941 304.739  69111 188.427  77133 76.029  66534 -52.802 
77942 307.561  69112 189.170  77134 74.265  66535 -54.077 
77943 304.379  69113 183.404  77135 73.703  66536 -54.890 
77944 299.833  69114 181.377  77136 74.476  66537 -57.569 
77945 300.653  69115 179.610  77137 72.394  66538 -55.962 
77946 294.780  69116 174.788  77138 72.043  66539 -59.055 
77947 299.833  69117 176.693  77139 72.198  66540 -59.955 
77948 296.550  69118 170.987  77140 73.930  66541 -61.936 
77949 289.964  69119 167.620  77141 72.759  66542 -65.129 
77950 288.871  69120 166.800  77142 73.358  66543 -67.067 
77951 284.646  69121 161.514  77143 74.547  66544 -68.100 
77952 276.771  69122 160.386  77144 73.734  66545 -71.182 
77953 278.742  69123 160.169  77145 74.096  66546 -75.285 
77954 278.619  69124 165.540  77146 76.020  66547 -74.201 
77955 267.075  69125 162.154  77147 76.603  66548 -71.632 
77956 287.552  69126 161.245  77148 76.142  66549 -75.011 
77957 283.906  69127 162.572  77149 75.521  66550 -75.070 
77958 281.960  69128 166.220  77150 75.258  66551 -73.278 
77959 295.475  69129 161.699  77151 75.729  66552 -75.930 
77960 298.726  69130 160.649  77152 76.822  66553 -71.215 
77961 301.143  69131 165.482  77153 77.918  66554 -69.318 
77962 306.334  69132 171.400  77154 77.888  66555 -68.574 
77963 303.568  69133 170.475  77155 78.353  66556 -66.538 
77964 307.246  69134 170.603  77156 78.927  66557 -64.404 
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77965 309.284  69135 174.536  77157 77.890  66558 -61.476 
77966 310.970  69136 170.009  77158 80.614  66559 -65.163 
77967 309.275  69137 166.890    66560 -60.465 
77968 308.296  69138 173.432     66561 -58.249 
77969 307.090  69139 176.707     66562 -56.290 
77970 305.601  69140 176.175     66563 -53.411 
77971 299.750  69141 177.637     66564 -53.051 
77972 297.943  69142 177.525     66565 -50.676 
77973 293.102  69143 177.167     66566 -48.412 
77974 288.627  69144 172.483     66567 -48.131 
   69145 174.180     66568 -46.413 
  69146 172.264     66569 -44.787 
  69147 179.775     66570 -45.496 
   69148 169.462     66571 -43.928 
       66572 -44.366 
         66573 -42.117 
         66574 -40.553 
         66575 -41.266 
         66576 -39.650 
         66577 -43.924 
         66578 -45.527 
         66579 -48.278 
         66580 -50.228 
         66581 -51.446 
         66582 -53.959 
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28114 -257.081  27920 -181.407  26645 -101.859  26272 31.721 
28115 -207.294  27929 -187.745  26654 -57.371  26281 41.195 
28139 -179.546  27945 -214.800  26670 -112.979  26297 28.807 
62753 -211.147  62531 -159.569  61257 -45.072  60892 38.013 
62754 -215.422  62532 -161.250  61258 -48.968  60893 37.473 
62755 -222.290  62533 -163.235  61259 -52.586  60894 36.901 
62756 -227.833  62534 -164.704  61260 -56.601  60895 36.318 
62757 -234.766  62535 -166.909  61261 -60.250  60896 35.815 
62758 -241.728  62536 -168.454  61262 -64.022  60897 35.291 
62759 -249.268  62537 -170.189  61263 -68.004  60898 34.924 
62760 -158.585  62538 -171.421  61264 -71.746  60899 34.529 
62761 -161.418  62539 -173.147  61265 -75.651  60900 34.095 
62762 -164.759  62540 -174.450  61266 -79.575  60901 33.612 
62763 -168.610  62541 -175.930  61267 -83.299  60902 33.303 
62764 -172.039  62542 -177.056  61268 -87.142  60903 32.898 
62765 -175.996  62543 -178.404  61269 -90.906  60904 32.644 
62766 -179.632  62544 -179.459  61270 -94.505  60905 32.296 
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62767 -183.118  62545 -180.617  61271 -98.087  60906 31.972 
62768 -187.219  62546 -157.855  61272 -41.677  60907 38.535 
62769 -190.766  62547 -184.603  61273 -55.585  60908 40.334 
62770 -194.554  62548 -181.177  61274 -53.914  60909 39.696 
62771 -197.741  62549 -177.352  61275 -52.254  60910 39.445 
62772 -200.176  62550 -173.782  61276 -50.448  60911 38.842 
62773 -202.119  62551 -170.336  61277 -48.152  60912 38.470 
62774 -204.142  62552 -166.495  61278 -46.217  60913 38.375 
62775 -156.267  62553 -162.234  61279 -44.047  60914 38.458 
62776 -177.434  62554 -214.162  61280 -109.712  60915 29.466 
62777 -175.096  62555 -212.819  61281 -106.620  60916 30.016 
62778 -171.977  62556 -211.541  61282 -103.731  60917 30.720 
62779 -169.032  62557 -210.468  61283 -100.210  60918 31.335 
62780 -165.762  62558 -208.896  61284 -96.839  60919 32.177 
62781 -162.837  62559 -207.233  61285 -93.706  60920 32.759 
62782 -159.438  62560 -205.860  61286 -89.771  60921 33.608 
62783 -254.163  62561 -204.033  61287 -86.018  60922 34.320 
62784 -251.101  62562 -202.238  61288 -82.905  60923 35.087 
62785 -246.818  62563 -199.967  61289 -78.922  60924 35.874 
62786 -242.541  62564 -198.045  61290 -75.672  60925 36.760 
62787 -238.045  62565 -195.972  61291 -71.859  60926 37.591 
62788 -232.354  62566 -194.260  61292 -68.346  60927 38.602 
62789 -226.750  62567 -192.117  61293 -64.459  60928 39.286 
62790 -221.499  62568 -190.058  61294 -61.218  60929 40.419 
62791 -215.488  62569 -186.440  61295 -103.512  60930 31.247 
62792 -209.455  62570 -191.054  61296 -105.224  60931 30.820 
62793 -203.596  62571 -195.883  61297 -106.875  60932 30.464 
62794 -198.165  62572 -199.953  61298 -108.425  60933 30.128 
62795 -192.756  62573 -204.095  61299 -109.721  60934 29.853 
62796 -187.614  62574 -208.065  61300 -111.133  60935 29.508 
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62797 -183.455  62575 -211.344  61301 -112.176  60936 29.184 
77701 -193.736  76574 -188.138  61302 -66.212  60937 31.085 
77702 -199.452  76575 -183.810  61303 -66.151  60938 31.651 
77703 -198.079  76576 -181.698  61304 -60.768  60939 31.639 
77704 -205.241  76577 -186.607  61305 -63.678  60940 31.877 
77705 -189.434  76578 -185.895  61306 -73.923  60941 32.822 
77706 -193.502  76579 -181.462  61307 -77.777  60942 33.174 
77707 -179.756  76580 -178.223  61308 -72.416  60943 32.246 
77708 -187.695  76581 -173.773  61309 -78.918  60944 32.799 
77709 -192.512  76582 -166.779  61310 -63.522  60945 31.946 
77710 -203.855  76583 -186.549  61311 -57.215  60946 32.311 
77711 -191.447  76584 -189.828  61312 -58.529  60947 31.327 
77712 -194.457  76585 -191.193  61313 -54.535  60948 32.428 
77713 -209.969  76586 -192.534  61314 -51.103  60949 29.872 
77714 -205.228  76587 -182.685  61315 -52.509  60950 30.273 
77715 -215.986  76588 -174.386  61316 -55.136  60951 32.203 
77716 -216.446  76589 -188.105  61317 -59.531  60952 33.100 
77717 -221.076  76590 -178.266  61318 -58.810  60953 30.990 
77718 -226.543  76591 -196.573  61319 -66.791  60954 32.895 
77719 -215.715  76592 -200.450  61320 -68.847  60955 37.704 
77720 -224.155  76593 -200.633  61321 -68.923  60956 38.894 
77721 -164.571  76594 -204.052  61322 -75.716  60957 36.008 
77722 -168.945  76595 -193.068  61323 -78.760  60958 34.339 
77723 -177.559  76596 -182.104  61324 -82.137  60959 35.657 
77724 -181.980  76597 -196.595  61325 -84.372  60960 37.333 
77725 -165.048  76598 -185.573  61326 -90.297  60961 37.087 
77726 -169.813  76599 -205.100  61327 -81.101  60962 30.769 
77727 -178.627  76600 -206.731  61328 -89.248  60963 31.243 
77728 -182.013  76601 -198.042  61329 -88.986  60964 31.711 
77729 -172.764  76602 -187.320  61330 -93.400  60965 31.824 
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77730 -188.250  76603 -166.541  61331 -96.380  60966 32.850 
77731 -192.520  76604 -162.191  61332 -99.165  60967 32.105 
77732 -200.165  76605 -164.139  61333 -95.622  60968 33.551 
77733 -186.408  76606 -166.070  61334 -100.755  60969 34.629 
77734 -192.264  76607 -170.748  61335 -102.711  60970 33.993 
77735 -201.924  76608 -169.812  61336 -104.320  60971 35.450 
77736 -204.040  76609 -171.584  61337 -108.347  60972 36.368 
77737 -210.743  76610 -176.448  61338 -48.521  60973 37.790 
77738 -216.662  76611 -173.364  61339 -46.297  60974 37.784 
77739 -211.155  76612 -175.153  61340 -50.129  60975 37.219 
77740 -216.792  76613 -180.408  61341 -53.463  60976 36.738 
77741 -227.091  76614 -176.790  61342 -54.863  60977 36.902 
77742 -233.995  76615 -178.331  61343 -58.177  60978 36.356 
77743 -227.136  76616 -184.090  61344 -64.005  60979 35.932 
77744 -238.491  76617 -180.182  61345 -60.087  60980 35.840 
77745 -240.554  76618 -181.267  61346 -63.485  60981 35.382 
77746 -183.942  76619 -186.501  61347 -68.920  60982 35.063 
77747 -208.834  76620 -182.219  61348 -66.745  60983 34.844 
77748 -209.822  76621 -183.332  61349 -70.259  60984 34.320 
77749 -215.956  76622 -184.718  61350 -72.278  60985 34.614 
77750 -222.391  76623 -189.453  61351 -73.664  60986 34.235 
77751 -221.947  76624 -193.103  61352 -77.267  60987 33.800 
77752 -227.939  76625 -194.577  61353 -75.420  60988 33.380 
77753 -233.838  76626 -199.078  61354 -79.313  60989 33.264 
77754 -233.935  76627 -202.375  61355 -81.691  60990 32.415 
77755 -241.299  76628 -203.426  61356 -81.943  60991 32.740 
77756 -248.737  76629 -207.530  61357 -85.942  60992 32.362 
77757 -245.983  76630 -211.043  61358 -87.677  60993 31.935 
77758 -239.566  76631 -209.811  61359 -88.652  60994 32.457 
77759 -244.589  76632 -205.909  61360 -92.504  60995 32.184 
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77760 -236.472  76633 -209.005  61361 -92.797  60996 31.842 
77761 -242.632  76634 -207.817  61362 -95.297  60997 31.955 
77762 -238.443  76635 -204.675  61363 -98.367  60998 31.258 
77763 -230.644  76636 -207.469  61364 -97.529  60999 31.528 
77764 -234.908  76637 -205.422  61365 -101.304  61000 31.355 
77765 -229.614  76638 -202.380  61366 -103.084  61001 31.062 
77766 -218.971  76639 -204.013  61367 -102.759  61002 30.671 
77767 -220.652  76640 -200.591  61368 -104.810  61003 31.006 
77768 -211.011  76641 -204.120  61369 -106.352  61004 30.474 
77769 -205.189  76642 -201.964  61370 -103.600  61005 30.173 
77770 -210.589  76643 -198.573  61371 -105.537  61006 30.484 
77771 -204.770  76644 -200.221  61372 -105.746  61007 29.926 
77772 -196.318  76645 -198.457  61373 -108.242  61008 30.080 
77773 -200.790  76646 -194.617  61374 -109.817  61009 29.736 
77774 -195.213  76647 -196.141  61375 -110.795  61010 29.357 
77775 -187.273  76648 -191.906  61376 -107.437  61011 29.893 
77776 -189.981  76649 -195.811  61377 -104.582  61012 30.367 
77777 -182.883  76650 -193.454  61378 -100.756  61013 30.465 
77778 -190.788  76651 -190.540  61379 -102.851  61014 31.149 
77779 -185.768  76652 -193.112  61380 -99.687  61015 31.582 
77780 -181.787  76653 -190.979  61381 -96.237  61016 31.720 
77781 -179.470  76654 -188.224  61382 -96.188  61017 32.474 
77782 -178.547  76655 -189.350  61383 -93.539  61018 32.672 
77783 -175.486  76656 -186.233  61384 -91.191  61019 32.904 
77784 -180.197  76657 -188.979  61385 -91.098  61020 33.778 
77785 -173.684  76658 -186.818  61386 -87.687  61021 33.722 
77786 -174.030  76659 -183.687  61387 -85.282  61022 34.260 
77787 -169.462  76660 -183.648  61388 -83.610  61023 35.092 
77788 -166.025  76661 -181.421  61389 -81.367  61024 35.185 
77789 -167.256  76662 -177.712  61390 -75.101  61025 35.936 
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77790 -163.890  76663 -179.820  61391 -76.173  61026 36.910 
77791 -160.382  76664 -175.981  61392 -71.146  61027 36.881 
77792 -164.835  76665 -176.093  61393 -67.785  61028 37.530 
77793 -160.134  76666 -173.618  61394 -69.582  61029 38.483 
77794 -162.989  76667 -169.963  61395 -65.785  61030 38.316 
77795 -166.760  76668 -170.281  61396 -63.335  61031 39.069 
77796 -165.156  76669 -174.105  61397 -61.956  61032 39.977 
77797 -168.528  76670 -178.334  61398 -58.743  61033 39.175 
77798 -173.235  76671 -178.620  61399 -56.835  61034 38.882 
77799 -173.175  76672 -179.670  61400 -57.355  61035 38.085 
77800 -176.428  76673 -184.964  61401 -54.631  61036 38.124 
77801 -179.691  76674 -183.448  61402 -52.741  61037 37.874 
77802 -178.922  76675 -185.245  61403 -53.808  61038 37.102 
77803 -184.191  76676 -191.041  61404 -51.457  61039 36.536 
77804 -181.162  76677 -188.084  61405 -49.373  61040 36.419 
77805 -184.689  76678 -189.287  61406 -51.731  61041 36.043 
77806 -189.334  76679 -194.883  61407 -55.535  61042 35.465 
77807 -187.854  76680 -191.138  61408 -56.944  61043 35.086 
77808 -191.498  76681 -192.107  61409 -59.330  61044 34.998 
77809 -197.122  76682 -197.665  61410 -62.895  61045 34.410 
77810 -196.273  76683 -201.019  61411 -78.426  61046 33.888 
77811 -203.048  76684 -201.736  61412 -72.204  61047 34.099 
77812 -197.484  76685 -200.497  61413 -81.798  61048 33.806 
77813 -200.662  76686 -198.746  61414 -78.754  61049 33.225 
77814 -207.173  76687 -196.790  61415 -80.462  61050 33.209 
77815 -204.072  76688 -196.796  61416 -83.209  61051 32.886 
77816 -206.697  76689 -194.836  61417 -85.620  61052 32.038 
77817 -214.043  76690 -192.498  61418 -87.044  61053 31.874 
77818 -218.803  76691 -190.377  61419 -89.990  61054 31.349 
77819 -213.746  76692 -188.759  61420 -92.537  61055 31.058 
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77820 -222.226  76693 -186.930  61421 -92.881  61056 31.329 
77821 -225.754  76694 -186.230  61422 -96.079  61057 31.536 
77822 -230.432  76695 -184.687  61423 -99.405  61058 31.614 
77823 -232.733  76696 -181.976  61424 -99.176  61059 30.601 
77824 -221.807  76697 -183.987  61425 -101.582  61060 32.514 
77825 -213.775  76698 -180.392  61426 -97.891  61061 32.975 
77826 -209.301    61427 -94.800  61062 33.650 
77827 -206.838    61428 -91.444  61063 35.679 
77828 -199.485     61429 -88.960  61064 36.652 
77829 -196.484     61430 -85.282  61065 37.536 
77830 -187.371      
77831 -199.275          
77832 -192.880          
77833 -182.194          
77834 -186.902          
77835 -182.780          
77836 -175.586          
77837 -185.546          
77838 -171.270          
77839 -168.801          
77840 -168.684          
77841 -170.874          
77842 -175.301          
77843 -182.687          
77844 -185.108          
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Nodes 177  
Number 
Nodes 181  
Number 





m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m 
Max 472.30  Max 288.87  Max 132.74  Max -48.07 
Average  430.53  Average  255.00  Average  114.80  Average  -83.69 

















34073 432.085  32105 244.401  31688 116.909  31476 -66.265 
34089 448.549  32114 288.874  31689 108.104  31485 -118.161 
34097 443.912  32130 288.749  31697 132.740  31501 -48.071 
68971 417.389  66828 223.510  66394 106.952  66165 -112.034 
68972 405.303  66829 223.497  66395 105.992  66166 -109.676 
68973 391.723  66830 223.536  66396 105.001  66167 -106.328 
68974 376.217  66831 223.490  66397 104.183  66168 -103.339 
68975 359.725  66832 223.368  66398 103.529  66169 -100.422 
68976 342.100  66833 223.732  66399 103.288  66170 -97.644 
68977 323.914  66834 224.136  66400 103.362  66171 -94.354 
68978 306.657  66835 224.729  66401 103.369  66172 -91.391 
68979 455.199  66836 225.674  66402 104.032  66173 -88.347 
68980 462.399  66837 226.904  66403 105.348  66174 -85.179 
68981 465.934  66838 228.648  66404 106.262  66175 -81.997 
68982 470.089  66839 230.647  66405 107.382  66176 -78.996 
68983 470.912  66840 233.336  66406 109.349  66177 -76.107 
68984 472.287  66841 236.432  66407 111.476  66178 -72.911 
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68985 472.305  66842 240.228  66408 114.343  66179 -69.384 
68986 470.757  66843 223.429  66409 128.874  66180 -115.401 
68987 467.489  66844 279.808  66410 125.200  66181 -118.054 
68988 466.402  66845 271.383  66411 122.043  66182 -117.730 
68989 461.895  66846 262.647  66412 118.798  66183 -117.516 
68990 457.444  66847 254.055  66413 115.862  66184 -116.461 
68991 451.883  66848 245.920  66414 113.242  66185 -116.365 
68992 446.093  66849 237.907  66415 110.731  66186 -116.702 
68993 438.583  66850 230.430  66416 122.345  66187 -115.772 
68994 446.558  66851 285.480  66417 122.051  66188 -51.467 
68995 448.657  66852 283.033  66418 121.631  66189 -55.259 
68996 450.923  66853 281.463  66419 121.217  66190 -59.115 
68997 450.915  66854 280.536  66420 121.668  66191 -62.982 
68998 450.439  66855 279.615  66421 122.235  66192 -67.285 
68999 451.224  66856 279.240  66422 123.033  66193 -71.519 
69000 450.217  66857 279.489  66423 123.631  66194 -75.754 
69001 318.494  66858 280.293  66424 124.300  66195 -80.235 
69002 332.759  66859 280.850  66425 125.233  66196 -84.522 
69003 344.079  66860 281.907  66426 126.354  66197 -89.081 
69004 355.510  66861 282.817  66427 127.489  66198 -93.584 
69005 365.773  66862 283.983  66428 128.763  66199 -98.957 
69006 376.437  66863 285.229  66429 129.680  66200 -103.175 
69007 386.151  66864 286.659  66430 131.055  66201 -108.234 
69008 395.617  66865 287.839  66431 123.104  66202 -112.662 
69009 404.720  66866 249.139  66432 116.769  66203 -63.924 
69010 413.517  66867 254.754  66433 116.376  66204 -61.150 
69011 419.902  66868 260.068  66434 116.077  66205 -59.171 
69012 426.664  66869 265.635  66435 116.499  66206 -57.186 
69013 431.279  66870 270.915  66436 117.489  66207 -54.713 
69014 436.292  66871 276.675  66437 118.728  66208 -52.483 
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69015 439.230  66872 282.834  66438 120.967  66209 -50.186 
77846 405.900  69016 234.772  77038 108.532  66439 -85.775 
77847 385.502  69017 242.840  77039 109.036  66440 -92.054 
77848 412.784  69018 237.611  77040 107.131  66441 -85.908 
77849 402.978  69019 243.927  77041 109.307  66442 -88.881 
77850 378.564  69020 242.485  77042 113.849  66443 -85.064 
77851 398.791  69021 251.756  77043 105.598  66444 -87.557 
77852 370.494  69022 257.017  77044 106.567  66445 -89.528 
77853 381.669  69023 247.272  77045 108.367  66446 -86.512 
77854 458.547  69024 254.189  77046 109.546  66447 -105.238 
77855 456.314  69025 254.473  77047 111.260  66448 -101.077 
77856 453.714  69026 248.422  77048 112.257  66449 -98.999 
77857 453.027  69027 247.316  77049 116.521  66450 -103.753 
77858 414.971  69028 258.514  77050 116.870  66451 -86.745 
77859 408.134  69029 251.297  77051 110.468  66452 -88.887 
77860 390.769  69030 259.787  77052 115.082  66453 -93.294 
77861 401.824  69031 251.032  77053 118.985  66454 -94.657 
77862 446.381  69032 241.947  77054 124.598  66455 -79.986 
77863 439.289  69033 242.457  77055 114.365  66456 -83.562 
77864 433.752  69034 232.022  77056 112.940  66457 -85.760 
77865 441.248  69035 233.950  77057 122.130  66458 -82.944 
77866 458.529  69036 234.718  77058 120.089  66459 -67.015 
77867 463.945  69037 234.137  77059 119.522  66460 -64.395 
77868 467.257  69038 232.919  77060 116.437  66461 -62.284 
77869 464.040  69039 236.466  77061 115.050  66462 -70.785 
77870 464.018  69040 233.671  77062 116.574  66463 -75.712 
77871 457.697  69041 244.734  77063 111.810  66464 -68.784 
77872 460.647  69042 256.853  77064 109.406  66465 -82.230 
77873 454.556  69043 265.567  77065 108.249  66466 -76.749 
77874 449.177  69044 276.785  77066 109.299  66467 -58.135 
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77875 445.769  69045 249.962  77067 107.164  66468 -54.635 
77876 458.386  69046 247.237  77068 106.213  66469 -63.440 
77877 453.146  69047 271.559  77069 108.776  66470 -60.099 
77878 441.247  69048 266.017  77070 106.545  66471 -67.765 
77879 440.230  69049 247.955  77071 107.920  66472 -73.480 
77880 427.314  69050 246.258  77072 105.508  66473 -78.147 
77881 422.869  69051 262.447  77073 104.963  66474 -93.505 
77882 437.157  69052 260.143  77074 106.271  66475 -100.005 
77883 421.923  69053 259.156  77075 104.548  66476 -87.837 
77884 424.032  69054 269.935  77076 104.213  66477 -83.536 
77885 411.116  69055 270.883  77077 105.823  66478 -99.622 
77886 405.430  69056 268.281  77078 104.804  66479 -95.943 
77887 369.791  69057 272.509  77079 105.798  66480 -105.086 
77888 436.725  69058 273.255  77080 107.191  66481 -110.838 
77889 434.753  69059 230.465  77081 106.853  66482 -108.136 
77890 425.197  69060 236.159  77082 107.858  66483 -105.016 
77891 427.645  69061 229.118  77083 108.794  66484 -83.463 
77892 413.062  69062 234.506  77084 108.403  66485 -112.290 
77893 414.923  69063 228.671  77085 110.128  66486 -113.047 
77894 404.836  69064 228.575  77086 111.482  66487 -110.270 
77895 391.004  69065 233.195  77087 112.741  66488 -107.993 
77896 388.250  69066 228.302  77088 115.304  66489 -107.280 
77897 372.979  69067 228.137  77089 115.746  66490 -104.107 
77898 356.934  69068 234.706  77090 114.911  66491 -102.541 
77899 351.323  69069 229.938  77091 112.707  66492 -101.796 
77900 337.117  69070 234.923  77092 114.235  66493 -98.654 
77901 362.457  69071 228.426  77093 114.425  66494 -96.529 
77902 386.563  69072 229.006  77094 116.653  66495 -95.485 
77903 392.700  69073 229.930  77095 117.948  66496 -92.154 
77904 395.727  69074 240.489  77096 120.040  66497 -90.367 
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77905 404.811  69075 235.495  77097 119.065  66498 -90.348 
77906 431.887  69076 238.025  77098 116.673  66499 -87.863 
77907 411.502  69077 243.483  77099 119.283  66500 -84.732 
77908 418.589  69078 238.392  77100 118.594  66501 -83.759 
77909 425.286  69079 239.327  77101 116.285  66502 -80.107 
77910 435.027  69080 249.341  77102 119.064  66503 -78.822 
77911 435.931  69081 244.880  77103 119.227  66504 -77.314 
77912 441.711  69082 252.535  77104 115.723  66505 -73.252 
77913 447.467  69083 253.649  77105 118.715  66506 -75.078 
77914 442.734  69084 261.757  77106 115.691  66507 -71.792 
77915 446.222  69085 266.164  77107 119.584  66508 -68.968 
77916 447.908  69086 268.811  77108 119.806  66509 -69.946 
77917 449.199  69087 274.944  77109 117.801  66510 -66.609 
77918 451.224  69088 281.156  77110 121.323  66511 -64.454 
77919 456.585  69089 277.921  77111 122.307  66512 -65.947 
77920 459.335  69090 272.632  77112 119.896  66513 -62.906 
77921 454.568  69091 277.771  77113 122.705  66514 -60.641 
77922 453.723  69092 276.207  77114 123.884  66515 -63.277 
77923 457.595  69093 270.215  77115 121.030  66516 -59.532 
77924 454.836  69094 274.285  77116 124.731  66517 -59.993 
77925 453.151  69095 269.509  77117 126.131  66518 -57.241 
77926 460.626  69096 275.323  77118 123.312  66519 -55.246 
77927 461.015  69097 275.102  77119 127.205  66520 -56.414 
77928 462.629  69098 270.203  77120 128.358  66521 -53.527 
77929 467.343  69099 274.422  77121 124.692  66522 -51.315 
77930 465.308  69100 274.724  77122 121.450  66523 -54.843 
77931 467.907  69101 266.295  77123 121.910  66524 -57.336 
77932 469.682  69102 270.903  77124 118.720  66525 -57.737 
77933 466.032  69103 263.659  77125 117.124  66526 -61.441 
77934 469.153  69104 272.474  77126 116.695  66527 -64.077 
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77935 464.762  69105 274.096  77127 114.014  66528 -65.397 
77936 469.718  69106 274.953  77128 112.890  66529 -69.552 
77937 468.098  69107 268.820  77129 114.642  66530 -70.526 
77938 460.586  69108 277.721  77130 112.269  66531 -72.475 
77939 463.857  69109 278.896  77131 111.314  66532 -75.936 
77940 462.459  69110 273.963  77132 111.815  66533 -74.897 
77941 455.448  69111 281.615  77133 113.629  66534 -78.915 
77942 459.666  69112 282.725  77134 110.993  66535 -80.821 
77943 454.911  69113 274.107  77135 110.153  66536 -82.035 
77944 448.116  69114 271.078  77136 111.308  66537 -86.040 
77945 449.342  69115 268.437  77137 108.197  66538 -83.638 
77946 440.565  69116 261.230  77138 107.673  66539 -88.261 
77947 448.117  69117 264.077  77139 107.904  66540 -89.606 
77948 443.210  69118 255.549  77140 110.492  66541 -92.566 
77949 433.367  69119 250.517  77141 108.742  66542 -97.339 
77950 431.733  69120 249.292  77142 109.638  66543 -100.236 
77951 425.419  69121 241.392  77143 111.414  66544 -101.780 
77952 413.649  69122 239.705  77144 110.200  66545 -106.385 
77953 416.595  69123 239.381  77145 110.740  66546 -112.517 
77954 416.411  69124 247.408  77146 113.616  66547 -110.898 
77955 399.157  69125 242.347  77147 114.487  66548 -107.058 
77956 429.763  69126 240.990  77148 113.798  66549 -112.108 
77957 424.313  69127 242.972  77149 112.870  66550 -112.197 
77958 421.404  69128 248.425  77150 112.477  66551 -109.518 
77959 441.603  69129 241.668  77151 113.182  66552 -113.481 
77960 446.462  69130 240.098  77152 114.814  66553 -106.435 
77961 450.074  69131 247.321  77153 116.453  66554 -103.600 
77962 457.833  69132 256.167  77154 116.408  66555 -102.487 
77963 453.699  69133 254.784  77155 117.103  66556 -99.445 
77964 459.196  69134 254.975  77156 117.960  66557 -96.256 
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77965 462.242  69135 260.854  77157 116.412  66558 -91.879 
77966 464.761  69136 254.087  77158 120.482  66559 -97.389 
77967 462.229  69137 249.426    66560 -90.369 
77968 460.766  69138 259.204     66561 -87.057 
77969 458.962  69139 264.098     66562 -84.128 
77970 456.737  69140 263.303     66563 -79.826 
77971 447.992  69141 265.488     66564 -79.287 
77972 445.292  69142 265.321     66565 -75.739 
77973 438.057  69143 264.785     66566 -72.354 
77974 431.369  69144 257.785     66567 -71.934 
   69145 260.322     66568 -69.366 
   69146 257.458     66569 -66.937 
   69147 268.684     66570 -67.995 
   69148 253.271     66571 -65.652 
        66572 -66.307 
         66573 -62.946 
         66574 -60.609 
         66575 -61.674 
         66576 -59.258 
         66577 -65.646 
         66578 -68.043 
         66579 -72.154 
         66580 -75.069 
         66581 -76.889 
         66582 -80.645 




SG 5_C FEA  SG 6_C FEA  SG 7_C FEA  SG 8_C FEA 
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Nodes 193  
Number 
Nodes 173  
Number 





m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m 
Max -233.55  Max -235.92  Max -62.29  Max 61.57 
Average  -297.65  Average  -281.13  Average  -118.66  Average  50.80 

















28114 -384.222  27920 -271.122  26645 -152.233  26272 47.409 
28115 -309.812  27929 -280.596  26654 -85.744  26281 61.568 
28139 -268.341  27945 -321.030  26670 -168.854  26297 43.054 
62753 -315.570  62531 -238.484  61257 -67.363  60892 56.813 
62754 -321.960  62532 -240.997  61258 -73.185  60893 56.006 
62755 -332.224  62533 -243.964  61259 -78.593  60894 55.150 
62756 -340.509  62534 -246.158  61260 -84.593  60895 54.279 
62757 -350.870  62535 -249.454  61261 -90.046  60896 53.527 
62758 -361.276  62536 -251.763  61262 -95.684  60897 52.744 
62759 -372.544  62537 -254.356  61263 -101.635  60898 52.196 
62760 -237.013  62538 -256.197  61264 -107.229  60899 51.606 
62761 -241.248  62539 -258.778  61265 -113.064  60900 50.957 
62762 -246.241  62540 -260.725  61266 -118.929  60901 50.235 
62763 -251.996  62541 -262.937  61267 -124.494  60902 49.773 
62764 -257.121  62542 -264.619  61268 -130.238  60903 49.167 
62765 -263.036  62543 -266.634  61269 -135.864  60904 48.788 
62766 -268.470  62544 -268.212  61270 -141.243  60905 48.269 
62767 -273.680  62545 -269.943  61271 -146.597  60906 47.784 
62768 -279.809  62546 -235.922  61272 -62.289  60907 57.593 
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62769 -285.111  62547 -275.900  61273 -83.075  60908 60.282 
62770 -290.771  62548 -270.779  61274 -80.577  60909 59.328 
62771 -295.535  62549 -265.062  61275 -78.097  60910 58.953 
62772 -299.174  62550 -259.726  61276 -75.397  60911 58.052 
62773 -302.077  62551 -254.576  61277 -71.966  60912 57.496 
62774 -305.101  62552 -248.835  61278 -69.074  60913 57.354 
62775 -233.549  62553 -242.467  61279 -65.830  60914 57.477 
62776 -265.184  62554 -320.077  61280 -163.970  60915 44.038 
62777 -261.691  62555 -318.070  61281 -159.349  60916 44.860 
62778 -257.029  62556 -316.159  61282 -155.032  60917 45.913 
62779 -252.627  62557 -314.556  61283 -149.769  60918 46.832 
62780 -247.740  62558 -312.206  61284 -144.732  60919 48.090 
62781 -243.369  62559 -309.720  61285 -140.048  60920 48.960 
62782 -238.289  62560 -307.669  61286 -134.167  60921 50.230 
62783 -379.861  62561 -304.938  61287 -128.559  60922 51.293 
62784 -375.284  62562 -302.256  61288 -123.906  60923 52.440 
62785 -368.883  62563 -298.862  61289 -117.953  60924 53.616 
62786 -362.490  62564 -295.989  61290 -113.095  60925 54.940 
62787 -355.771  62565 -292.891  61291 -107.397  60926 56.182 
62788 -347.265  62566 -290.331  61292 -102.147  60927 57.693 
62789 -338.890  62567 -287.129  61293 -96.338  60928 58.715 
62790 -331.042  62568 -284.052  61294 -91.494  60929 60.409 
62791 -322.058  62569 -278.645  61295 -154.705  60930 46.701 
62792 -313.042  62570 -285.540  61296 -157.264  60931 46.062 
62793 -304.285  62571 -292.757  61297 -159.731  60932 45.530 
62794 -296.168  62572 -298.841  61298 -162.048  60933 45.027 
62795 -288.084  62573 -305.031  61299 -163.984  60934 44.617 
62796 -280.398  62574 -310.964  61300 -166.094  60935 44.101 
62797 -274.184  62575 -315.865  61301 -167.653  60936 43.618 
77701 -289.549  76574 -281.182  61302 -98.957  60937 46.457 
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77702 -298.092  76575 -274.713  61303 -98.867  60938 47.304 
77703 -296.040  76576 -271.558  61304 -90.821  60939 47.286 
77704 -306.744  76577 -278.894  61305 -95.171  60940 47.643 
77705 -283.119  76578 -277.830  61306 -110.482  60941 49.054 
77706 -289.199  76579 -271.205  61307 -116.241  60942 49.581 
77707 -268.654  76580 -266.364  61308 -108.230  60943 48.194 
77708 -280.520  76581 -259.714  61309 -117.947  60944 49.020 
77709 -287.720  76582 -249.260  61310 -94.937  60945 47.745 
77710 -304.672  76583 -278.807  61311 -85.511  60946 48.291 
77711 -286.128  76584 -283.708  61312 -87.474  60947 46.820 
77712 -290.627  76585 -285.748  61313 -81.506  60948 48.465 
77713 -313.809  76586 -287.752  61314 -76.376  60949 44.645 
77714 -306.724  76587 -273.033  61315 -78.478  60950 45.244 
77715 -322.802  76588 -260.629  61316 -82.404  60951 48.130 
77716 -323.490  76589 -281.133  61317 -88.973  60952 49.470 
77717 -330.410  76590 -266.428  61318 -87.895  60953 46.316 
77718 -338.580  76591 -293.789  61319 -99.823  60954 49.163 
77719 -322.397  76592 -299.584  61320 -102.895  60955 56.350 
77720 -335.012  76593 -299.856  61321 -103.010  60956 58.129 
77721 -245.961  76594 -304.967  61322 -113.161  60957 53.816 
77722 -252.497  76595 -288.550  61323 -117.711  60958 51.322 
77723 -265.372  76596 -272.164  61324 -122.758  60959 53.291 
77724 -271.978  76597 -293.822  61325 -126.098  60960 55.795 
77725 -246.673  76598 -277.348  61326 -134.954  60961 55.428 
77726 -253.795  76599 -306.533  61327 -121.210  60962 45.985 
77727 -266.967  76600 -308.970  61328 -133.387  60963 46.695 
77728 -272.028  76601 -295.984  61329 -132.994  60964 47.394 
77729 -258.206  76602 -279.961  61330 -139.592  60965 47.563 
77730 -281.349  76603 -248.905  61331 -144.045  60966 49.096 
77731 -287.732  76604 -242.403  61332 -148.207  60967 47.983 
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77732 -299.158  76605 -245.314  61333 -142.913  60968 50.144 
77733 -278.597  76606 -248.200  61334 -150.584  60969 51.755 
77734 -287.349  76607 -255.192  61335 -153.507  60970 50.805 
77735 -301.787  76608 -253.793  61336 -155.912  60971 52.982 
77736 -304.949  76609 -256.441  61337 -161.931  60972 54.354 
77737 -314.967  76610 -263.711  61338 -72.517  60973 56.480 
77738 -323.813  76611 -259.101  61339 -69.193  60974 56.471 
77739 -315.582  76612 -261.776  61340 -74.920  60975 55.626 
77740 -324.007  76613 -269.630  61341 -79.903  60976 54.907 
77741 -339.399  76614 -264.221  61342 -81.996  60977 55.151 
77742 -349.718  76615 -266.525  61343 -86.949  60978 54.336 
77743 -339.467  76616 -275.132  61344 -95.659  60979 53.702 
77744 -356.438  76617 -269.292  61345 -89.803  60980 53.566 
77745 -359.520  76618 -270.913  61346 -94.882  60981 52.880 
77746 -274.911  76619 -278.736  61347 -103.005  60982 52.403 
77747 -312.113  76620 -272.336  61348 -99.755  60983 52.076 
77748 -313.590  76621 -273.999  61349 -105.007  60984 51.293 
77749 -322.758  76622 -276.071  61350 -108.023  60985 51.732 
77750 -332.376  76623 -283.148  61351 -110.095  60986 51.167 
77751 -331.712  76624 -288.603  61352 -115.480  60987 50.516 
77752 -340.667  76625 -290.806  61353 -112.720  60988 49.889 
77753 -349.484  76626 -297.533  61354 -118.537  60989 49.715 
77754 -349.628  76627 -302.460  61355 -122.091  60990 48.446 
77755 -360.635  76628 -304.031  61356 -122.468  60991 48.932 
77756 -371.751  76629 -310.164  61357 -128.445  60992 48.367 
77757 -367.634  76630 -315.415  61358 -131.038  60993 47.729 
77758 -358.045  76631 -313.574  61359 -132.496  60994 48.509 
77759 -365.551  76632 -307.742  61360 -138.253  60995 48.101 
77760 -353.421  76633 -312.369  61361 -138.690  60996 47.589 
77761 -362.627  76634 -310.593  61362 -142.427  60997 47.759 
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77762 -356.366  76635 -305.898  61363 -147.015  60998 46.716 
77763 -344.711  76636 -310.073  61364 -145.762  60999 47.121 
77764 -351.083  76637 -307.015  61365 -151.405  61000 46.862 
77765 -343.170  76638 -302.468  61366 -154.065  61001 46.423 
77766 -327.264  76639 -304.908  61367 -153.578  61002 45.839 
77767 -329.776  76640 -299.793  61368 -156.645  61003 46.340 
77768 -315.367  76641 -305.068  61369 -158.949  61004 45.546 
77769 -306.666  76642 -301.845  61370 -154.836  61005 45.096 
77770 -314.736  76643 -296.778  61371 -157.731  61006 45.560 
77771 -306.040  76644 -299.241  61372 -158.043  61007 44.726 
77772 -293.408  76645 -296.605  61373 -161.774  61008 44.956 
77773 -300.092  76646 -290.866  61374 -164.127  61009 44.442 
77774 -291.757  76647 -293.143  61375 -165.589  61010 43.875 
77775 -279.889  76648 -286.814  61376 -160.571  61011 44.676 
77776 -283.936  76649 -292.650  61377 -156.304  61012 45.385 
77777 -273.328  76650 -289.127  61378 -150.585  61013 45.532 
77778 -285.143  76651 -284.772  61379 -153.717  61014 46.553 
77779 -277.641  76652 -288.617  61380 -148.987  61015 47.201 
77780 -271.690  76653 -285.428  61381 -143.831  61016 47.407 
77781 -268.228  76654 -281.311  61382 -143.758  61017 48.534 
77782 -266.848  76655 -282.993  61383 -139.799  61018 48.831 
77783 -262.273  76656 -278.335  61384 -136.291  61019 49.177 
77784 -269.314  76657 -282.440  61385 -136.152  61020 50.482 
77785 -259.580  76658 -279.210  61386 -131.053  61021 50.399 
77786 -260.097  76659 -274.530  61387 -127.459  61022 51.203 
77787 -253.269  76660 -274.472  61388 -124.960  61023 52.446 
77788 -248.133  76661 -271.143  61389 -121.608  61024 52.586 
77789 -249.972  76662 -265.600  61390 -112.242  61025 53.708 
77790 -244.942  76663 -268.751  61391 -113.845  61026 55.164 
77791 -239.699  76664 -263.013  61392 -106.332  61027 55.120 
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77792 -246.355  76665 -263.181  61393 -101.308  61028 56.091 
77793 -239.329  76666 -259.482  61394 -103.994  61029 57.515 
77794 -243.596  76667 -254.019  61395 -98.319  61030 57.265 
77795 -249.231  76668 -254.493  61396 -94.657  61031 58.391 
77796 -246.834  76669 -260.209  61397 -92.597  61032 59.747 
77797 -251.873  76670 -266.530  61398 -87.795  61033 58.549 
77798 -258.909  76671 -266.957  61399 -84.943  61034 58.112 
77799 -258.819  76672 -268.526  61400 -85.721  61035 56.920 
77800 -263.682  76673 -276.439  61401 -81.649  61036 56.979 
77801 -268.559  76674 -274.173  61402 -78.824  61037 56.605 
77802 -267.409  76675 -276.859  61403 -80.419  61038 55.451 
77803 -275.284  76676 -285.522  61404 -76.906  61039 54.604 
77804 -270.757  76677 -281.102  61405 -73.791  61040 54.431 
77805 -276.028  76678 -282.900  61406 -77.315  61041 53.868 
77806 -282.970  76679 -291.264  61407 -83.000  61042 53.005 
77807 -280.757  76680 -285.665  61408 -85.106  61043 52.437 
77808 -286.204  76681 -287.115  61409 -88.671  61044 52.307 
77809 -294.609  76682 -295.420  61410 -94.001  61045 51.428 
77810 -293.341  76683 -300.433  61411 -117.212  61046 50.648 
77811 -303.467  76684 -301.506  61412 -107.912  61047 50.963 
77812 -295.150  76685 -299.654  61413 -122.251  61048 50.525 
77813 -299.901  76686 -297.037  61414 -117.703  61049 49.656 
77814 -309.631  76687 -294.113  61415 -120.254  61050 49.632 
77815 -304.996  76688 -294.123  61416 -124.360  61051 49.149 
77816 -308.920  76689 -291.193  61417 -127.964  61052 47.883 
77817 -319.899  76690 -287.698  61418 -130.092  61053 47.638 
77818 -327.013  76691 -284.528  61419 -134.496  61054 46.852 
77819 -319.455  76692 -282.111  61420 -138.301  61055 46.418 
77820 -332.129  76693 -279.377  61421 -138.816  61056 46.822 
77821 -337.401  76694 -278.330  61422 -143.595  61057 47.132 
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77822 -344.393  76695 -276.024  61423 -148.566  61058 47.248 
77823 -347.833  76696 -271.974  61424 -148.223  61059 45.735 
77824 -331.502  76697 -274.978  61425 -151.820  61060 48.594 
77825 -319.498  76698 -269.606  61426 -146.303  61061 49.283 
77826 -312.812    61427 -141.684  61062 50.292 
77827 -309.131     61428 -136.668  61063 53.324 
77828 -298.141     61429 -132.955  61064 54.778 
77829 -293.657     61430 -127.459  61065 56.100 
77830 -280.036      
77831 -297.827          
77832 -288.269          
77833 -272.299          
77834 -279.335          
77835 -273.174          
77836 -262.423          
77837 -277.309          
77838 -255.972          
77839 -252.282          
77840 -252.107          
77841 -255.381          
77842 -261.996          
77843 -273.035          
77844 -276.654          
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34073 571.862  32105 323.463  31688 154.728  31476 -87.702 
34089 593.651  32114 382.323  31689 143.075  31485 -156.385 
34097 587.514  32130 382.157  31697 175.680  31501 -63.622 
68971 552.411  66828 295.814  66394 141.550  66165 -148.276 
68972 536.416  66829 295.796  66395 140.280  66166 -145.155 
68973 518.442  66830 295.848  66396 138.967  66167 -140.724 
68974 497.920  66831 295.787  66397 137.886  66168 -136.769 
68975 476.093  66832 295.626  66398 137.020  66169 -132.908 
68976 452.767  66833 296.108  66399 136.701  66170 -129.231 
68977 428.697  66834 296.642  66400 136.799  66171 -124.877 
68978 405.858  66835 297.427  66401 136.808  66172 -120.956 
68979 602.453  66836 298.678  66402 137.685  66173 -116.926 
68980 611.981  66837 300.305  66403 139.427  66174 -112.734 
68981 616.660  66838 302.613  66404 140.637  66175 -108.523 
68982 622.159  66839 305.259  66405 142.119  66176 -104.550 
68983 623.248  66840 308.819  66406 144.722  66177 -100.728 
68984 625.068  66841 312.916  66407 147.538  66178 -96.497 
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68985 625.092  66842 317.940  66408 151.332  66179 -91.829 
68986 623.043  66843 295.707  66409 170.564  66180 -152.732 
68987 618.717  66844 370.324  66410 165.701  66181 -156.243 
68988 617.279  66845 359.173  66411 161.523  66182 -155.815 
68989 611.314  66846 347.611  66412 157.228  66183 -155.531 
68990 605.423  66847 336.240  66413 153.343  66184 -154.136 
68991 598.063  66848 325.473  66414 149.874  66185 -154.008 
68992 590.400  66849 314.868  66415 146.552  66186 -154.454 
68993 580.462  66850 304.972  66416 161.922  66187 -153.224 
68994 591.017  66851 377.831  66417 161.533  66188 -68.116 
68995 593.794  66852 374.592  66418 160.977  66189 -73.135 
68996 596.793  66853 372.514  66419 160.430  66190 -78.238 
68997 596.782  66854 371.287  66420 161.027  66191 -83.356 
68998 596.152  66855 370.068  66421 161.777  66192 -89.051 
68999 597.191  66856 369.573  66422 162.833  66193 -94.654 
69000 595.859  66857 369.902  66423 163.625  66194 -100.260 
69001 421.524  66858 370.965  66424 164.510  66195 -106.190 
69002 440.404  66859 371.702  66425 165.744  66196 -111.864 
69003 455.387  66860 373.101  66426 167.228  66197 -117.898 
69004 470.515  66861 374.306  66427 168.731  66198 -123.858 
69005 484.098  66862 375.849  66428 170.417  66199 -130.968 
69006 498.212  66863 377.499  66429 171.630  66200 -136.551 
69007 511.068  66864 379.391  66430 173.450  66201 -143.247 
69008 523.596  66865 380.953  66431 162.927  66202 -149.107 
69009 535.644  66866 329.733  66432 154.542  66203 -84.602 
69010 547.287  66867 337.165  66433 154.022  66204 -80.932 
69011 555.737  66868 344.197  66434 153.626  66205 -78.313 
69012 564.686  66869 351.565  66435 154.185  66206 -75.685 
69013 570.794  66870 358.554  66436 155.496  66207 -72.412 
69014 577.430  66871 366.177  66437 157.136  66208 -69.461 
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69015 581.317  66872 374.329  66438 160.098  66209 -66.421 
77846 537.206  69016 310.718  77038 143.642  66439 -113.522 
77847 510.209  69017 321.396  77039 144.308  66440 -121.833 
77848 546.317  69018 314.476  77040 141.788  66441 -113.698 
77849 533.339  69019 322.835  77041 144.667  66442 -117.634 
77850 501.027  69020 320.927  77042 150.679  66443 -112.582 
77851 527.796  69021 333.197  77043 139.759  66444 -115.880 
77852 490.347  69022 340.160  77044 141.041  66445 -118.489 
77853 505.136  69023 327.262  77045 143.423  66446 -114.498 
77854 606.883  69024 336.418  77046 144.984  66447 -139.282 
77855 603.928  69025 336.793  77047 147.251  66448 -133.775 
77856 600.487  69026 328.785  77048 148.571  66449 -131.025 
77857 599.578  69027 327.321  77049 154.215  66450 -137.316 
77858 549.211  69028 342.141  77050 154.676  66451 -114.806 
77859 540.162  69029 332.590  77051 146.203  66452 -117.641 
77860 517.180  69030 343.826  77052 152.310  66453 -123.474 
77861 531.811  69031 332.239  77053 157.476  66454 -125.277 
77862 590.782  69032 320.215  77054 164.904  66455 -105.861 
77863 581.395  69033 320.891  77055 151.361  66456 -110.594 
77864 574.067  69034 307.079  77056 149.476  66457 -113.503 
77865 583.989  69035 309.631  77057 161.638  66458 -109.776 
77866 606.860  69036 310.647  77058 158.936  66459 -88.694 
77867 614.027  69037 309.878  77059 158.186  66460 -85.226 
77868 618.411  69038 308.266  77060 154.104  66461 -82.432 
77869 614.154  69039 312.961  77061 152.267  66462 -93.684 
77870 614.124  69040 309.262  77062 154.285  66463 -100.204 
77871 605.758  69041 323.903  77063 147.979  66464 -91.034 
77872 609.663  69042 339.942  77064 144.798  66465 -108.831 
77873 601.602  69043 351.476  77065 143.266  66466 -101.577 
77874 594.483  69044 366.323  77066 144.657  66467 -76.941 
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77875 589.972  69045 330.823  77067 141.831  66468 -72.308 
77876 606.671  69046 327.216  77068 140.573  66469 -83.963 
77877 599.735  69047 359.406  77069 143.964  66470 -79.540 
77878 583.987  69048 352.072  77070 141.011  66471 -89.686 
77879 582.642  69049 328.167  77071 142.831  66472 -97.251 
77880 565.547  69050 325.921  77072 139.639  66473 -103.428 
77881 559.664  69051 347.346  77073 138.917  66474 -123.753 
77882 578.574  69052 344.297  77074 140.649  66475 -132.356 
77883 558.411  69053 342.990  77075 138.369  66476 -116.251 
77884 561.203  69054 357.257  77076 137.925  66477 -110.559 
77885 544.108  69055 358.512  77077 140.056  66478 -131.849 
77886 536.583  69056 355.068  77078 138.708  66479 -126.980 
77887 489.415  69057 360.663  77079 140.022  66480 -139.081 
77888 578.002  69058 361.651  77080 141.867  66481 -146.693 
77889 575.393  69059 305.019  77081 141.419  66482 -143.117 
77890 562.745  69060 312.554  77082 142.749  66483 -138.988 
77891 565.985  69061 303.236  77083 143.987  66484 -110.463 
77892 546.684  69062 310.366  77084 143.470  66485 -148.615 
77893 549.147  69063 302.645  77085 145.753  66486 -149.617 
77894 535.798  69064 302.517  77086 147.545  66487 -145.941 
77895 517.491  69065 308.631  77087 149.212  66488 -142.928 
77896 513.846  69066 302.156  77088 152.604  66489 -141.985 
77897 493.635  69067 301.938  77089 153.188  66490 -137.785 
77898 472.399  69068 310.632  77090 152.083  66491 -135.712 
77899 464.973  69069 304.321  77091 149.167  66492 -134.726 
77900 446.172  69070 310.918  77092 151.189  66493 -130.568 
77901 479.710  69071 302.321  77093 151.440  66494 -127.756 
77902 511.613  69072 303.088  77094 154.390  66495 -126.373 
77903 519.735  69073 304.311  77095 156.103  66496 -121.965 
77904 523.742  69074 318.285  77096 158.871  66497 -119.600 
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77905 535.765  69075 311.676  77097 157.582  66498 -119.575 
77906 571.599  69076 315.024  77098 154.416  66499 -116.287 
77907 544.619  69077 322.248  77099 157.870  66500 -112.142 
77908 553.999  69078 315.510  77100 156.959  66501 -110.854 
77909 562.862  69079 316.747  77101 153.902  66502 -106.021 
77910 575.755  69080 330.001  77102 157.580  66503 -104.320 
77911 576.951  69081 324.097  77103 157.796  66504 -102.324 
77912 584.601  69082 334.228  77104 153.158  66505 -96.948 
77913 592.219  69083 335.703  77105 157.118  66506 -99.365 
77914 585.955  69084 346.434  77106 153.117  66507 -95.016 
77915 590.571  69085 352.266  77107 158.268  66508 -91.279 
77916 592.803  69086 355.770  77108 158.562  66509 -92.573 
77917 594.511  69087 363.887  77109 155.908  66510 -88.157 
77918 597.192  69088 372.108  77110 160.570  66511 -85.304 
77919 604.287  69089 367.827  77111 161.872  66512 -87.280 
77920 607.927  69090 360.827  77112 158.682  66513 -83.255 
77921 601.617  69091 367.627  77113 162.399  66514 -80.257 
77922 600.499  69092 365.559  77114 163.960  66515 -83.747 
77923 605.624  69093 357.628  77115 160.182  66516 -78.790 
77924 601.972  69094 363.014  77116 165.081  66517 -79.400 
77925 599.741  69095 356.693  77117 166.934  66518 -75.758 
77926 609.635  69096 364.389  77118 163.203  66519 -73.117 
77927 610.150  69097 364.095  77119 168.355  66520 -74.663 
77928 612.286  69098 357.612  77120 169.881  66521 -70.843 
77929 618.526  69099 363.195  77121 165.028  66522 -67.914 
77930 615.832  69100 363.595  77122 160.738  66523 -72.584 
77931 619.271  69101 352.440  77123 161.347  66524 -75.883 
77932 621.620  69102 358.538  77124 157.125  66525 -76.414 
77933 616.789  69103 348.951  77125 155.012  66526 -81.317 
77934 620.920  69104 360.617  77126 154.445  66527 -84.806 
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77935 615.108  69105 362.763  77127 150.896  66528 -86.552 
77936 621.668  69106 363.899  77128 149.409  66529 -92.051 
77937 619.525  69107 355.781  77129 151.728  66530 -93.341 
77938 609.583  69108 367.562  77130 148.588  66531 -95.920 
77939 613.911  69109 369.117  77131 147.323  66532 -100.501 
77940 612.061  69110 362.589  77132 147.987  66533 -99.125 
77941 602.782  69111 372.715  77133 150.388  66534 -104.444 
77942 608.365  69112 374.185  77134 146.899  66535 -106.966 
77943 602.071  69113 362.778  77135 145.787  66536 -108.573 
77944 593.078  69114 358.770  77136 147.316  66537 -113.873 
77945 594.700  69115 355.274  77137 143.198  66538 -110.694 
77946 583.085  69116 345.735  77138 142.504  66539 -116.813 
77947 593.079  69117 349.504  77139 142.810  66540 -118.593 
77948 586.586  69118 338.217  77140 146.235  66541 -122.511 
77949 573.558  69119 331.557  77141 143.919  66542 -128.827 
77950 571.396  69120 329.936  77142 145.105  66543 -132.661 
77951 563.039  69121 319.480  77143 147.456  66544 -134.705 
77952 547.462  69122 317.248  77144 145.849  66545 -140.799 
77953 551.360  69123 316.819  77145 146.564  66546 -148.915 
77954 551.116  69124 327.442  77146 150.370  66547 -146.772 
77955 528.282  69125 320.745  77147 151.523  66548 -141.691 
77956 568.788  69126 318.948  77148 150.611  66549 -148.374 
77957 561.576  69127 321.572  77149 149.383  66550 -148.492 
77958 557.725  69128 328.789  77150 148.863  66551 -144.946 
77959 584.459  69129 319.846  77151 149.795  66552 -150.191 
77960 590.890  69130 317.768  77152 151.956  66553 -140.866 
77961 595.669  69131 327.328  77153 154.124  66554 -137.114 
77962 605.939  69132 339.035  77154 154.065  66555 -135.641 
77963 600.467  69133 337.205  77155 154.985  66556 -131.614 
77964 607.743  69134 337.458  77156 156.120  66557 -127.394 
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77965 611.774  69135 345.238  77157 154.070  66558 -121.601 
77966 615.107  69136 336.282  77158 159.458  66559 -128.894 
77967 611.756  69137 330.114    66560 -119.602 
77968 609.820  69138 343.054     66561 -115.219 
77969 607.433  69139 349.531     66562 -111.343 
77970 604.488  69140 348.480     66563 -105.649 
77971 592.914  69141 351.371     66564 -104.936 
77972 589.341  69142 351.151     66565 -100.239 
77973 579.765  69143 350.441     66566 -95.760 
77974 570.914  69144 341.177     66567 -95.204 
  69145 344.534     66568 -91.806 
   69146 340.744     66569 -88.591 
   69147 355.601     66570 -89.992 
   69148 335.202     66571 -86.890 
       66572 -87.757 
         66573 -83.308 
         66574 -80.215 
         66575 -81.626 
         66576 -78.428 
         66577 -86.883 
         66578 -90.054 
         66579 -95.495 
         66580 -99.353 
         66581 -101.762 
         66582 -106.733 
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Nodes 193  
Number 
Nodes 173  
Number 





m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m 
Max -309.10  Max -312.24  Max -82.44  Max 81.48 
Average  -393.93  Average  -372.07  Average  -157.05  Average  67.23 

















28114 -508.514  27920 -358.828  26645 -201.480  26272 62.745 
28115 -410.034  27929 -371.366  26654 -113.482  26281 81.485 
28139 -355.147  27945 -424.880  26670 -223.477  26297 56.981 
62753 -417.655  62531 -315.632  61257 -89.154  60892 75.192 
62754 -426.111  62532 -318.957  61258 -96.860  60893 74.123 
62755 -439.696  62533 -322.884  61259 -104.017  60894 72.991 
62756 -450.662  62534 -325.789  61260 -111.958  60895 71.837 
62757 -464.374  62535 -330.151  61261 -119.176  60896 70.843 
62758 -478.146  62536 -333.206  61262 -126.637  60897 69.806 
62759 -493.059  62537 -336.639  61263 -134.513  60898 69.081 
62760 -313.685  62538 -339.075  61264 -141.916  60899 68.300 
62761 -319.290  62539 -342.490  61265 -149.640  60900 67.442 
62762 -325.899  62540 -345.068  61266 -157.401  60901 66.485 
62763 -333.515  62541 -347.994  61267 -164.767  60902 65.874 
62764 -340.298  62542 -350.221  61268 -172.369  60903 65.073 
62765 -348.126  62543 -352.888  61269 -179.815  60904 64.570 
62766 -355.318  62544 -354.976  61270 -186.934  60905 63.883 
62767 -362.213  62545 -357.267  61271 -194.020  60906 63.241 
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62768 -370.326  62546 -312.241  61272 -82.439  60907 76.224 
62769 -377.342  62547 -365.151  61273 -109.949  60908 79.782 
62770 -384.833  62548 -358.374  61274 -106.643  60909 78.520 
62771 -391.138  62549 -350.807  61275 -103.360  60910 78.024 
62772 -395.954  62550 -343.746  61276 -99.788  60911 76.831 
62773 -399.797  62551 -336.929  61277 -95.246  60912 76.096 
62774 -403.798  62552 -329.332  61278 -91.419  60913 75.908 
62775 -309.100  62553 -320.903  61279 -87.126  60914 76.071 
62776 -350.969  62554 -423.619  61280 -217.014  60915 58.284 
62777 -346.346  62555 -420.963  61281 -210.897  60916 59.372 
62778 -340.176  62556 -418.434  61282 -205.184  60917 60.766 
62779 -334.350  62557 -416.313  61283 -198.218  60918 61.982 
62780 -327.881  62558 -413.203  61284 -191.551  60919 63.647 
62781 -322.097  62559 -409.912  61285 -185.353  60920 64.798 
62782 -315.374  62560 -407.197  61286 -177.570  60921 66.478 
62783 -502.743  62561 -403.583  61287 -170.147  60922 67.886 
62784 -496.686  62562 -400.033  61288 -163.989  60923 69.404 
62785 -488.213  62563 -395.542  61289 -156.110  60924 70.960 
62786 -479.753  62564 -391.739  61290 -149.681  60925 72.712 
62787 -470.860  62565 -387.639  61291 -142.140  60926 74.356 
62788 -459.602  62566 -384.251  61292 -135.191  60927 76.356 
62789 -448.518  62567 -380.013  61293 -127.502  60928 77.709 
62790 -438.131  62568 -375.941  61294 -121.092  60929 79.951 
62791 -426.242  62569 -368.784  61295 -204.751  60930 61.808 
62792 -414.309  62570 -377.910  61296 -208.137  60931 60.963 
62793 -402.719  62571 -387.462  61297 -211.403  60932 60.258 
62794 -391.976  62572 -395.513  61298 -214.469  60933 59.593 
62795 -381.278  62573 -403.707  61299 -217.031  60934 59.050 
62796 -371.105  62574 -411.559  61300 -219.824  60935 58.368 
62797 -362.880  62575 -418.045  61301 -221.887  60936 57.728 
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77701 -383.216  76574 -372.143  61302 -130.969  60937 61.486 
77702 -394.522  76575 -363.581  61303 -130.849  60938 62.607 
77703 -391.807  76576 -359.405  61304 -120.201  60939 62.582 
77704 -405.974  76577 -369.114  61305 -125.958  60940 63.055 
77705 -374.706  76578 -367.706  61306 -146.222  60941 64.922 
77706 -382.753  76579 -358.938  61307 -153.845  60942 65.620 
77707 -355.562  76580 -352.531  61308 -143.242  60943 63.784 
77708 -371.266  76581 -343.729  61309 -156.102  60944 64.877 
77709 -380.795  76582 -329.893  61310 -125.649  60945 63.190 
77710 -403.231  76583 -369.000  61311 -113.173  60946 63.913 
77711 -378.688  76584 -375.485  61312 -115.771  60947 61.965 
77712 -384.643  76585 -378.186  61313 -107.872  60948 64.143 
77713 -415.324  76586 -380.838  61314 -101.083  60949 59.088 
77714 -405.947  76587 -361.358  61315 -103.865  60950 59.880 
77715 -427.227  76588 -344.941  61316 -109.061  60951 63.699 
77716 -428.137  76589 -372.077  61317 -117.755  60952 65.473 
77717 -437.295  76590 -352.616  61318 -116.328  60953 61.298 
77718 -448.109  76591 -388.828  61319 -132.114  60954 65.067 
77719 -426.690  76592 -396.497  61320 -136.181  60955 74.579 
77720 -443.385  76593 -396.857  61321 -136.333  60956 76.933 
77721 -325.527  76594 -403.622  61322 -149.768  60957 71.225 
77722 -334.178  76595 -381.894  61323 -155.790  60958 67.924 
77723 -351.218  76596 -360.207  61324 -162.470  60959 70.530 
77724 -359.961  76597 -388.871  61325 -166.890  60960 73.845 
77725 -326.470  76598 -367.068  61326 -178.610  60961 73.359 
77726 -335.896  76599 -405.694  61327 -160.421  60962 60.861 
77727 -353.329  76600 -408.919  61328 -176.536  60963 61.800 
77728 -360.027  76601 -391.733  61329 -176.016  60964 62.725 
77729 -341.733  76602 -370.526  61330 -184.748  60965 62.949 
77730 -372.364  76603 -329.424  61331 -190.642  60966 64.979 
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77731 -380.811  76604 -320.819  61332 -196.151  60967 63.505 
77732 -395.933  76605 -324.671  61333 -189.144  60968 66.365 
77733 -368.720  76606 -328.491  61334 -199.297  60969 68.498 
77734 -380.304  76607 -337.745  61335 -203.166  60970 67.240 
77735 -399.413  76608 -335.893  61336 -206.348  60971 70.121 
77736 -403.598  76609 -339.398  61337 -214.315  60972 71.937 
77737 -416.857  76610 -349.019  61338 -95.976  60973 74.751 
77738 -428.564  76611 -342.919  61339 -91.576  60974 74.739 
77739 -417.671  76612 -346.458  61340 -99.156  60975 73.620 
77740 -428.821  76613 -356.853  61341 -105.751  60976 72.669 
77741 -449.192  76614 -349.695  61342 -108.521  60977 72.992 
77742 -462.849  76615 -352.743  61343 -115.076  60978 71.914 
77743 -449.282  76616 -364.135  61344 -126.604  60979 71.074 
77744 -471.743  76617 -356.406  61345 -118.853  60980 70.894 
77745 -475.823  76618 -358.551  61346 -125.576  60981 69.986 
77746 -363.843  76619 -368.905  61347 -136.327  60982 69.355 
77747 -413.079  76620 -360.434  61348 -132.024  60983 68.922 
77748 -415.035  76621 -362.636  61349 -138.975  60984 67.887 
77749 -427.167  76622 -365.378  61350 -142.968  60985 68.467 
77750 -439.897  76623 -374.744  61351 -145.710  60986 67.719 
77751 -439.018  76624 -381.963  61352 -152.837  60987 66.857 
77752 -450.870  76625 -384.880  61353 -149.183  60988 66.028 
77753 -462.540  76626 -393.782  61354 -156.883  60989 65.798 
77754 -462.730  76627 -400.304  61355 -161.587  60990 64.117 
77755 -477.297  76628 -402.382  61356 -162.085  60991 64.761 
77756 -492.010  76629 -410.500  61357 -169.996  60992 64.014 
77757 -486.561  76630 -417.449  61358 -173.428  60993 63.169 
77758 -473.869  76631 -415.012  61359 -175.357  60994 64.201 
77759 -483.804  76632 -407.294  61360 -182.976  60995 63.662 
77760 -467.750  76633 -413.418  61361 -183.556  60996 62.983 
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77761 -479.934  76634 -411.067  61362 -188.501  60997 63.208 
77762 -471.647  76635 -404.853  61363 -194.573  60998 61.829 
77763 -456.222  76636 -410.379  61364 -192.915  60999 62.364 
77764 -464.655  76637 -406.331  61365 -200.383  61000 62.021 
77765 -454.183  76638 -400.314  61366 -203.903  61001 61.441 
77766 -433.132  76639 -403.544  61367 -203.260  61002 60.667 
77767 -436.456  76640 -396.774  61368 -207.318  61003 61.331 
77768 -417.386  76641 -403.756  61369 -210.368  61004 60.279 
77769 -405.870  76642 -399.490  61370 -204.924  61005 59.684 
77770 -416.551  76643 -392.783  61371 -208.755  61006 60.298 
77771 -405.041  76644 -396.043  61372 -209.169  61007 59.194 
77772 -388.324  76645 -392.555  61373 -214.107  61008 59.499 
77773 -397.169  76646 -384.959  61374 -217.221  61009 58.819 
77774 -386.138  76647 -387.973  61375 -219.156  61010 58.069 
77775 -370.431  76648 -379.596  61376 -212.514  61011 59.129 
77776 -375.788  76649 -387.320  61377 -206.867  61012 60.067 
77777 -361.748  76650 -382.657  61378 -199.298  61013 60.262 
77778 -377.384  76651 -376.894  61379 -203.443  61014 61.613 
77779 -367.456  76652 -381.982  61380 -197.184  61015 62.470 
77780 -359.580  76653 -377.762  61381 -190.359  61016 62.743 
77781 -354.998  76654 -372.313  61382 -190.263  61017 64.235 
77782 -353.172  76655 -374.539  61383 -185.022  61018 64.627 
77783 -347.117  76656 -368.374  61384 -180.380  61019 65.086 
77784 -356.435  76657 -373.807  61385 -180.195  61020 66.813 
77785 -343.553  76658 -369.532  61386 -173.448  61021 66.703 
77786 -344.236  76659 -363.339  61387 -168.691  61022 67.767 
77787 -335.200  76660 -363.262  61388 -165.384  61023 69.412 
77788 -328.402  76661 -358.856  61389 -160.947  61024 69.597 
77789 -330.837  76662 -351.519  61390 -148.552  61025 71.082 
77790 -324.179  76663 -355.689  61391 -150.673  61026 73.009 
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77791 -317.240  76664 -348.096  61392 -140.730  61027 72.951 
77792 -326.049  76665 -348.318  61393 -134.081  61028 74.236 
77793 -316.751  76666 -343.423  61394 -137.636  61029 76.121 
77794 -322.398  76667 -336.193  61395 -130.125  61030 75.790 
77795 -329.856  76668 -336.820  61396 -125.278  61031 77.280 
77796 -326.683  76669 -344.385  61397 -122.552  61032 79.075 
77797 -333.353  76670 -352.750  61398 -116.196  61033 77.489 
77798 -342.664  76671 -353.316  61399 -112.421  61034 76.910 
77799 -342.545  76672 -355.392  61400 -113.451  61035 75.334 
77800 -348.981  76673 -365.864  61401 -108.062  61036 75.411 
77801 -355.435  76674 -362.866  61402 -104.322  61037 74.916 
77802 -353.914  76675 -366.420  61403 -106.434  61038 73.389 
77803 -364.336  76676 -377.886  61404 -101.784  61039 72.269 
77804 -358.345  76677 -372.036  61405 -97.662  61040 72.038 
77805 -365.321  76678 -374.416  61406 -102.326  61041 71.294 
77806 -374.509  76679 -385.485  61407 -109.850  61042 70.151 
77807 -371.580  76680 -378.076  61408 -112.637  61043 69.400 
77808 -378.789  76681 -379.994  61409 -117.356  61044 69.228 
77809 -389.913  76682 -390.987  61410 -124.409  61045 68.064 
77810 -388.234  76683 -397.621  61411 -155.129  61046 67.032 
77811 -401.636  76684 -399.041  61412 -142.821  61047 67.449 
77812 -390.629  76685 -396.590  61413 -161.799  61048 66.869 
77813 -396.916  76686 -393.126  61414 -155.779  61049 65.720 
77814 -409.794  76687 -389.256  61415 -159.156  61050 65.688 
77815 -403.660  76688 -389.269  61416 -164.590  61051 65.049 
77816 -408.853  76689 -385.391  61417 -169.359  61052 63.372 
77817 -423.384  76690 -380.766  61418 -172.176  61053 63.048 
77818 -432.799  76691 -376.571  61419 -178.004  61054 62.009 
77819 -422.797  76692 -373.372  61420 -183.040  61055 61.433 
77820 -439.570  76693 -369.754  61421 -183.722  61056 61.969 
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77821 -446.548  76694 -368.368  61422 -190.046  61057 62.379 
77822 -455.801  76695 -365.316  61423 -196.626  61058 62.533 
77823 -460.354  76696 -359.955  61424 -196.172  61059 60.530 
77824 -438.740  76697 -363.931  61425 -200.932  61060 64.313 
77825 -422.853  76698 -356.822  61426 -193.631  61061 65.226 
77826 -414.004    61427 -187.518  61062 66.561 
77827 -409.132     61428 -180.879  61063 70.573 
77828 -394.588     61429 -175.965  61064 72.498 
77829 -388.652     61430 -168.691  61065 74.248 
77830 -370.626      
77831 -394.172          
77832 -381.522          
77833 -360.386          
77834 -369.698          
77835 -361.544          
77836 -347.314          
77837 -367.016          
77838 -338.777          
77839 -333.894          
77840 -333.661          
77841 -337.995          
77842 -346.750          
77843 -361.360          
77844 -366.150          
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Nodes 177  
Number 
Nodes 181  
Number 





m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m 
Max 780.63  Max 477.46  Max 219.39  Max -79.45 
Average  711.60  Average  421.47  Average  189.75  Average  -138.32 
Min 506.85  Min 369.19  Min 170.72  Min -195.30 
Nodes ID 
Max 
Principal  Nodes ID 
Max 
Principal  Nodes ID 
Max 
Principal  Nodes ID 
Min 
Principal 
34073 714.158  32105 403.950  31688 193.229  31476 -109.524 
34089 741.370  32114 477.456  31689 178.676  31485 -195.298 
34097 733.705  32130 477.249  31697 219.395  31501 -79.453 
68971 689.868  66828 369.421  66394 176.771  66165 -185.171 
68972 669.892  66829 369.399  66395 175.186  66166 -181.274 
68973 647.446  66830 369.463  66396 173.547  66167 -175.740 
68974 621.817  66831 369.388  66397 172.196  66168 -170.801 
68975 594.559  66832 369.187  66398 171.115  66169 -165.980 
68976 565.429  66833 369.788  66399 170.717  66170 -161.387 
68977 535.370  66834 370.456  66400 170.838  66171 -155.950 
68978 506.847  66835 371.436  66401 170.850  66172 -151.053 
68979 752.362  66836 372.998  66402 171.945  66173 -146.021 
68980 764.260  66837 375.030  66403 174.121  66174 -140.785 
68981 770.103  66838 377.913  66404 175.632  66175 -135.527 
68982 776.971  66839 381.217  66405 177.483  66176 -130.566 
68983 778.331  66840 385.663  66406 180.733  66177 -125.792 
68984 780.604  66841 390.779  66407 184.250  66178 -120.508 
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68985 780.634  66842 397.052  66408 188.988  66179 -114.679 
68986 778.075  66843 369.287  66409 213.005  66180 -190.736 
68987 772.673  66844 462.472  66410 206.932  66181 -195.121 
68988 770.876  66845 448.546  66411 201.715  66182 -194.587 
68989 763.428  66846 434.107  66412 196.351  66183 -194.232 
68990 756.071  66847 419.907  66413 191.499  66184 -192.490 
68991 746.879  66848 406.460  66414 187.168  66185 -192.330 
68992 737.310  66849 393.216  66415 183.018  66186 -192.886 
68993 724.898  66850 380.858  66416 202.213  66187 -191.350 
68994 738.079  66851 471.846  66417 201.727  66188 -85.065 
68995 741.547  66852 467.802  66418 201.033  66189 -91.333 
68996 745.293  66853 465.207  66419 200.350  66190 -97.707 
68997 745.279  66854 463.674  66420 201.095  66191 -104.097 
68998 744.493  66855 462.152  66421 202.032  66192 -111.209 
68999 745.791  66856 461.533  66422 203.351  66193 -118.207 
69000 744.126  66857 461.944  66423 204.340  66194 -125.208 
69001 526.412  66858 463.273  66424 205.446  66195 -132.613 
69002 549.989  66859 464.193  66425 206.986  66196 -139.700 
69003 568.701  66860 465.940  66426 208.840  66197 -147.235 
69004 587.593  66861 467.445  66427 210.716  66198 -154.677 
69005 604.556  66862 469.372  66428 212.822  66199 -163.557 
69006 622.182  66863 471.432  66429 214.337  66200 -170.530 
69007 638.237  66864 473.794  66430 216.610  66201 -178.891 
69008 653.883  66865 475.746  66431 203.468  66202 -186.210 
69009 668.929  66866 411.781  66432 192.997  66203 -105.654 
69010 683.468  66867 421.062  66433 192.347  66204 -101.071 
69011 694.022  66868 429.844  66434 191.853  66205 -97.800 
69012 705.197  66869 439.045  66435 192.551  66206 -94.518 
69013 712.824  66870 447.773  66436 194.188  66207 -90.431 
69014 721.112  66871 457.293  66437 196.236  66208 -86.745 
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69015 725.966  66872 467.473  66438 199.936  66209 -82.948 
77846 670.879  69016 388.034  77038 179.384  66439 -141.770 
77847 637.165  69017 401.369  77039 180.216  66440 -152.149 
77848 682.257  69018 392.727  77040 177.069  66441 -141.990 
77849 666.049  69019 403.166  77041 180.665  66442 -146.905 
77850 625.697  69020 400.783  77042 188.172  66443 -140.596 
77851 659.128  69021 416.107  77043 174.535  66444 -144.715 
77852 612.360  69022 424.802  77044 176.136  66445 -147.973 
77853 630.829  69023 408.695  77045 179.110  66446 -142.988 
77854 757.894  69024 420.129  77046 181.060  66447 -173.939 
77855 754.203  69025 420.597  77047 183.892  66448 -167.062 
77856 749.906  69026 410.597  77048 185.540  66449 -163.628 
77857 748.771  69027 408.769  77049 192.588  66450 -171.485 
77858 685.871  69028 427.276  77050 193.164  66451 -143.373 
77859 674.570  69029 415.348  77051 182.583  66452 -146.914 
77860 645.870  69030 429.380  77052 190.210  66453 -154.198 
77861 664.142  69031 414.910  77053 196.660  66454 -156.450 
77862 737.787  69032 399.894  77054 205.938  66455 -132.203 
77863 726.064  69033 400.738  77055 189.024  66456 -138.113 
77864 716.913  69034 383.489  77056 186.670  66457 -141.746 
77865 729.302  69035 386.676  77057 201.858  66458 -137.092 
77866 757.865  69036 387.945  77058 198.484  66459 -110.764 
77867 766.815  69037 386.985  77059 197.548  66460 -106.432 
77868 772.291  69038 384.972  77060 192.450  66461 -102.943 
77869 766.974  69039 390.836  77061 190.156  66462 -116.995 
77870 766.936  69040 386.216  77062 192.675  66463 -125.137 
77871 756.489  69041 404.500  77063 184.801  66464 -113.687 
77872 761.366  69042 424.530  77064 180.829  66465 -135.911 
77873 751.298  69043 438.934  77065 178.915  66466 -126.852 
77874 742.408  69044 457.475  77066 180.652  66467 -96.086 
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77875 736.774  69045 413.142  77067 177.123  66468 -90.301 
77876 757.629  69046 408.637  77068 175.551  66469 -104.855 
77877 748.968  69047 448.837  77069 179.787  66470 -99.332 
77878 729.301  69048 439.678  77070 176.099  66471 -112.002 
77879 727.620  69049 409.825  77071 178.372  66472 -121.449 
77880 706.272  69050 407.020  77072 174.385  66473 -129.163 
77881 698.925  69051 433.776  77073 173.484  66474 -154.546 
77882 722.541  69052 429.968  77074 175.647  66475 -165.291 
77883 697.361  69053 428.337  77075 172.799  66476 -145.178 
77884 700.847  69054 446.154  77076 172.245  66477 -138.070 
77885 679.499  69055 447.720  77077 174.907  66478 -164.656 
77886 670.102  69056 443.419  77078 173.222  66479 -158.576 
77887 611.196  69057 450.407  77079 174.864  66480 -173.689 
77888 721.826  69058 451.641  77080 177.167  66481 -183.194 
77889 718.568  69059 380.917  77081 176.608  66482 -178.729 
77890 702.773  69060 390.327  77082 178.270  66483 -173.573 
77891 706.819  69061 378.690  77083 179.816  66484 -137.949 
77892 682.715  69062 387.595  77084 179.170  66485 -185.595 
77893 685.791  69063 377.952  77085 182.021  66486 -186.846 
77894 669.121  69064 377.792  77086 184.259  66487 -182.256 
77895 646.258  69065 385.428  77087 186.341  66488 -178.492 
77896 641.707  69066 377.341  77088 190.576  66489 -177.315 
77897 616.466  69067 377.069  77089 191.306  66490 -172.070 
77898 589.946  69068 387.926  77090 189.926  66491 -169.481 
77899 580.673  69069 380.045  77091 186.284  66492 -168.250 
77900 557.193  69070 388.284  77092 188.810  66493 -163.057 
77901 599.076  69071 377.547  77093 189.123  66494 -159.545 
77902 638.918  69072 378.505  77094 192.807  66495 -157.819 
77903 649.061  69073 380.033  77095 194.946  66496 -152.313 
77904 654.065  69074 397.484  77096 198.403  66497 -149.360 
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77905 669.079  69075 389.231  77097 196.793  66498 -149.329 
77906 713.830  69076 393.411  77098 192.840  66499 -145.222 
77907 680.137  69077 402.433  77099 197.152  66500 -140.046 
77908 691.851  69078 394.019  77100 196.015  66501 -138.438 
77909 702.919  69079 395.564  77101 192.198  66502 -132.402 
77910 719.020  69080 412.116  77102 196.791  66503 -130.278 
77911 720.514  69081 404.742  77103 197.061  66504 -127.786 
77912 730.067  69082 417.394  77104 191.268  66505 -121.071 
77913 739.581  69083 419.236  77105 196.214  66506 -124.090 
77914 731.759  69084 432.637  77106 191.217  66507 -118.659 
77915 737.523  69085 439.921  77107 197.650  66508 -113.992 
77916 740.310  69086 444.296  77108 198.017  66509 -115.608 
77917 742.443  69087 454.433  77109 194.703  66510 -110.093 
77918 745.791  69088 464.700  77110 200.525  66511 -106.531 
77919 754.652  69089 459.353  77111 202.151  66512 -108.997 
77920 759.197  69090 450.611  77112 198.167  66513 -103.972 
77921 751.318  69091 459.104  77113 202.808  66514 -100.228 
77922 749.921  69092 456.520  77114 204.758  66515 -104.586 
77923 756.321  69093 446.616  77115 200.040  66516 -98.395 
77924 751.761  69094 453.343  77116 206.158  66517 -99.158 
77925 748.975  69095 445.449  77117 208.472  66518 -94.608 
77926 761.330  69096 455.059  77118 203.812  66519 -91.311 
77927 761.974  69097 454.693  77119 210.246  66520 -93.241 
77928 764.642  69098 446.596  77120 212.152  66521 -88.471 
77929 772.433  69099 453.569  77121 206.092  66522 -84.814 
77930 769.070  69100 454.068  77122 200.735  66523 -90.645 
77931 773.364  69101 440.138  77123 201.495  66524 -94.766 
77932 776.298  69102 447.753  77124 196.223  66525 -95.428 
77933 770.265  69103 435.781  77125 193.584  66526 -101.551 
77934 775.424  69104 450.350  77126 192.876  66527 -105.908 
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77935 768.166  69105 453.030  77127 188.444  66528 -108.089 
77936 776.358  69106 454.448  77128 186.586  66529 -114.957 
77937 773.681  69107 444.310  77129 189.482  66530 -116.567 
77938 761.265  69108 459.022  77130 185.561  66531 -119.787 
77939 766.671  69109 460.964  77131 183.982  66532 -125.508 
77940 764.360  69110 452.811  77132 184.810  66533 -123.791 
77941 752.773  69111 465.457  77133 187.809  66534 -130.433 
77942 759.744  69112 467.293  77134 183.452  66535 -133.582 
77943 751.884  69113 453.048  77135 182.063  66536 -135.590 
77944 740.654  69114 448.043  77136 183.972  66537 -142.208 
77945 742.680  69115 443.677  77137 178.830  66538 -138.238 
77946 728.174  69116 431.765  77138 177.963  66539 -145.880 
77947 740.655  69117 436.471  77139 178.346  66540 -148.102 
77948 732.546  69118 422.376  77140 182.623  66541 -152.995 
77949 716.277  69119 414.058  77141 179.730  66542 -160.883 
77950 713.576  69120 412.033  77142 181.212  66543 -165.671 
77951 703.140  69121 398.977  77143 184.147  66544 -168.223 
77952 683.687  69122 396.188  77144 182.141  66545 -175.834 
77953 688.555  69123 395.654  77145 183.034  66546 -185.970 
77954 688.251  69124 408.920  77146 187.787  66547 -183.294 
77955 659.734  69125 400.556  77147 189.226  66548 -176.948 
77956 710.319  69126 398.312  77148 188.087  66549 -185.294 
77957 701.312  69127 401.589  77149 186.554  66550 -185.441 
77958 696.504  69128 410.602  77150 185.904  66551 -181.013 
77959 729.889  69129 399.433  77151 187.069  66552 -187.563 
77960 737.921  69130 396.838  77152 189.767  66553 -175.917 
77961 743.890  69131 408.777  77153 192.475  66554 -171.232 
77962 756.715  69132 423.397  77154 192.401  66555 -169.392 
77963 749.881  69133 421.111  77155 193.550  66556 -164.364 
77964 758.968  69134 421.427  77156 194.967  66557 -159.093 
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77965 764.002  69135 431.143  77157 192.407  66558 -151.860 
77966 768.164  69136 419.960  77158 199.135  66559 -160.966 
77967 763.979  69137 412.256   66560 -149.363 
77968 761.561  69138 428.416     66561 -143.889 
77969 758.581  69139 436.505     66562 -139.048 
77970 754.903  69140 435.192     66563 -131.937 
77971 740.449  69141 438.803     66564 -131.047 
77972 735.987  69142 438.528     66565 -125.182 
77973 724.028  69143 437.641     66566 -119.588 
77974 712.974  69144 426.072     66567 -118.893 
  69145 430.264     66568 -114.650 
   69146 425.531     66569 -110.634 
   69147 444.085     66570 -112.384 
   69148 418.610     66571 -108.511 
       66572 -109.594 
         66573 -104.038 
         66574 -100.175 
         66575 -101.936 
         66576 -97.943 
         66577 -108.502 
         66578 -112.462 
         66579 -119.258 
         66580 -124.076 
         66581 -127.083 
         66582 -133.291 
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Nodes 193  
Number 
Nodes 173  
Number 





m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m  Units 
Micro 
m/m 
Max -386.01  Max -389.94  Max -102.95  Max 101.76 
Average  -491.95  Average  -464.65  Average  -196.13  Average  83.96 
Min -635.05  Min -530.60  Min -279.08  Min 71.16 
Nodes ID 
Min 
Principal  Nodes ID 
Min 
Principal  Nodes ID 
Min 
Principal  Nodes ID 
Max 
Principal 
28114 -635.048  27920 -448.116  26645 -251.614  26272 78.358 
28115 -512.063  27929 -463.773  26654 -141.720  26281 101.760 
28139 -443.518  27945 -530.603  26670 -279.084  26297 71.160 
62753 -521.580  62531 -394.171  61257 -111.338  60892 93.902 
62754 -532.140  62532 -398.324  61258 -120.962  60893 92.568 
62755 -549.106  62533 -403.227  61259 -129.899  60894 91.153 
62756 -562.800  62534 -406.855  61260 -139.816  60895 89.713 
62757 -579.925  62535 -412.302  61261 -148.830  60896 88.471 
62758 -597.123  62536 -416.118  61262 -158.148  60897 87.176 
62759 -615.747  62537 -420.404  61263 -167.984  60898 86.271 
62760 -391.739  62538 -423.447  61264 -177.230  60899 85.295 
62761 -398.739  62539 -427.712  61265 -186.874  60900 84.223 
62762 -406.992  62540 -430.931  61266 -196.567  60901 83.029 
62763 -416.503  62541 -434.586  61267 -205.766  60902 82.265 
62764 -424.975  62542 -437.367  61268 -215.259  60903 81.265 
62765 -434.751  62543 -440.698  61269 -224.559  60904 80.637 
62766 -443.732  62544 -443.305  61270 -233.448  60905 79.779 
62767 -452.342  62545 -446.166  61271 -242.298  60906 78.978 
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62768 -462.474  62546 -389.936  61272 -102.952  60907 95.191 
62769 -471.236  62547 -456.011  61273 -137.307  60908 99.635 
62770 -480.591  62548 -447.548  61274 -133.179  60909 98.058 
62771 -488.465  62549 -438.099  61275 -129.079  60910 97.439 
62772 -494.479  62550 -429.280  61276 -124.618  60911 95.949 
62773 -499.279  62551 -420.767  61277 -118.946  60912 95.031 
62774 -504.275  62552 -411.280  61278 -114.166  60913 94.796 
62775 -386.014  62553 -400.753  61279 -108.805  60914 95.000 
62776 -438.301  62554 -529.029  61280 -271.013  60915 72.787 
62777 -432.527  62555 -525.711  61281 -263.375  60916 74.146 
62778 -424.822  62556 -522.553  61282 -256.240  60917 75.886 
62779 -417.547  62557 -519.904  61283 -247.541  60918 77.405 
62780 -409.468  62558 -516.020  61284 -239.215  60919 79.484 
62781 -402.245  62559 -511.911  61285 -231.474  60920 80.921 
62782 -393.848  62560 -508.520  61286 -221.754  60921 83.020 
62783 -627.841  62561 -504.007  61287 -212.484  60922 84.778 
62784 -620.277  62562 -499.573  61288 -204.794  60923 86.673 
62785 -609.696  62563 -493.964  61289 -194.955  60924 88.617 
62786 -599.130  62564 -489.216  61290 -186.926  60925 90.805 
62787 -588.024  62565 -484.095  61291 -177.508  60926 92.859 
62788 -573.965  62566 -479.865  61292 -168.830  60927 95.356 
62789 -560.122  62567 -474.572  61293 -159.229  60928 97.046 
62790 -547.151  62568 -469.487  61294 -151.223  60929 99.845 
62791 -532.304  62569 -460.548  61295 -255.699  60930 77.188 
62792 -517.402  62570 -471.946  61296 -259.928  60931 76.132 
62793 -502.927  62571 -483.874  61297 -264.006  60932 75.252 
62794 -489.511  62572 -493.929  61298 -267.835  60933 74.422 
62795 -476.151  62573 -504.161  61299 -271.035  60934 73.744 
62796 -463.447  62574 -513.967  61300 -274.522  60935 72.892 
62797 -453.176  62575 -522.067  61301 -277.099  60936 72.092 
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77701 -478.572  76574 -464.743  61302 -163.558  60937 76.786 
77702 -492.691  76575 -454.051  61303 -163.409  60938 78.186 
77703 -489.301  76576 -448.836  61304 -150.111  60939 78.155 
77704 -506.992  76577 -460.961  61305 -157.300  60940 78.744 
77705 -467.944  76578 -459.202  61306 -182.606  60941 81.077 
77706 -477.994  76579 -448.252  61307 -192.126  60942 81.948 
77707 -444.037  76580 -440.252  61308 -178.885  60943 79.655 
77708 -463.648  76581 -429.259  61309 -194.945  60944 81.021 
77709 -475.548  76582 -411.981  61310 -156.914  60945 78.913 
77710 -503.567  76583 -460.818  61311 -141.334  60946 79.816 
77711 -472.917  76584 -468.917  61312 -144.579  60947 77.384 
77712 -480.353  76585 -472.289  61313 -134.714  60948 80.104 
77713 -518.669  76586 -475.602  61314 -126.235  60949 73.790 
77714 -506.959  76587 -451.274  61315 -129.710  60950 74.780 
77715 -533.533  76588 -430.772  61316 -136.199  60951 79.550 
77716 -534.670  76589 -464.661  61317 -147.056  60952 81.765 
77717 -546.107  76590 -440.357  61318 -145.274  60953 76.551 
77718 -559.611  76591 -485.580  61319 -164.988  60954 81.258 
77719 -532.863  76592 -495.157  61320 -170.067  60955 93.136 
77720 -553.713  76593 -495.607  61321 -170.256  60956 96.076 
77721 -406.528  76594 -504.055  61322 -187.035  60957 88.947 
77722 -417.331  76595 -476.921  61323 -194.555  60958 84.826 
77723 -438.611  76596 -449.838  61324 -202.897  60959 88.080 
77724 -449.530  76597 -485.634  61325 -208.417  60960 92.220 
77725 -407.705  76598 -458.406  61326 -223.054  60961 91.612 
77726 -419.477  76599 -506.643  61327 -200.339  60962 76.005 
77727 -441.248  76600 -510.671  61328 -220.464  60963 77.178 
77728 -449.613  76601 -489.208  61329 -219.814  60964 78.333 
77729 -426.767  76602 -462.723  61330 -230.719  60965 78.613 
77730 -465.019  76603 -411.395  61331 -238.080  60966 81.147 
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77731 -475.568  76604 -400.648  61332 -244.959  60967 79.307 
77732 -494.453  76605 -405.460  61333 -236.208  60968 82.879 
77733 -460.469  76606 -410.229  61334 -248.889  60969 85.542 
77734 -474.935  76607 -421.786  61335 -253.720  60970 83.971 
77735 -498.799  76608 -419.473  61336 -257.693  60971 87.570 
77736 -504.025  76609 -423.850  61337 -267.643  60972 89.837 
77737 -520.583  76610 -435.866  61338 -119.858  60973 93.351 
77738 -535.204  76611 -428.247  61339 -114.363  60974 93.336 
77739 -521.600  76612 -432.667  61340 -123.830  60975 91.939 
77740 -535.524  76613 -445.649  61341 -132.065  60976 90.751 
77741 -560.965  76614 -436.710  61342 -135.524  60977 91.155 
77742 -578.019  76615 -440.516  61343 -143.711  60978 89.808 
77743 -561.077  76616 -454.743  61344 -158.107  60979 88.760 
77744 -589.127  76617 -445.091  61345 -148.428  60980 88.534 
77745 -594.221  76618 -447.769  61346 -156.823  60981 87.400 
77746 -454.378  76619 -460.700  61347 -170.249  60982 86.613 
77747 -515.866  76620 -450.121  61348 -164.876  60983 86.072 
77748 -518.308  76621 -452.871  61349 -173.557  60984 84.779 
77749 -533.459  76622 -456.295  61350 -178.543  60985 85.504 
77750 -549.356  76623 -467.992  61351 -181.967  60986 84.569 
77751 -548.259  76624 -477.007  61352 -190.867  60987 83.493 
77752 -563.060  76625 -480.649  61353 -186.305  60988 82.457 
77753 -577.633  76626 -491.767  61354 -195.920  60989 82.170 
77754 -577.871  76627 -499.912  61355 -201.795  60990 80.072 
77755 -596.063  76628 -502.507  61356 -202.417  60991 80.875 
77756 -614.437  76629 -512.645  61357 -212.296  60992 79.943 
77757 -607.632  76630 -521.323  61358 -216.582  60993 78.887 
77758 -591.782  76631 -518.280  61359 -218.992  60994 80.176 
77759 -604.189  76632 -508.641  61360 -228.506  60995 79.503 
77760 -584.140  76633 -516.288  61361 -229.230  60996 78.656 
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77761 -599.357  76634 -513.353  61362 -235.405  60997 78.936 
77762 -589.008  76635 -505.593  61363 -242.989  60998 77.213 
77763 -569.744  76636 -512.494  61364 -240.917  60999 77.882 
77764 -580.275  76637 -507.439  61365 -250.244  61000 77.454 
77765 -567.197  76638 -499.924  61366 -254.640  61001 76.729 
77766 -540.908  76639 -503.957  61367 -253.837  61002 75.763 
77767 -545.059  76640 -495.504  61368 -258.905  61003 76.592 
77768 -521.244  76641 -504.222  61369 -262.714  61004 75.278 
77769 -506.862  76642 -498.895  61370 -255.915  61005 74.535 
77770 -520.201  76643 -490.519  61371 -260.700  61006 75.302 
77771 -505.828  76644 -494.591  61372 -261.217  61007 73.923 
77772 -484.950  76645 -490.234  61373 -267.383  61008 74.304 
77773 -495.997  76646 -480.748  61374 -271.272  61009 73.455 
77774 -482.220  76647 -484.512  61375 -273.689  61010 72.518 
77775 -462.605  76648 -474.051  61376 -265.394  61011 73.842 
77776 -469.295  76649 -483.696  61377 -258.342  61012 75.013 
77777 -451.762  76650 -477.874  61378 -248.889  61013 75.257 
77778 -471.289  76651 -470.676  61379 -254.066  61014 76.944 
77779 -458.890  76652 -477.030  61380 -246.249  61015 78.014 
77780 -449.054  76653 -471.760  61381 -237.726  61016 78.356 
77781 -443.332  76654 -464.955  61382 -237.606  61017 80.218 
77782 -441.051  76655 -467.736  61383 -231.061  61018 80.708 
77783 -433.490  76656 -460.037  61384 -225.263  61019 81.281 
77784 -445.127  76657 -466.822  61385 -225.034  61020 83.438 
77785 -429.039  76658 -461.483  61386 -216.607  61021 83.301 
77786 -429.892  76659 -453.749  61387 -210.666  61022 84.630 
77787 -418.608  76660 -453.653  61388 -206.536  61023 86.684 
77788 -410.119  76661 -448.150  61389 -200.996  61024 86.915 
77789 -413.159  76662 -438.988  61390 -185.516  61025 88.769 
77790 -404.845  76663 -444.195  61391 -188.165  61026 91.176 
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77791 -396.179  76664 -434.713  61392 -175.747  61027 91.103 
77792 -407.180  76665 -434.990  61393 -167.444  61028 92.708 
77793 -395.568  76666 -428.876  61394 -171.884  61029 95.062 
77794 -402.620  76667 -419.848  61395 -162.503  61030 94.649 
77795 -411.934  76668 -420.631  61396 -156.450  61031 96.509 
77796 -407.972  76669 -430.079  61397 -153.046  61032 98.751 
77797 -416.301  76670 -440.525  61398 -145.109  61033 96.771 
77798 -427.929  76671 -441.232  61399 -140.395  61034 96.048 
77799 -427.780  76672 -443.824  61400 -141.681  61035 94.079 
77800 -435.818  76673 -456.902  61401 -134.951  61036 94.176 
77801 -443.878  76674 -453.158  61402 -130.281  61037 93.557 
77802 -441.978  76675 -457.597  61403 -132.918  61038 91.651 
77803 -454.993  76676 -471.915  61404 -127.111  61039 90.251 
77804 -447.511  76677 -464.609  61405 -121.963  61040 89.964 
77805 -456.224  76678 -467.582  61406 -127.787  61041 89.034 
77806 -467.698  76679 -481.405  61407 -137.184  61042 87.607 
77807 -464.040  76680 -472.153  61408 -140.665  61043 86.669 
77808 -473.043  76681 -474.548  61409 -146.558  61044 86.454 
77809 -486.935  76682 -488.276  61410 -155.366  61045 85.001 
77810 -484.839  76683 -496.561  61411 -193.730  61046 83.712 
77811 -501.575  76684 -498.334  61412 -178.360  61047 84.232 
77812 -487.829  76685 -495.274  61413 -202.059  61048 83.508 
77813 -495.681  76686 -490.948  61414 -194.541  61049 82.073 
77814 -511.763  76687 -486.114  61415 -198.758  61050 82.033 
77815 -504.102  76688 -486.131  61416 -205.545  61051 81.235 
77816 -510.588  76689 -481.288  61417 -211.501  61052 79.141 
77817 -528.735  76690 -475.512  61418 -215.019  61053 78.736 
77818 -540.492  76691 -470.273  61419 -222.297  61054 77.439 
77819 -528.001  76692 -466.278  61420 -228.586  61055 76.720 
77820 -548.949  76693 -461.759  61421 -229.438  61056 77.389 
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77821 -557.662  76694 -460.029  61422 -237.336  61057 77.900 
77822 -569.218  76695 -456.217  61423 -245.552  61058 78.093 
77823 -574.904  76696 -449.522  61424 -244.986  61059 75.592 
77824 -547.912  76697 -454.488  61425 -250.930  61060 80.316 
77825 -528.072  76698 -445.610  61426 -241.812  61061 81.456 
77826 -517.021    61427 -234.178  61062 83.124 
77827 -510.936     61428 -225.887  61063 88.134 
77828 -492.773     61429 -219.750  61064 90.538 
77829 -485.361     61430 -210.666  61065 92.723 
77830 -462.849      
77831 -492.254          
77832 -476.456          
77833 -450.061          
77834 -461.689          
77835 -451.506          
77836 -433.737          
77837 -458.341          
77838 -423.076          
77839 -416.976          
77840 -416.686          
77841 -422.098          
77842 -433.032          
77843 -451.277          
77844 -457.259          
77845 -519.193          
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Appendix 7: Strain Gauge Results 
 
7.1. Strain gauge one (SG 1) data 
The highlighted data in the table were used for the validation purpose.  
Strain gauge 1: Average Strain Values   
  Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C Experiment D Experiment E 
Samples 133 133 133 133 133 
Units Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) 
Min 156.83 286.38 461.77 625.29 787.03 
Max 157.84 287.73 463.76 625.94 789.36 
Mean 157.21 286.88 462.62 625.66 787.97 
STD 0.26 0.29 0.45 0.12 0.56 
            
1 -0.034 -0.004 -0.070 -0.021 -0.016 
2 -0.074 -0.003 -0.131 -0.020 -0.089 
3 0.144 3.012 -0.553 0.899 -0.116 
4 6.142 5.217 1.144 3.498 1.218 
5 5.968 5.513 -0.698 7.195 3.391 
6 7.965 7.178 5.411 7.054 6.649 
7 9.604 8.991 100.010 6.629 11.934 
8 10.059 157.611 145.833 76.742 141.076 
9 53.173 192.553 162.837 309.807 258.000 
10 79.531 245.367 165.470 493.830 492.373 
11 99.115 276.347 235.438 623.573 636.473 
12 119.047 285.667 303.652 638.447 740.357 
13 136.040 289.073 317.446 628.480 780.900 
14 153.197 283.917 356.630 625.117 790.927 
15 148.183 285.533 411.030 627.713 794.300 
16 157.350 286.963 441.403 634.810 798.427 
17 155.863 287.980 462.817 630.833 797.627 
18 156.920 287.990 460.390 630.323 792.893 
19 157.207 287.593 461.313 631.043 794.340 
20 156.850 287.713 462.180 628.523 793.737 
21 157.843 287.953 464.010 628.720 794.157 
22 158.107 287.793 464.267 628.883 794.447 
23 157.673 287.430 464.957 625.270 792.153 
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24 157.017 287.453 464.493 626.050 791.883 
25 157.243 287.833 464.637 625.537 792.110 
26 157.877 287.730 463.440 625.743 791.230 
27 157.720 287.320 465.003 626.130 792.170 
28 157.090 287.263 464.113 626.063 791.307 
29 157.067 287.613 463.667 626.233 790.847 
30 157.710 287.727 463.810 626.117 790.090 
31 157.800 287.323 463.737 626.047 790.293 
32 157.187 287.130 463.263 626.020 789.877 
33 156.993 287.430 463.410 625.863 788.640 
34 157.537 287.667 463.407 625.930 788.610 
35 157.843 287.313 463.763 625.920 788.930 
36 157.353 287.080 463.713 625.943 787.813 
37 156.937 287.323 463.097 625.837 788.087 
38 157.340 287.727 463.077 625.850 789.017 
39 157.833 287.303 463.440 625.860 788.647 
40 157.500 286.997 463.237 625.840 788.003 
41 156.913 287.197 462.800 625.783 789.150 
42 157.163 287.500 462.990 625.733 789.357 
43 157.733 287.283 463.477 625.813 788.117 
44 157.613 286.973 463.267 625.877 788.153 
45 157.030 287.117 462.970 625.820 789.283 
46 157.037 287.420 463.130 625.783 788.603 
47 157.577 287.283 463.417 625.790 787.467 
48 157.693 286.917 463.183 625.723 788.300 
49 157.147 287.027 462.730 625.720 788.907 
50 156.920 287.360 462.917 625.753 787.693 
51 157.403 287.247 463.303 625.820 787.857 
52 157.777 286.890 463.200 625.677 788.897 
53 157.260 286.977 462.760 625.700 788.377 
54 156.867 287.317 462.930 625.727 787.817 
55 157.237 287.250 463.240 625.787 788.267 
56 157.673 286.867 463.017 625.723 788.960 
57 157.403 286.877 462.597 625.567 787.723 
58 156.907 287.213 462.930 625.560 787.590 
59 157.097 287.240 463.197 625.440 788.660 
60 157.587 286.890 462.987 625.537 788.463 
61 157.480 286.813 462.677 625.620 787.287 
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62 156.983 287.130 462.873 625.770 788.157 
63 156.973 287.360 463.107 625.653 788.857 
64 157.493 286.890 462.920 625.477 787.757 
65 157.593 286.797 462.477 625.643 787.513 
66 157.083 287.057 462.920 625.747 788.540 
67 156.883 287.190 463.093 625.687 788.347 
68 157.367 286.920 462.897 625.660 787.337 
69 157.623 286.760 462.580 625.767 788.037 
70 157.187 286.980 462.747 625.627 788.700 
71 156.837 287.140 463.007 625.643 787.750 
72 157.220 286.903 462.763 625.587 787.323 
73 157.587 286.740 462.447 625.537 788.463 
74 157.323 286.887 462.733 625.470 788.337 
75 156.927 287.097 462.920 625.470 787.333 
76 157.093 286.967 462.687 625.567 787.877 
77 157.470 286.720 462.430 625.747 788.593 
78 157.427 286.820 462.677 625.667 787.697 
79 156.973 286.990 462.923 625.540 787.273 
80 156.977 286.963 462.603 625.520 788.303 
81 157.443 286.737 462.353 625.693 788.333 
82 157.477 286.753 462.593 625.620 787.327 
83 157.040 286.943 462.920 625.693 787.817 
84 156.903 286.940 462.587 625.663 788.457 
85 157.300 286.747 462.343 625.633 787.720 
86 157.510 286.677 462.517 625.417 787.197 
87 157.137 286.887 462.760 625.527 788.103 
88 156.880 286.933 462.490 625.577 788.297 
89 157.210 286.700 462.307 625.637 787.337 
90 157.497 286.633 462.513 625.573 787.567 
91 157.260 286.830 462.747 625.553 788.320 
92 156.880 286.930 462.430 625.657 787.607 
93 157.053 286.750 462.263 625.627 787.207 
94 157.403 286.570 462.427 625.630 788.067 
95 157.390 286.753 462.653 625.630 788.210 
96 156.923 286.927 462.420 625.717 787.263 
97 156.947 286.730 462.200 625.517 787.420 
98 157.323 286.543 462.430 625.487 788.390 
99 157.423 286.687 462.687 625.747 787.747 
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100 156.987 286.880 462.323 625.653 787.150 
101 156.860 286.743 462.077 625.613 788.040 
102 157.233 286.517 462.407 625.567 788.167 
103 157.417 286.650 462.587 625.673 787.280 
104 157.103 286.853 462.240 625.657 787.330 
105 156.827 286.723 462.067 625.667 788.330 
106 157.143 286.497 462.383 625.570 787.677 
107 157.423 286.607 462.500 625.647 787.117 
108 157.227 286.823 462.250 625.723 787.897 
109 156.860 286.727 462.077 625.600 788.267 
110 157.067 286.520 462.270 625.457 787.100 
111 157.367 286.547 462.497 625.293 787.280 
112 157.307 286.787 462.267 625.457 788.330 
113 156.900 286.723 461.993 625.487 787.953 
114 156.957 286.493 462.307 625.617 787.030 
115 157.290 286.507 462.417 625.710 788.197 
116 157.313 286.850 462.113 625.640 788.113 
117 156.953 286.723 461.927 625.680 787.430 
118 156.877 286.517 462.153 625.720 787.350 
119 157.163 286.483 462.340 625.693 788.203 
120 157.347 286.667 461.937 625.587 787.580 
121 157.043 286.700 461.970 625.563 787.100 
122 156.847 286.557 462.243 625.723 787.863 
123 157.067 286.463 462.347 625.667 788.313 
124 157.360 286.600 462.033 625.600 787.313 
125 157.157 286.697 461.870 625.717 787.417 
126 156.870 286.553 462.177 625.730 788.223 
127 156.993 286.457 462.227 625.580 787.930 
128 157.310 286.527 461.903 625.677 787.113 
129 157.203 286.697 461.883 625.687 787.910 
130 156.897 286.563 462.153 625.703 788.103 
131 156.923 286.380 462.177 625.657 787.437 
132 157.253 286.497 461.880 625.583 787.267 
133 157.250 286.623 461.770 625.680 788.327 
            
Average 157.210 286.880 462.620 625.660 787.970 
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7.2. Strain gauge two (SG 2) data 
Strain gauge 2: Average Strain Values   
  Experiment A 
Experiment 
B 
Experiment C Experiment D Experiment E 
Samples 133 133 133 133 133 
Units Micro (m/m) 
Micro 
(m/m) 
Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) 
Min 83.97 157.68 259.41 398.86 546.24 
Max 84.27 158.67 261.94 402.33 551.29 
Mean 84.13 158.22 260.98 401.06 549.47 
STD 0.08 0.25 0.65 0.94 1.31 
            
1 0.006 -0.026 -0.006 0.002 -0.041 
2 0.026 -0.042 0.001 -0.020 -0.047 
3 1.409 -0.042 0.083 -0.009 0.356 
4 1.825 1.427 2.719 1.614 0.460 
5 2.306 1.885 2.776 2.522 1.495 
6 2.408 2.467 2.912 2.679 2.111 
7 4.753 28.805 2.746 2.582 2.211 
8 34.480 43.785 4.027 2.403 2.252 
9 70.020 63.837 36.012 52.657 2.074 
10 83.440 103.843 65.331 155.802 3.024 
11 83.613 106.368 110.990 253.860 154.053 
12 83.343 130.017 216.660 378.163 259.273 
13 83.567 154.967 255.733 394.263 412.257 
14 83.743 157.953 256.647 392.360 511.247 
15 83.800 158.150 255.370 396.517 534.190 
16 83.813 156.550 255.637 395.117 540.500 
17 83.760 157.080 256.147 394.343 543.897 
18 83.760 157.473 257.247 396.277 542.763 
19 83.840 157.310 257.247 396.500 543.320 
20 83.840 157.247 257.380 396.850 544.010 
21 83.820 157.377 257.697 397.097 544.380 
22 83.813 157.400 258.120 397.367 544.877 
23 83.907 157.330 258.063 397.437 544.943 
24 83.920 157.433 258.360 397.680 544.817 
25 83.890 157.600 258.833 397.940 545.230 
26 83.867 157.637 258.853 398.103 545.447 
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27 83.910 157.477 258.727 398.243 545.620 
28 83.953 157.507 258.893 398.227 545.463 
29 83.920 157.670 259.270 398.640 545.780 
30 83.917 157.713 259.250 398.673 545.947 
31 83.957 157.637 259.120 398.623 546.220 
32 84.003 157.590 259.263 398.757 546.100 
33 83.990 157.687 259.547 398.863 546.733 
34 83.990 157.787 259.553 398.943 546.243 
35 83.967 157.777 259.410 398.943 547.087 
36 84.027 157.683 259.527 399.210 546.560 
37 84.027 157.717 259.840 399.170 547.240 
38 84.010 157.860 259.813 399.250 546.947 
39 83.977 157.837 259.680 399.393 547.343 
40 84.010 157.713 259.797 399.433 547.450 
41 84.050 157.750 260.207 399.513 547.220 
42 84.023 157.953 260.017 399.640 547.413 
43 84.013 157.943 259.840 399.610 547.403 
44 84.023 157.773 259.990 399.853 547.613 
45 84.077 157.800 260.233 399.787 547.660 
46 84.020 157.993 260.180 399.787 547.717 
47 84.037 158.040 260.007 399.830 547.950 
48 84.003 157.877 260.137 400.003 547.787 
49 84.093 157.857 260.377 399.990 547.900 
50 84.073 158.033 260.330 400.137 548.200 
51 84.033 158.077 260.150 400.197 548.103 
52 84.033 157.917 260.250 400.313 548.090 
53 84.083 157.890 260.510 400.120 548.333 
54 84.110 158.080 260.487 400.150 548.170 
55 84.043 158.123 260.247 400.270 548.460 
56 84.043 158.000 260.427 400.330 548.303 
57 84.080 157.927 260.673 400.353 548.573 
58 84.133 158.087 260.567 400.333 548.570 
59 84.090 158.187 260.420 400.460 548.613 
60 84.043 158.030 260.580 400.453 548.653 
61 84.117 157.960 260.787 400.520 548.617 
62 84.133 158.067 260.697 400.560 548.730 
63 84.090 158.213 260.543 400.573 548.687 
64 84.030 158.137 260.700 400.670 548.783 
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65 84.077 158.017 260.837 400.637 548.853 
66 84.147 158.113 260.773 400.703 549.003 
67 84.117 158.213 260.643 400.787 548.847 
68 84.083 158.163 260.773 400.737 549.113 
69 84.097 158.063 260.970 400.787 549.157 
70 84.133 158.087 260.877 400.817 549.060 
71 84.160 158.227 260.707 400.977 549.257 
72 84.053 158.227 260.873 400.907 549.110 
73 84.067 158.077 261.050 400.950 549.283 
74 84.147 158.087 260.933 400.933 549.383 
75 84.147 158.243 260.800 401.110 549.390 
76 84.113 158.283 260.967 400.980 549.437 
77 84.107 158.157 261.100 401.037 549.327 
78 84.143 158.113 260.997 401.137 549.523 
79 84.137 158.317 260.907 401.123 549.557 
80 84.110 158.337 261.037 401.200 549.603 
81 84.080 158.183 261.193 401.143 549.450 
82 84.143 158.140 261.093 401.273 549.767 
83 84.170 158.307 260.993 401.233 549.743 
84 84.137 158.400 261.130 401.320 549.677 
85 84.117 158.253 261.247 401.253 549.847 
86 84.143 158.170 261.150 401.320 549.803 
87 84.167 158.330 261.050 401.360 549.937 
88 84.173 158.420 261.203 401.397 549.793 
89 84.123 158.283 261.320 401.547 549.907 
90 84.147 158.187 261.203 401.413 550.003 
91 84.173 158.337 261.107 401.423 549.977 
92 84.163 158.437 261.280 401.520 549.817 
93 84.120 158.343 261.397 401.497 550.063 
94 84.133 158.197 261.273 401.553 550.150 
95 84.203 158.297 261.163 401.477 550.267 
96 84.203 158.467 261.357 401.583 550.147 
97 84.153 158.403 261.460 401.610 549.990 
98 84.167 158.273 261.313 401.667 550.427 
99 84.173 158.347 261.253 401.597 550.260 
100 84.197 158.487 261.420 401.660 550.437 
101 84.187 158.430 261.507 401.763 550.173 
102 84.167 158.310 261.410 401.707 550.397 
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103 84.180 158.343 261.303 401.643 550.543 
104 84.243 158.467 261.483 402.140 550.400 
105 84.157 158.493 261.553 401.833 550.510 
106 84.217 158.320 261.440 401.920 550.530 
107 84.197 158.310 261.410 401.897 550.473 
108 84.207 158.467 261.560 401.880 550.513 
109 84.190 158.543 261.633 401.890 550.747 
110 84.183 158.403 261.497 401.900 550.433 
111 84.197 158.350 261.453 401.850 550.780 
112 84.207 158.520 261.600 402.020 550.750 
113 84.220 158.597 261.693 401.907 550.623 
114 84.200 158.463 261.557 401.847 550.767 
115 84.193 158.367 261.537 402.053 550.707 
116 84.213 158.510 261.667 402.053 550.977 
117 84.223 158.580 261.727 401.890 550.877 
118 84.213 158.480 261.590 402.033 550.837 
119 84.190 158.393 261.573 402.067 550.823 
120 84.213 158.493 261.737 402.117 551.120 
121 84.240 158.653 261.800 401.997 550.913 
122 84.217 158.487 261.650 402.220 551.040 
123 84.213 158.380 261.633 402.177 551.080 
124 84.197 158.487 261.807 402.080 551.090 
125 84.233 158.627 261.860 402.110 551.117 
126 84.270 158.540 261.717 402.200 551.143 
127 84.223 158.403 261.697 402.233 551.187 
128 84.197 158.510 261.873 402.077 551.043 
129 84.233 158.643 261.880 402.257 551.123 
130 84.270 158.587 261.713 402.187 551.227 
131 84.217 158.450 261.733 402.327 551.177 
132 84.213 158.533 261.920 402.180 551.287 
133 84.260 158.670 261.940 402.227 551.263 
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7.3. Strain gauge three (SG 3) data 
Strain gauge 3: Average Strain Values   
  Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C Experiment D Experiment E 
Samples 133 133 133 133 133 
Units Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) 
Min 43.11 77.73 108.66 140.31 185.25 
Max 43.15 77.95 108.86 140.77 185.86 
Mean 43.13 77.86 108.79 140.58 185.66 
STD 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.11 0.14 
            
1 0.001 -0.008 -0.004 -0.005 -0.006 
2 0.013 -0.006 -0.005 -0.006 -0.014 
3 0.774 0.601 -0.003 -0.003 0.200 
4 0.941 0.872 1.181 0.753 0.285 
5 1.248 0.906 1.199 1.151 0.711 
6 1.365 3.536 1.289 1.194 1.029 
7 3.329 28.547 1.383 1.205 1.080 
8 17.732 73.217 2.805 1.284 1.130 
9 35.370 76.923 19.119 28.517 1.133 
10 42.673 77.687 30.016 68.671 2.189 
11 43.047 77.800 50.513 102.457 64.968 
12 43.040 77.843 96.753 135.183 106.317 
13 42.990 77.593 107.187 138.153 149.057 
14 43.057 77.690 107.833 138.507 174.983 
15 43.100 77.947 108.120 140.043 181.560 
16 43.080 77.870 108.407 139.980 184.027 
17 43.077 77.640 108.463 139.943 184.960 
18 43.093 77.710 108.480 140.153 184.833 
19 43.097 77.930 108.443 140.150 184.853 
20 43.083 77.887 108.417 140.157 184.933 
21 43.090 77.683 108.470 140.170 185.013 
22 43.093 77.710 108.513 140.177 185.123 
23 43.103 77.903 108.523 140.180 185.100 
24 43.097 77.907 108.553 140.203 185.100 
25 43.087 77.733 108.610 140.230 185.173 
26 43.097 77.717 108.597 140.243 185.183 
27 43.110 77.873 108.570 140.267 185.253 
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28 43.103 77.910 108.600 140.257 185.217 
29 43.100 77.797 108.643 140.287 185.237 
30 43.107 77.727 108.637 140.317 185.243 
31 43.107 77.827 108.617 140.300 185.343 
32 43.107 77.923 108.633 140.310 185.257 
33 43.107 77.850 108.673 140.313 185.390 
34 43.110 77.740 108.673 140.340 185.250 
35 43.117 77.790 108.657 140.337 185.507 
36 43.113 77.917 108.663 140.367 185.280 
37 43.113 77.890 108.700 140.357 185.463 
38 43.117 77.750 108.693 140.377 185.400 
39 43.107 77.770 108.693 140.400 185.473 
40 43.117 77.910 108.693 140.357 185.467 
41 43.113 77.920 108.723 140.407 185.413 
42 43.120 77.770 108.727 140.440 185.470 
43 43.117 77.743 108.697 140.417 185.430 
44 43.117 77.893 108.713 140.460 185.473 
45 43.120 77.943 108.743 140.440 185.500 
46 43.123 77.793 108.733 140.450 185.490 
47 43.120 77.730 108.710 140.447 185.510 
48 43.110 77.880 108.727 140.470 185.473 
49 43.127 77.953 108.757 140.463 185.500 
50 43.123 77.817 108.747 140.500 185.553 
51 43.117 77.737 108.723 140.503 185.507 
52 43.110 77.853 108.730 140.520 185.507 
53 43.113 77.947 108.767 140.473 185.560 
54 43.133 77.843 108.763 140.483 185.487 
55 43.127 77.747 108.727 140.497 185.563 
56 43.110 77.827 108.753 140.497 185.537 
57 43.123 77.943 108.780 140.503 185.587 
58 43.133 77.873 108.770 140.497 185.570 
59 43.127 77.760 108.743 140.510 185.597 
60 43.117 77.810 108.763 140.507 185.607 
61 43.123 77.930 108.793 140.523 185.570 
62 43.137 77.897 108.770 140.523 185.597 
63 43.133 77.783 108.760 140.520 185.583 
64 43.120 77.797 108.783 140.533 185.590 
65 43.120 77.907 108.797 140.527 185.597 
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66 43.133 77.920 108.783 140.537 185.650 
67 43.127 77.807 108.763 140.543 185.580 
68 43.117 77.780 108.780 140.540 185.633 
69 43.123 77.887 108.803 140.550 185.643 
70 43.137 77.930 108.793 140.537 185.617 
71 43.127 77.837 108.763 140.570 185.653 
72 43.120 77.773 108.777 140.543 185.590 
73 43.117 77.880 108.807 140.557 185.643 
74 43.137 77.947 108.787 140.550 185.667 
75 43.133 77.853 108.770 140.583 185.653 
76 43.120 77.770 108.787 140.557 185.653 
77 43.120 77.857 108.803 140.570 185.617 
78 43.137 77.943 108.800 140.583 185.667 
79 43.140 77.877 108.780 140.570 185.663 
80 43.123 77.783 108.793 140.587 185.677 
81 43.120 77.843 108.813 140.567 185.627 
82 43.130 77.943 108.797 140.587 185.697 
83 43.130 77.890 108.780 140.577 185.683 
84 43.127 77.790 108.797 140.600 185.667 
85 43.123 77.820 108.813 140.580 185.690 
86 43.137 77.930 108.793 140.587 185.677 
87 43.137 77.917 108.787 140.597 185.707 
88 43.127 77.810 108.810 140.603 185.653 
89 43.127 77.813 108.820 140.630 185.687 
90 43.130 77.910 108.807 140.597 185.727 
91 43.137 77.930 108.790 140.607 185.717 
92 43.130 77.827 108.813 140.617 185.660 
93 43.127 77.800 108.827 140.610 185.733 
94 43.133 77.893 108.810 140.623 185.750 
95 43.140 77.933 108.793 140.607 185.767 
96 43.130 77.853 108.857 140.627 185.733 
97 43.133 77.800 108.833 140.623 185.673 
98 43.133 77.873 108.810 140.630 185.800 
99 43.137 77.937 108.793 140.620 185.737 
100 43.130 77.877 108.820 140.623 185.787 
101 43.133 77.807 108.837 140.650 185.707 
102 43.137 77.853 108.820 140.627 185.757 
103 43.143 77.937 108.803 140.613 185.810 
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104 43.133 77.897 108.827 140.723 185.760 
105 43.133 77.813 108.830 140.697 185.777 
106 43.137 77.850 108.813 140.723 185.773 
107 43.137 77.930 108.813 140.710 185.760 
108 43.140 77.910 108.830 140.693 185.767 
109 43.133 77.823 108.833 140.697 185.817 
110 43.137 77.837 108.817 140.710 185.727 
111 43.137 77.920 108.813 140.680 185.827 
112 43.137 77.920 108.827 140.723 185.800 
113 43.137 77.833 108.847 140.703 185.763 
114 43.140 77.827 108.827 140.763 185.803 
115 43.140 77.917 108.820 140.723 185.767 
116 43.137 77.937 108.837 140.720 185.830 
117 43.140 77.850 108.847 140.687 185.807 
118 43.143 77.823 108.827 140.727 185.790 
119 43.140 77.897 108.823 140.723 185.773 
120 43.137 77.943 108.837 140.730 185.857 
121 43.137 77.880 108.847 140.707 185.803 
122 43.140 77.827 108.827 140.720 185.820 
123 43.140 77.880 108.830 140.727 185.817 
124 43.133 77.940 108.850 140.717 185.813 
125 43.140 77.890 108.850 140.727 185.837 
126 43.150 77.823 108.833 140.730 185.830 
127 43.137 77.870 108.827 140.740 185.827 
128 43.130 77.933 108.850 140.707 185.797 
129 43.140 77.900 108.850 140.757 185.817 
130 43.140 77.840 108.823 140.740 185.827 
131 43.140 77.853 108.833 140.767 185.823 
132 43.137 77.933 108.857 140.730 185.853 
133 43.140 77.917 108.850 140.750 185.830 
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7.4. Strain gauge four (SG 4) data 
Strain gauge 4: Average Strain Values   
  Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C Experiment D Experiment E 
Samples 133 133 133 133 133 
Units Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) 
Min -31.74 -63.09 -87.14 -114.68 -149.31 
Max -31.62 -62.64 -86.58 -113.98 -148.38 
Mean -31.69 -62.9 -86.91 -114.4 -148.97 
STD 0.04 0.1 0.16 0.19 0.23 
            
1 -0.005 -0.002 0.002 -0.005 0.007 
2 0.002 -0.032 0.008 -0.005 -0.001 
3 -0.614 0.021 0.024 -0.009 -0.181 
4 -0.732 0.135 -0.930 -0.600 -0.294 
5 -0.985 -1.023 -0.936 -0.958 -0.612 
6 -1.068 -1.427 -1.014 -0.971 -0.929 
7 -2.461 -23.217 -1.075 -0.973 -0.954 
8 -12.987 -37.905 -2.127 -1.011 -0.995 
9 -25.877 -39.419 -13.678 -20.883 -0.981 
10 -31.233 -40.360 -22.797 -53.543 -1.775 
11 -31.473 -42.544 -38.400 -80.253 -49.351 
12 -31.447 -59.027 -75.403 -109.583 -82.117 
13 -31.437 -60.593 -85.123 -112.343 -118.380 
14 -31.463 -62.753 -85.727 -112.360 -139.793 
15 -31.577 -62.360 -85.820 -113.570 -145.340 
16 -31.573 -61.880 -85.913 -113.327 -147.303 
17 -31.580 -62.153 -86.040 -113.337 -147.790 
18 -31.583 -62.177 -86.053 -113.507 -147.777 
19 -31.590 -62.460 -86.130 -113.657 -147.813 
20 -31.593 -62.437 -86.100 -113.653 -147.900 
21 -31.580 -62.500 -86.243 -113.697 -148.060 
22 -31.593 -62.607 -86.267 -113.723 -148.127 
23 -31.600 -62.570 -86.363 -113.793 -148.170 
24 -31.597 -62.607 -86.407 -113.837 -148.160 
25 -31.600 -62.653 -86.463 -113.863 -148.243 
26 -31.597 -62.693 -86.480 -113.887 -148.263 
27 -31.620 -62.660 -86.453 -113.927 -148.313 
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28 -31.610 -62.673 -86.480 -113.910 -148.283 
29 -31.603 -62.677 -86.530 -113.947 -148.340 
30 -31.607 -62.743 -86.537 -113.983 -148.337 
31 -31.617 -62.710 -86.520 -113.963 -148.443 
32 -31.623 -62.730 -86.540 -113.987 -148.380 
33 -31.623 -62.643 -86.580 -113.983 -148.507 
34 -31.630 -62.767 -86.593 -114.007 -148.380 
35 -31.620 -62.710 -86.583 -114.017 -148.630 
36 -31.620 -62.770 -86.590 -114.060 -148.420 
37 -31.633 -62.697 -86.627 -114.033 -148.597 
38 -31.623 -62.710 -86.630 -114.063 -148.540 
39 -31.623 -62.770 -86.633 -114.090 -148.617 
40 -31.630 -62.783 -86.640 -114.047 -148.617 
41 -31.637 -62.683 -86.680 -114.087 -148.577 
42 -31.630 -62.697 -86.663 -114.133 -148.637 
43 -31.630 -62.760 -86.660 -114.123 -148.607 
44 -31.627 -62.803 -86.677 -114.157 -148.647 
45 -31.637 -62.803 -86.707 -114.140 -148.663 
46 -31.643 -62.753 -86.700 -114.150 -148.670 
47 -31.637 -62.800 -86.693 -114.157 -148.693 
48 -31.640 -62.837 -86.713 -114.183 -148.667 
49 -31.647 -62.827 -86.740 -114.187 -148.700 
50 -31.653 -62.807 -86.727 -114.227 -148.753 
51 -31.650 -62.760 -86.720 -114.223 -148.723 
52 -31.647 -62.793 -86.723 -114.247 -148.713 
53 -31.653 -62.803 -86.757 -114.207 -148.777 
54 -31.660 -62.853 -86.773 -114.217 -148.710 
55 -31.657 -62.880 -86.747 -114.230 -148.793 
56 -31.653 -62.883 -86.773 -114.243 -148.773 
57 -31.660 -62.857 -86.797 -114.250 -148.830 
58 -31.657 -62.837 -86.823 -114.250 -148.797 
59 -31.663 -62.863 -86.770 -114.273 -148.837 
60 -31.660 -62.853 -86.790 -114.273 -148.853 
61 -31.670 -62.850 -86.817 -114.290 -148.823 
62 -31.673 -62.773 -86.807 -114.283 -148.860 
63 -31.677 -62.867 -86.803 -114.287 -148.850 
64 -31.670 -62.833 -86.823 -114.317 -148.860 
65 -31.667 -62.817 -86.837 -114.307 -148.863 
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66 -31.693 -62.870 -86.843 -114.313 -148.903 
67 -31.683 -62.870 -86.823 -114.327 -148.847 
68 -31.677 -62.820 -86.847 -114.320 -148.903 
69 -31.683 -62.890 -86.880 -114.343 -148.920 
70 -31.690 -62.837 -86.873 -114.337 -148.893 
71 -31.697 -62.863 -86.857 -114.357 -148.933 
72 -31.683 -62.860 -86.877 -114.350 -148.887 
73 -31.687 -62.897 -86.910 -114.363 -148.930 
74 -31.700 -62.780 -86.900 -114.347 -148.957 
75 -31.700 -62.840 -86.893 -114.393 -148.953 
76 -31.693 -62.797 -86.907 -114.367 -148.957 
77 -31.690 -62.870 -86.930 -114.383 -148.927 
78 -31.700 -62.843 -86.930 -114.393 -148.980 
79 -31.700 -62.837 -86.913 -114.393 -148.977 
80 -31.690 -62.817 -86.940 -114.413 -148.990 
81 -31.693 -62.903 -86.953 -114.397 -148.957 
82 -31.710 -62.857 -86.947 -114.457 -149.023 
83 -31.707 -62.927 -86.933 -114.413 -149.017 
84 -31.697 -62.900 -86.953 -114.437 -149.003 
85 -31.703 -62.937 -86.970 -114.413 -149.043 
86 -31.707 -62.893 -86.963 -114.413 -149.027 
87 -31.713 -62.930 -86.947 -114.440 -149.063 
88 -31.710 -62.903 -86.973 -114.443 -149.017 
89 -31.703 -62.970 -86.987 -114.463 -149.057 
90 -31.713 -62.983 -86.973 -114.440 -149.083 
91 -31.720 -62.923 -86.960 -114.453 -149.080 
92 -31.710 -62.927 -86.987 -114.443 -149.023 
93 -31.713 -63.007 -87.003 -114.443 -149.087 
94 -31.700 -62.963 -86.987 -114.470 -149.113 
95 -31.710 -62.953 -86.980 -114.457 -149.127 
96 -31.713 -62.983 -86.997 -114.483 -149.100 
97 -31.713 -62.910 -87.013 -114.480 -149.057 
98 -31.713 -62.910 -87.007 -114.497 -149.173 
99 -31.720 -62.897 -87.000 -114.493 -149.127 
100 -31.713 -62.943 -87.017 -114.503 -149.163 
101 -31.710 -62.910 -87.033 -114.520 -149.087 
102 -31.713 -62.903 -87.027 -114.510 -149.147 
103 -31.717 -62.880 -87.017 -114.493 -149.183 
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104 -31.717 -62.973 -87.030 -114.613 -149.140 
105 -31.717 -62.987 -87.050 -114.557 -149.160 
106 -31.723 -63.020 -87.033 -114.587 -149.167 
107 -31.720 -62.950 -87.030 -114.577 -149.153 
108 -31.720 -62.970 -87.053 -114.563 -149.153 
109 -31.717 -62.933 -87.060 -114.580 -149.207 
110 -31.717 -62.973 -87.040 -114.590 -149.120 
111 -31.717 -63.007 -87.040 -114.560 -149.220 
112 -31.723 -62.960 -87.053 -114.613 -149.193 
113 -31.723 -62.977 -87.077 -114.580 -149.170 
114 -31.717 -62.983 -87.067 -114.560 -149.207 
115 -31.730 -63.023 -87.063 -114.613 -149.177 
116 -31.720 -63.020 -87.120 -114.603 -149.243 
117 -31.733 -63.053 -87.093 -114.563 -149.220 
118 -31.727 -63.030 -87.083 -114.617 -149.207 
119 -31.723 -62.950 -87.083 -114.610 -149.193 
120 -31.730 -63.037 -87.097 -114.623 -149.270 
121 -31.727 -62.983 -87.113 -114.597 -149.233 
122 -31.740 -63.013 -87.093 -114.613 -149.247 
123 -31.733 -62.987 -87.103 -114.627 -149.250 
124 -31.723 -62.997 -87.120 -114.620 -149.263 
125 -31.740 -63.020 -87.123 -114.633 -149.280 
126 -31.740 -63.037 -87.103 -114.647 -149.277 
127 -31.737 -63.040 -87.113 -114.653 -149.280 
128 -31.727 -63.027 -87.130 -114.623 -149.253 
129 -31.740 -63.003 -87.133 -114.680 -149.273 
130 -31.743 -63.050 -87.120 -114.647 -149.297 
131 -31.737 -63.087 -87.117 -114.680 -149.293 
132 -31.733 -63.090 -87.137 -114.647 -149.310 
133 -31.740 -63.087 -87.140 -114.667 -149.303 
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7.5. Strain gauge five (SG 5) data 
Strain gauge 5: Average Strain Values   
  Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C Experiment D Experiment E 
Samples 133 133 133 133 133 
Units Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) 
Min -101.84 -210.96 -309.27 -402.01 -496.11 
Max -101.04 -209.68 -307.49 -399.38 -493.08 
Mean -101.32 -210.12 -307.87 -400.45 -494.18 
STD 0.18 0.31 0.35 0.73 0.76 
            
1 -0.032 -0.225 -0.021 0.015 -0.013 
2 -0.061 -0.249 -0.084 -0.009 -0.056 
3 0.113 -0.188 -0.564 0.602 -0.071 
4 1.237 0.137 0.947 0.168 0.173 
5 1.393 0.198 -1.926 -0.593 -0.828 
6 1.597 -0.158 -1.953 -0.790 -1.349 
7 1.425 -0.015 -71.048 -1.368 -6.517 
8 -0.313 -0.434 -96.168 -69.857 -103.628 
9 -25.537 -0.856 -100.060 -235.173 -197.883 
10 -44.776 -1.646 -105.017 -334.770 -346.967 
11 -56.454 -5.082 -162.976 -406.770 -433.893 
12 -73.600 -49.237 -202.945 -405.610 -478.960 
13 -89.217 -153.037 -205.809 -419.220 -507.813 
14 -99.407 -195.747 -242.277 -417.273 -508.290 
15 -98.323 -205.307 -280.323 -413.300 -520.360 
16 -103.570 -204.930 -296.133 -410.603 -513.180 
17 -103.300 -207.910 -309.237 -411.497 -508.187 
18 -102.787 -218.527 -311.477 -410.113 -510.323 
19 -102.563 -217.857 -316.843 -410.277 -509.150 
20 -102.520 -215.460 -312.453 -409.020 -508.360 
21 -102.330 -212.570 -312.163 -405.577 -506.323 
22 -101.877 -210.887 -312.563 -402.810 -503.780 
23 -101.920 -211.187 -311.950 -402.013 -502.300 
24 -101.997 -211.377 -311.610 -401.940 -502.257 
25 -101.963 -211.183 -311.730 -402.130 -501.560 
26 -101.800 -211.130 -311.360 -402.093 -501.360 
27 -101.743 -211.090 -310.930 -402.230 -500.963 
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28 -101.843 -211.040 -310.403 -402.170 -500.417 
29 -101.913 -211.073 -310.047 -402.247 -499.710 
30 -101.740 -211.050 -309.637 -402.393 -499.177 
31 -101.647 -210.993 -309.027 -402.137 -497.933 
32 -101.800 -211.013 -308.813 -402.053 -496.943 
33 -101.843 -210.957 -308.950 -402.003 -496.113 
34 -101.720 -210.693 -309.270 -401.960 -494.900 
35 -101.593 -210.620 -309.040 -402.007 -495.000 
36 -101.667 -210.737 -308.877 -401.867 -494.960 
37 -101.787 -210.887 -308.820 -401.837 -495.367 
38 -101.650 -210.690 -308.560 -401.807 -495.193 
39 -101.567 -210.507 -308.093 -401.690 -495.440 
40 -101.557 -210.637 -308.123 -401.610 -495.877 
41 -101.710 -210.767 -308.287 -401.657 -495.870 
42 -101.630 -210.600 -308.200 -401.537 -495.687 
43 -101.507 -210.483 -308.130 -401.433 -495.993 
44 -101.487 -210.497 -308.360 -401.513 -495.743 
45 -101.647 -210.633 -308.590 -401.497 -495.457 
46 -101.583 -210.557 -308.407 -401.437 -495.367 
47 -101.457 -210.433 -308.120 -401.357 -495.060 
48 -101.440 -210.447 -308.140 -401.363 -494.770 
49 -101.530 -210.593 -308.107 -401.313 -494.790 
50 -101.583 -210.503 -307.953 -401.290 -494.877 
51 -101.460 -210.297 -307.980 -401.200 -495.023 
52 -101.340 -210.387 -308.247 -401.110 -494.897 
53 -101.450 -210.530 -308.253 -401.153 -494.990 
54 -101.560 -210.443 -308.063 -401.040 -495.390 
55 -101.450 -210.300 -308.023 -401.073 -494.950 
56 -101.330 -210.280 -308.030 -401.090 -494.887 
57 -101.393 -210.407 -307.963 -400.997 -494.880 
58 -101.517 -210.380 -307.803 -400.857 -494.700 
59 -101.383 -210.250 -307.947 -400.787 -494.450 
60 -101.333 -210.223 -308.097 -400.890 -494.657 
61 -101.380 -210.390 -308.047 -400.890 -494.560 
62 -101.453 -210.367 -307.930 -400.900 -494.543 
63 -101.387 -210.237 -307.840 -400.767 -494.713 
64 -101.267 -210.177 -307.933 -400.777 -494.713 
65 -101.307 -210.307 -307.880 -400.760 -494.680 
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66 -101.387 -210.237 -307.833 -400.747 -494.570 
67 -101.437 -210.153 -307.910 -400.743 -494.523 
68 -101.337 -210.120 -308.013 -400.770 -494.417 
69 -101.273 -210.240 -308.040 -400.693 -494.323 
70 -101.323 -210.250 -307.817 -400.667 -494.227 
71 -101.390 -210.130 -307.870 -400.633 -494.290 
72 -101.383 -210.073 -307.817 -400.577 -494.243 
73 -101.220 -210.167 -307.707 -400.493 -494.240 
74 -101.323 -210.183 -307.803 -400.533 -494.270 
75 -101.340 -210.093 -307.903 -400.480 -494.303 
76 -101.310 -210.043 -307.810 -400.493 -494.290 
77 -101.263 -210.113 -307.750 -400.570 -494.163 
78 -101.237 -210.147 -307.773 -400.507 -494.213 
79 -101.340 -210.117 -307.847 -400.407 -494.117 
80 -101.327 -210.037 -307.687 -400.420 -494.027 
81 -101.217 -210.070 -307.693 -400.433 -494.023 
82 -101.263 -210.127 -307.813 -400.357 -494.067 
83 -101.280 -210.117 -307.797 -400.407 -494.077 
84 -101.333 -210.017 -307.680 -400.377 -493.933 
85 -101.243 -210.043 -307.733 -400.327 -494.010 
86 -101.213 -210.063 -307.763 -400.217 -494.103 
87 -101.243 -210.050 -307.737 -400.217 -493.933 
88 -101.320 -210.000 -307.627 -400.203 -493.843 
89 -101.253 -209.983 -307.707 -400.200 -493.987 
90 -101.187 -210.027 -307.807 -400.197 -493.887 
91 -101.223 -210.077 -307.687 -400.177 -493.667 
92 -101.303 -209.933 -307.610 -400.193 -493.773 
93 -101.237 -209.967 -307.703 -400.143 -493.917 
94 -101.203 -210.033 -307.693 -400.090 -493.730 
95 -101.180 -210.017 -307.640 -400.083 -493.717 
96 -101.240 -209.877 -307.593 -400.113 -493.837 
97 -101.300 -209.903 -307.733 -400.003 -493.773 
98 -101.243 -210.003 -307.707 -400.020 -493.617 
99 -101.170 -209.940 -307.590 -400.060 -493.707 
100 -101.193 -209.833 -307.660 -399.993 -493.710 
101 -101.260 -209.870 -307.687 -399.987 -493.523 
102 -101.193 -209.973 -307.650 -399.953 -493.530 
103 -101.143 -209.910 -307.540 -399.953 -493.683 
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104 -101.243 -209.810 -307.567 -399.927 -493.543 
105 -101.260 -209.883 -307.743 -399.910 -493.477 
106 -101.240 -209.967 -307.627 -399.913 -493.553 
107 -101.093 -209.923 -307.527 -399.810 -493.693 
108 -101.190 -209.790 -307.650 -399.877 -493.420 
109 -101.260 -209.810 -307.710 -399.837 -493.513 
110 -101.187 -209.920 -307.580 -399.770 -493.490 
111 -101.097 -209.917 -307.490 -399.603 -493.560 
112 -101.157 -209.807 -307.657 -399.730 -493.403 
113 -101.167 -209.793 -307.673 -399.673 -493.433 
114 -101.213 -209.883 -307.533 -399.733 -493.437 
115 -101.067 -209.880 -307.540 -399.713 -493.490 
116 -101.113 -209.713 -307.600 -399.690 -493.323 
117 -101.203 -209.773 -307.627 -399.713 -493.513 
118 -101.153 -209.880 -307.513 -399.693 -493.337 
119 -101.130 -209.877 -307.707 -399.617 -493.293 
120 -101.103 -209.733 -307.633 -399.633 -493.470 
121 -101.173 -209.740 -307.643 -399.610 -493.360 
122 -101.210 -209.833 -307.530 -399.567 -493.290 
123 -101.090 -209.780 -307.567 -399.547 -493.313 
124 -101.107 -209.680 -307.653 -399.537 -493.380 
125 -101.180 -209.800 -307.623 -399.577 -493.383 
126 -101.197 -209.780 -307.487 -399.483 -493.190 
127 -101.127 -209.743 -307.573 -399.500 -493.440 
128 -101.077 -209.710 -307.670 -399.487 -493.283 
129 -101.147 -209.717 -307.553 -399.450 -493.253 
130 -101.197 -209.750 -307.537 -399.440 -493.083 
131 -101.143 -209.713 -307.620 -399.493 -493.250 
132 -101.040 -209.723 -307.570 -399.410 -493.163 
133 -101.110 -209.750 -307.513 -399.380 -493.230 
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7.6. Strain gauge six (SG 6) data 
Strain gauge 6: Average Strain Values   
  Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C Experiment D Experiment E 
Samples 133 133 133 133 133 
Units Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) 
Min -97.71 -199.52 -305.26 -431.88 -605.58 
Max -97.53 -199.38 -304.62 -430.62 -603.8 
Mean -97.63 -199.46 -304.95 -431.33 -605.04 
STD 0.05 0.03 0.17 0.28 0.34 
            
1 0.014 -0.044 -0.002 0.003 0.008 
2 0.036 -0.014 -0.008 -0.034 0.022 
3 -1.402 -0.207 0.140 -0.013 -0.510 
4 -1.625 -1.607 -2.009 -1.308 -0.635 
5 -2.312 -2.129 -2.035 -2.151 -1.354 
6 -2.572 -2.776 -2.249 -2.137 -2.224 
7 -7.235 -36.921 -2.551 -2.211 -2.251 
8 -39.563 -56.844 -5.972 -2.467 -2.378 
9 -79.663 -82.264 -44.747 -69.660 -2.436 
10 -96.590 -131.092 -79.290 -193.836 -4.798 
11 -97.290 -134.857 -132.927 -294.160 -189.790 
12 -97.220 -162.640 -263.580 -411.177 -319.620 
13 -97.113 -195.487 -299.283 -422.217 -477.010 
14 -97.173 -197.907 -302.223 -423.550 -568.017 
15 -97.557 -199.480 -303.097 -429.853 -591.493 
16 -97.560 -199.020 -303.633 -429.140 -600.300 
17 -97.557 -199.187 -303.787 -429.423 -603.210 
18 -97.550 -199.193 -303.327 -429.697 -602.897 
19 -97.583 -199.427 -303.660 -430.230 -602.523 
20 -97.527 -199.467 -303.510 -429.780 -602.813 
21 -97.570 -199.463 -303.973 -430.113 -603.563 
22 -97.607 -199.433 -303.800 -430.120 -603.420 
23 -97.573 -199.390 -304.307 -430.360 -603.653 
24 -97.533 -199.453 -304.423 -430.440 -603.693 
25 -97.557 -199.473 -304.500 -430.463 -603.900 
26 -97.580 -199.440 -304.467 -430.523 -603.763 
27 -97.573 -199.390 -304.423 -430.677 -604.160 
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28 -97.520 -199.440 -304.493 -430.563 -603.940 
29 -97.540 -199.453 -304.567 -430.663 -603.867 
30 -97.583 -199.447 -304.553 -430.797 -603.883 
31 -97.590 -199.410 -304.550 -430.713 -604.370 
32 -97.587 -199.413 -304.553 -430.703 -603.923 
33 -97.553 -199.420 -304.623 -430.683 -604.427 
34 -97.580 -199.420 -304.787 -430.690 -603.803 
35 -97.587 -199.450 -304.617 -430.780 -605.020 
36 -97.570 -199.430 -304.637 -430.867 -603.837 
37 -97.550 -199.440 -304.660 -430.713 -604.683 
38 -97.560 -199.420 -304.630 -430.857 -604.773 
39 -97.530 -199.447 -304.687 -430.967 -604.743 
40 -97.533 -199.417 -304.653 -430.623 -604.563 
41 -97.557 -199.410 -304.677 -430.840 -604.387 
42 -97.617 -199.430 -304.693 -431.043 -604.667 
43 -97.567 -199.453 -304.693 -430.927 -604.437 
44 -97.537 -199.380 -304.693 -431.080 -604.567 
45 -97.543 -199.437 -304.733 -430.930 -604.697 
46 -97.573 -199.433 -304.713 -431.003 -604.660 
47 -97.533 -199.457 -304.667 -430.973 -604.700 
48 -97.583 -199.427 -304.743 -431.047 -604.567 
49 -97.547 -199.377 -304.760 -431.023 -604.690 
50 -97.557 -199.410 -304.737 -431.260 -604.867 
51 -97.593 -199.447 -304.727 -431.183 -604.630 
52 -97.567 -199.403 -304.720 -431.267 -604.713 
53 -97.573 -199.457 -304.747 -431.040 -604.937 
54 -97.580 -199.470 -304.810 -431.080 -604.457 
55 -97.557 -199.447 -304.737 -431.117 -604.893 
56 -97.613 -199.407 -304.803 -431.087 -604.730 
57 -97.580 -199.430 -304.803 -431.193 -604.890 
58 -97.620 -199.473 -304.800 -431.107 -604.767 
59 -97.590 -199.503 -304.720 -431.190 -604.953 
60 -97.597 -199.423 -304.780 -431.110 -605.050 
61 -97.620 -199.450 -304.847 -431.267 -604.793 
62 -97.617 -199.460 -304.800 -431.187 -604.920 
63 -97.637 -199.490 -304.803 -431.160 -604.873 
64 -97.587 -199.437 -304.857 -431.253 -604.900 
65 -97.597 -199.480 -304.823 -431.197 -604.897 
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66 -97.647 -199.473 -304.843 -431.243 -605.147 
67 -97.643 -199.443 -304.813 -431.197 -604.790 
68 -97.630 -199.487 -304.850 -431.233 -605.003 
69 -97.643 -199.487 -304.907 -431.283 -605.077 
70 -97.660 -199.490 -304.937 -431.250 -604.950 
71 -97.627 -199.457 -304.843 -431.317 -605.093 
72 -97.657 -199.463 -304.880 -431.253 -604.730 
73 -97.630 -199.463 -304.940 -431.320 -604.983 
74 -97.657 -199.443 -304.953 -431.240 -605.087 
75 -97.697 -199.480 -304.927 -431.383 -605.000 
76 -97.670 -199.483 -304.943 -431.270 -604.997 
77 -97.657 -199.470 -305.027 -431.303 -604.843 
78 -97.703 -199.423 -304.997 -431.320 -605.070 
79 -97.667 -199.477 -304.980 -431.263 -605.010 
80 -97.643 -199.490 -305.010 -431.410 -605.087 
81 -97.637 -199.473 -305.053 -431.280 -604.883 
82 -97.683 -199.443 -305.040 -431.340 -605.210 
83 -97.683 -199.493 -305.000 -431.300 -605.113 
84 -97.623 -199.493 -305.047 -431.447 -605.023 
85 -97.637 -199.473 -305.037 -431.277 -605.130 
86 -97.643 -199.457 -305.037 -431.287 -605.023 
87 -97.647 -199.473 -305.010 -431.377 -605.237 
88 -97.647 -199.480 -305.050 -431.423 -604.987 
89 -97.637 -199.440 -305.077 -431.533 -605.147 
90 -97.653 -199.430 -305.077 -431.320 -605.330 
91 -97.670 -199.477 -304.997 -431.340 -605.220 
92 -97.637 -199.433 -305.067 -431.320 -604.910 
93 -97.647 -199.463 -305.047 -431.340 -605.297 
94 -97.670 -199.417 -305.050 -431.347 -605.377 
95 -97.677 -199.470 -305.013 -431.317 -605.360 
96 -97.613 -199.423 -305.070 -431.470 -605.213 
97 -97.640 -199.467 -305.107 -431.347 -604.957 
98 -97.663 -199.517 -305.080 -431.417 -605.550 
99 -97.673 -199.497 -305.037 -431.357 -605.263 
100 -97.647 -199.497 -305.057 -431.387 -605.490 
101 -97.617 -199.443 -305.073 -431.513 -605.010 
102 -97.680 -199.457 -305.110 -431.437 -605.263 
103 -97.677 -199.467 -305.067 -431.357 -605.533 
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104 -97.680 -199.427 -305.100 -431.877 -605.220 
105 -97.700 -199.473 -305.123 -431.583 -605.290 
106 -97.653 -199.477 -305.063 -431.787 -605.290 
107 -97.660 -199.407 -305.083 -431.650 -605.270 
108 -97.673 -199.473 -305.130 -431.547 -605.257 
109 -97.640 -199.467 -305.140 -431.633 -605.407 
110 -97.673 -199.450 -305.093 -431.710 -604.983 
111 -97.713 -199.463 -305.070 -431.503 -605.520 
112 -97.637 -199.477 -305.077 -431.700 -605.320 
113 -97.667 -199.480 -305.130 -431.597 -605.157 
114 -97.663 -199.460 -305.053 -431.507 -605.337 
115 -97.683 -199.467 -305.063 -431.673 -605.207 
116 -97.663 -199.487 -305.260 -431.633 -605.463 
117 -97.653 -199.453 -305.073 -431.513 -605.380 
118 -97.647 -199.447 -305.100 -431.683 -605.313 
119 -97.680 -199.440 -305.097 -431.617 -605.170 
120 -97.633 -199.480 -305.117 -431.690 -605.583 
121 -97.683 -199.450 -305.143 -431.603 -605.337 
122 -97.657 -199.433 -305.113 -431.620 -605.420 
123 -97.660 -199.443 -305.143 -431.623 -605.387 
124 -97.670 -199.430 -305.137 -431.603 -605.400 
125 -97.693 -199.470 -305.190 -431.667 -605.480 
126 -97.680 -199.483 -305.133 -431.687 -605.463 
127 -97.707 -199.470 -305.100 -431.687 -605.373 
128 -97.683 -199.463 -305.187 -431.553 -605.287 
129 -97.693 -199.467 -305.147 -431.833 -605.407 
130 -97.663 -199.503 -305.133 -431.603 -605.410 
131 -97.680 -199.470 -305.140 -431.733 -605.390 
132 -97.643 -199.457 -305.170 -431.633 -605.567 
133 -97.683 -199.503 -305.167 -431.653 -605.437 
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7.7. Strain gauge eight (SG 8) data 
Strain gauge 8: Average Strain Values   
  Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C Experiment D Experiment E 
Samples 133 133 133 133 133 
Units Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) Micro (m/m) 
Min 18.53 33.43 51.34 66.81 92.39 
Max 18.69 33.55 51.55 70.45 92.75 
Mean 18.64 33.48 51.47 70.05 92.6 
STD 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.34 0.1 
            
1 -0.009 -0.016 -0.020 -0.028 -0.017 
2 0.008 -0.018 -0.031 -0.040 -0.011 
3 -0.029 -0.002 0.000 -0.029 -0.007 
4 0.111 0.253 0.264 0.147 0.137 
5 0.039 0.265 0.415 0.419 0.108 
6 0.363 0.291 11.670 0.499 0.258 
7 2.649 0.238 15.819 15.222 3.807 
8 8.149 7.609 29.301 36.063 42.457 
9 11.741 11.128 46.153 45.899 71.110 
10 12.838 20.196 50.067 50.431 81.713 
11 12.874 26.990 50.743 56.850 87.970 
12 12.778 31.267 51.203 67.770 91.623 
13 12.790 31.953 51.353 70.543 92.170 
14 17.737 32.987 51.287 70.697 92.410 
15 18.977 33.193 51.260 71.270 92.267 
16 19.370 33.240 51.300 71.067 92.193 
17 19.383 33.293 51.290 71.030 92.267 
18 19.417 33.340 51.260 71.193 92.283 
19 19.397 33.347 51.243 71.200 92.320 
20 19.387 33.340 51.267 71.217 92.287 
21 19.030 33.347 51.290 71.263 92.287 
22 18.933 33.353 51.267 69.207 92.327 
23 18.930 33.377 51.263 70.413 92.313 
24 18.933 33.380 51.277 68.297 92.307 
25 18.953 33.380 51.317 70.477 92.317 
26 18.837 33.383 51.307 70.290 92.350 
27 18.377 33.387 51.287 68.243 92.357 
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28 18.523 33.407 51.310 70.287 92.347 
29 18.520 33.400 51.323 70.337 92.357 
30 18.520 33.413 51.320 69.673 92.370 
31 18.520 33.427 51.297 70.413 92.363 
32 18.527 33.427 51.337 70.420 92.370 
33 18.533 33.427 51.357 70.447 92.390 
34 18.533 33.430 51.350 70.230 92.400 
35 18.533 33.430 51.337 66.813 92.387 
36 18.533 33.433 51.343 69.970 92.407 
37 18.547 33.433 51.373 70.070 92.433 
38 18.550 33.437 51.380 69.897 92.413 
39 18.550 33.443 51.353 70.087 92.403 
40 18.553 33.443 51.357 70.130 92.437 
41 18.573 33.443 51.397 70.107 92.423 
42 18.587 33.443 51.390 70.153 92.413 
43 18.557 33.450 51.357 70.143 92.440 
44 18.567 33.460 51.370 70.157 92.457 
45 18.573 33.457 51.397 70.187 92.443 
46 18.570 33.460 51.400 70.167 92.450 
47 18.573 33.473 51.380 70.150 92.470 
48 18.600 33.463 51.393 70.170 92.460 
49 18.593 33.463 51.417 70.187 92.477 
50 18.610 33.467 51.407 70.173 92.493 
51 18.607 33.480 51.387 70.163 92.510 
52 18.587 33.473 51.407 70.177 92.510 
53 18.603 33.483 51.427 70.183 92.503 
54 18.597 33.477 51.410 70.150 92.520 
55 18.617 33.467 51.420 70.147 92.517 
56 18.607 33.480 51.417 70.170 92.503 
57 18.623 33.463 51.457 70.173 92.533 
58 18.607 33.487 51.440 70.137 92.553 
59 18.630 33.490 51.417 70.150 92.517 
60 18.623 33.490 51.413 70.183 92.540 
61 18.617 33.480 51.437 70.153 92.543 
62 18.597 33.483 51.440 70.133 92.567 
63 18.630 33.500 51.433 70.157 92.523 
64 18.623 33.493 51.440 70.167 92.560 
65 18.637 33.500 51.440 70.160 92.570 
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66 18.627 33.500 51.463 70.140 92.537 
67 18.627 33.490 51.447 70.143 92.563 
68 18.643 33.493 51.440 70.177 92.580 
69 18.633 33.503 51.450 70.147 92.583 
70 18.637 33.510 51.463 70.123 92.570 
71 18.633 33.487 51.453 70.150 92.577 
72 18.623 33.497 51.450 70.153 92.607 
73 18.630 33.507 51.463 70.110 92.583 
74 18.637 33.547 51.470 70.123 92.593 
75 18.637 33.510 51.497 70.140 92.600 
76 18.643 33.507 51.467 70.147 92.597 
77 18.640 33.510 51.487 70.100 92.620 
78 18.640 33.513 51.493 70.103 92.590 
79 18.637 33.530 51.483 70.143 92.623 
80 18.640 33.507 51.470 70.110 92.620 
81 18.633 33.500 51.477 70.093 92.610 
82 18.653 33.497 51.493 70.113 92.610 
83 18.657 33.497 51.503 70.110 92.630 
84 18.640 33.507 51.470 70.090 92.610 
85 18.653 33.487 51.497 70.073 92.610 
86 18.650 33.503 51.520 70.097 92.650 
87 18.653 33.510 51.500 70.107 92.620 
88 18.657 33.510 51.480 70.077 92.630 
89 18.650 33.500 51.490 70.080 92.640 
90 18.667 33.503 51.523 70.107 92.647 
91 18.660 33.487 51.507 70.087 92.630 
92 18.647 33.507 51.503 70.070 92.633 
93 18.647 33.480 51.510 70.073 92.667 
94 18.667 33.490 51.520 70.093 92.653 
95 18.667 33.490 51.520 70.077 92.643 
96 18.657 33.487 51.500 70.050 92.653 
97 18.667 33.500 51.503 70.063 92.660 
98 18.677 33.493 51.527 70.063 92.677 
99 18.680 33.490 51.523 70.047 92.650 
100 18.680 33.493 51.500 70.043 92.680 
101 18.647 33.497 51.510 70.043 92.673 
102 18.670 33.493 51.543 70.047 92.653 
103 18.673 33.477 51.533 70.037 92.687 
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104 18.680 33.477 51.507 70.020 92.687 
105 18.673 33.490 51.510 70.037 92.673 
106 18.673 33.487 51.537 70.040 92.663 
107 18.670 33.503 51.533 70.003 92.687 
108 18.673 33.493 51.517 70.003 92.703 
109 18.680 33.480 51.517 70.027 92.653 
110 18.687 33.493 51.530 70.037 92.680 
111 18.663 33.487 51.543 69.997 92.687 
112 18.687 33.477 51.527 69.990 92.687 
113 18.673 33.473 51.517 70.017 92.697 
114 18.677 33.483 51.553 70.003 92.707 
115 18.670 33.477 51.547 69.990 92.713 
116 18.677 33.480 51.513 69.997 92.680 
117 18.680 33.480 51.537 69.987 92.710 
118 18.680 33.467 51.537 69.993 92.723 
119 18.687 33.480 51.550 69.970 92.717 
120 18.673 33.473 51.547 69.980 92.707 
121 18.683 33.480 51.517 69.990 92.710 
122 18.677 33.470 51.550 69.990 92.710 
123 18.670 33.463 51.553 69.960 92.713 
124 18.677 33.477 51.533 69.997 92.730 
125 18.680 33.473 51.537 70.007 92.730 
126 18.680 33.473 51.543 69.977 92.720 
127 18.690 33.467 51.547 69.953 92.713 
128 18.667 33.463 51.540 69.990 92.737 
129 18.677 33.467 51.530 69.983 92.733 
130 18.677 33.467 51.547 69.957 92.720 
131 18.677 33.453 51.553 69.970 92.717 
132 18.683 33.463 51.550 69.980 92.750 
133 18.687 33.480 51.520 69.960 92.740 
            
Average 18.640 33.480 51.470 70.050 92.600 
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